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Abstract 
 
The Introduction of novel species into non-native environments can have biodiversity and 
agricultural effects on landscapes costing billions of dollars in damage each year. 
Approximately 1.2 million hectares of land are currently deemed unusable globally because of 
invasive plants. The likelihood of introduced species becoming invasive isn't always 
understood, nor the effect of introductions immediately apparent. The environment is the 
primary selection force for screening habitability and is the primary selector for adaptation, but 
measuring all its components is complex. Therefor climate factors, precipitation and 
temperature, are the primary variables for determining a species distribution. The three model 
grasses in the Brachypodium distachyon complex species were used in this study because of 
their small sequenced genomes, classified as weedy and invasive in some regions, and were 
once native to the circum-Mediterranean, now global distributed. Genotyping by sequencing 
was used on 1,573 individuals to determine species identification and genetic diversity of each 
complex member. A total of 125 unique genotypes of B. distachyon were found from 479 
individuals, eight unique genotypes of B. stacei from 50 individuals, and 80 unique genotypes 
of B. hybridum from 1,015 individuals. MaxEnt distribution modelling was used to find 
potential area using a training specificity equals sensitivity threshold both natively and globally. 
B. stacei was the most rare having the smallest potential area in its native range at 2,458,837 
square kilometers and 3,207,524 globally. B. distachyon had the largest native potential area at 
5,098,573 square kilometers, but rare outside its native range, Australia only. B. hybridum was 
modelled to have 3,935,266 square kilometers natively, but 6,705,946 square kilometers 
globally leaving 2,770,680 of potential habitat non-natively. Common genotypes of the 
polyploid complex member B. hybridum were permutation tested for global abundance across 
groups of regions, with the genotype NRD-1 being significantly more abundant geographically 
than random. NRD-1 was also used for global distribution modelling to determine global 
suitable regions that would be sensitive to NRD-1 introduction. The three complex species were 
compared for climate breadth where B. hybridum had the widest climate breadth of the three 
group members. The genotype NRD-1 was also compared to B. hybridum as a whole to see if 
the NRD-1 genotype had a similar climate breadth as the whole species, possibly defining the 
species climate breadth. The climate diversity within each species was used to designate climate 
type identities for sample locations to measure climate range a genotype occupies and the 
climate diversity of geographic space. The B. hybridum genotype NRD-1 was found in the most 
climate types through permutation testing and found to have a significantly larger climate 
breadth than average p-value <0.01. Geographic regions with high climate diversity were also 
found to have the most genotypes. As B. hybridum was found to be the most widely distributed 
of the three study species, many specific genotypes occurred in numerous climate types and 
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were sampled on multiple continents, particularly genotype NRD-1, thus were concluded as the 
most widely adapted B. hybridum and all other B. distachyon complex species genotypes. 
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1.1	  Thesis	  Introduction	  
 
The emerging discipline of landscape genomics seeks to understand the multiple effects of 
environment on the geographic distribution of populations and alleles within species due to 
differential fitness underlying local adaptation. The use of landscape genomics has been used 
successfully to identify neutral processes of population migration and to identify the alleles 
under environmental selection  (Fournier-Level, 2011; Shen, 2014; Platt, 2015).  
 
Species introduction events can have positive, neutral, or negative impact on natural or 
agricultural landscape productivity. Many introduced species can become invasive and disrupt 
existing systems making them less biologically productive or less diverse by displacing native 
individuals. It is estimated that an approximate 1.2 million hectares are overrun each year to 
invasive plant species in the United States (USDA Forest Service, 2016). Invasive species cause 
ecological damage measured in the billions of dollars and Australia spends approximately $3.4 
billion a year to combat just invasive plants, while the United States spends up to $34.7 billion 
(Pimentel, 2000; Schmidt, 2012; Australian Bureau of Statistics 2012). The study of 
introduction events of novel organisms to non-native habitats is commonly called invasion 
biology. In many ways invasion biology demonstrates many of the core principles of biology, 
such as adaptation and rapid evolution. Natural invasions are uncommon in nature and rarely 
measured. Prehistoric migration events can be disentangled through genomics, the variation and 
species divergence in phylogenetics, and the fluctuations in geologic features across large 
timescales. However, many organisms were introduced alongside the rapid geographic 
expansion of human society. Landscape genomics concepts and tools can inform invasion 
biology by revealing the number of introduced genetic lineages and their subsequent migration 
patterns (Bakker, 2009; Takahara, 2013).  
 
The geographic locations of a species can be used to model the distribution of viable habitat 
(Phillips, 2004). This is often used to determine the existing and suitable range of a species. 
Locations that are predicted to be suitable, but not yet colonized, may be vulnerable to invasion. 
Theoretically, the predicted suitable range may differ for closely related species or even 
different genetic lineages within a species. This can be due to alternative preferences in climate 
or soil variables. Further, genetic lineages may have narrow or wider tolerances for climate 
variables. Thus, climate breadth can reveal widely adapted genetic lineages that tolerate a large 
range in climate variables. Widely adapted lineages may be more prone to become invasive. 
Alternatively, many different specialist lineages can also occupy a wide environmental range. 
Genomic approaches can distinguish between these possibilities and inform management of 
invasive species.  
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Understanding the interaction between landscape and organism is paramount in landscape 
genomics. The start of any landscape genomic study is a geographic and genetic diverse 
germplasm. Creating a meaningful landscape genomic data set is difficult without prior 
knowledge of sample locations or genetically diverse hotspots. Germplasm assembly can be 
optimised by pacing collection efforts with genetic screens and distribution modelling 
techniques that use previous sample locations to predict new regions of genetic, climatic, and 
geographic diversity. Many distribution-modeling programs can determine what climate 
variables have significance to the breadth of a species precipitation and temperature tolerance. 
However, wild collected individuals could express similar phenotypes to closely related species, 
but are misidentified at a species level. A well-designed genetic screen can identify species, 
ancestral lineages, family groups, and genotypes, thus greatly increases information about a 
germplasm. 
 
The key tasks of this thesis are four fold. This project required a carefully assembled and 
globally diverse germplasm to represent the genetic diversity of both native and non-native 
regions. Once the germplasm collection was compiled, samples were grown and DNA 
sequenced to determine their species and genotype identity. Subsequently, collection locations 
were sorted by species and genotypes to interpolate the size of globally suitable geographic 
distributions revealing the differences in their fundamental range limits. The final task was to 
distinguish climate generalists from specialists by determining the number and type of climate 
classes that widespread genotypes were found in relation to a random or neutral expectation. 
	  
1.2	  Species	  Introductions	  and	  Invasion	  Biology	  
	  
Society has become more cosmopolitan each year and countries around the world face 
introduction events at many ports globally. Introduction events can happen many times, and 
many have occurred before the concept of an invasive species was first termed in Charles 
Elton's book The Ecology of Invasions by Animals and Plants (Elton, 1958). Settlers have 
colonised the new world for centuries and the import and export of species to and from 
habitable spaces with little to no regard for the local impact an introduction event might inflict 
on the landscape. While the Brachypodium distachyon species complex is not classified as 
invasive in Australia, it is an introduced species to the continent and is a set of closely related 
model cereal C3 grass species. 
 
Species can be introduced a variety of ways, but usually by contamination of a product or on 
purpose for aesthetic, agriculture, or personal means, as is the likely case with Burmese pythons 
(Python molurus) in southeastern United States, and Paterson's Curse (Eichium plantagineum 
and Eichium vulgare) in Australia (Wilson, 2011; Konarzewski, 2012). Most invasive plants 
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have been and are introduced by the horticulture trade (Burt, 2007; Hulme, 2009). However, the 
assessment of magnitude an introduced species impact has on novel locations is not 
immediately tangible. It could take many years or even decades to assess if a species is invasive 
and at that point it is likely too late to eradicate without significant efforts (Myers, 2000). It 
might also be that some species are naturalised in some areas but invasive in nearby habitats, so 
a high-resolution map of sensitive habitats of suspect invaders would be ideal resources for land 
managers. 
 
Herbarium records are a great place to start describing the geographic and climate range of 
introduced species. Records often have metadata about microclimate, some phenotype data 
including whether the plant was flowering, in addition to when and where the plant was 
collected. However, herbariums rarely if ever have any genetic data that can identify cytological 
differences or cryptic species. To address this, records in herbariums can aid a researcher’s 
decision about when and where to travel for future collections, what trait(s) to use for 
identification or analysis, and what locations they historically have occupied. Using previous 
collection points, researchers can travel back to the sample’s original location, or similar 
locations based on computer based simulation models that predict species specific suitable 
geography like the program MaxEnt, discussed more below (Phillips, 2005; Banta, 2012). Once 
samples are obtained through collection trips a species can be more thoroughly analysed using 
formal analysis through genomics. 
	  
A landscape genomics approach comparing the genetic diversity of both the native and 
introduced range can identify the location of origin(s), the climate patterns and breadth of that 
species locally and natively, and the surrounding sensitive regions. The screening of genetic 
diversity across non-native landscapes can reveal regions that require more attention, such as 
locations with high genetic variation. Regions with more genetic diversity will have more 
opportunity to create unique genotypes. By using geographic coordinates of presence locations, 
global species distribution models can calculate vulnerable non-native geography. This is true 
for widespread genotypes that are found in a wide breadth of climate locations and they can be 
modelled at a genotype level for distribution modelling. The genomic analysis by DNA 
sequencing can help researchers; land managers and agricultural sectors better understand the 
introduction process and how a species colonises new habitats. 
 
1.3	  The	  Brachypodium	  distachyon	  Species	  Complex:	  A	  Model	  for	  Invasion	  Biology	  
 
Brachypodium distachyon is an ideal model species for C3 grass monocots because of its 
phylogenetic placement in the Poaceae plant family, particularly agricultural grass crops like 
barley and wheat (Draper, 2001). Like Arabidopsis thaliana, B. distachyon has a small stature, 
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grows well in laboratory conditions, and a compact genome (~266mb) with a haploid 
chromosome number x=5. B. distachyon is also easily transformable, and a moderate array of 
accessions from diverse geographic regions (Draper 2001, Opanowicz, 2008; Vogel, 2009; 
Vogel 2010, Mur, 2011). Since its initial proposal as a model organism, numerous preceding 
papers have published using B. distachyon in a range of topics. A transformation protocol was 
developed in 2005 and improved in 2008 where multiple accessions were tested for 
transformation amenability and efficiency (Christiansen 2005; Vogel, 2006; Vogel, 2008). 
Several studies also show that several inbred maternal lines have been developed and tested for 
susceptibility to cereal grain pathogens with variation in phenotypes (Draper, 2001; Parker 
2008; Peraldi, 2011; Alderman, 2013). The full genome was published in 2010 and now a 
nearly complete version 3.1 is available. Furthermore, there has been an uptick in collection 
efforts from many research groups generating large germplasms for research purposes (Vogel, 
2009; Catalan, 2012; Tyler, 2016; Shiposha, 2016).  
 
The B. distachyon complex species (B. distachyon, B. stacei, and B. hybridum) are also great 
models for the study of introduced and invasive species as they exhibit wide variation in many 
“weedy” traits, such as: life strategies, high seed yield, and high self-fertilisation rates (Draper, 
2001; Vogel 2009; Vogel, 2010). Currently there is a substantial germplasm available for 
research from the USDA and many research groups created their own collections from native 
and non-native locations. Beyond studies of B. distachyon germplasm and a smaller study on B. 
stacei, there is no definitive paper that describes the genetic relationship of most or all known 
populations of published accessions of the Brachypodium distachyon species complex (Tyler, 
2014; Shiposha; Vogel, 2009). 
 
Genomes	  of	  Brachypodium	  distachyon,	  Brachypodium	  stacei,	  and	  Brachypodium	  hybridum	  
Initially Brachypodium distachyon was considered one species with variation in cytotypes, one 
diploid, one tetraploid, and one hexaploid, but later discovered that B. distachyon had various 
cytotypes (Hasterok 2004; Opanowicz, 2008; Filiz, 2009; Idziak, 2011). When the planning of 
this project started in late 2011 Brachypodium distachyon was still considered one species of 
various diploid and polyploid cytotypes and substantial phenotypic variation. Thus the species 
was expected to have significant genetic diversity, and based on collection locations where it 
was found a large geographic range. Later, it was discovered that there were two diploids and 
one allotetraploid (Idziak, 2011). The three species were assembled into a species complex 
composing of the most commonly researched B. distachyon. The other two species were 
described in 2012 and are B. stacei the other diploid with a haploid chromosome number of 
x=10 with a genome size of approximately 240 mb, and the allotetraploid, which is a hybrid 
composing of both diploid complex members (Idziak, 2011; Catalan, 2012; Shiposha, 2016). 
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The polyploid B. hybridum is an allotetraploid of a B. stacei-like and a B. distachyon-like set of 
ancestors detected by FISH probes 2n=4x=30, with a haploid chromosome number of x=15 
(x=10+5) and about 510mb (Hastorak, 2008; Idziak, 2011; Catalan, 2012). When discussing 
these three species of Brachypodium in this thesis, B. distachyon and the B. distachyon-like 
subgenome in B. hybridum are referred to as the D genome collectively. Likewise, B. stacei and 
the B. stacei-like subgenome in B. hybridum is referred to as the S subgenome collectively. The 
naming regime employed for Brachypodium genomes involved in this thesis is subject to 
change once said genomes are fully described. The naming scheme employed here describes the 
current understanding of ploidy and genomes of these species. 
 
B. hybridum has a manageable genome size of about 510mb, about the size of Setaria models 
(520mb) and Eucalyptus (600mb) thus making it an ideal polyploid model (Padovan, 2013; 
Huang, 2014). Many phenomena are not well understood in allopolyploid genomics and B. 
hybridum could be a suitable model for many polyploid effects: trans-chromosomal signaling, 
RNA and protein dosage effects, mixed protein complexes from multiple subgenomes, fixed 
heterosis, multiple subgenomes donating to protein complexes, chromosome dominance, and 
other traits found in other grass polyploid species, particularly in wheat- Triticum species. B. 
hybridum is also an ideal model for landscape genomics to answer questions about species 
introduction events, how polyploids can have more allelic variation that can expand niche 
breadth, have larger climate envelopes than close diploid relatives, and will be discussed in 
chapters three, four, and five. 
 
Collections	  and	  Accessions	  of	  Brachypodium	  
Within B. distachyon there are many natural accessions that fall within two major clades, 
dubbed the A and B groups and each of these have east and west Mediterranean sub-groups 
(Wilson, 2015). Beyond this major split, another publication reported a C subgenome from 
central Europe (Tyler, 2016). B. stacei has been considered a rare species, but little was known 
about where it grows until more recorded locations were reported and its distribution mapped 
(Lopez, 2015). With more knowledge of where B. stacei grows more collections should be 
pursued to advance its use as a research organism and knowledge of its genetic variation. A 
recent paper Shiposha 2016 shows the genetic diversity in 19 western locations of the 
Mediterranean and Atlantic islands (Shiposha, 2016). The other previous study to demonstrate 
genetic diversity in B. stacei, only had three individuals from Sicily (Tyler, 2016). With these 
two published works and the analysis from this thesis, B. stacei could soon become a popular 
research model. B. stacei is considered to be the closest living relative to the first Brachypodium 
species as it maps well to Oryza species (personal comment from John Vogel, 2015). Learning 
more about B. stacei can help us better understand the evolution of the Triticeae (wheat, barley, 
oat species) from the Ehrhartoideae (Oryza species) since the Brachypoidieae (Brachypodium 
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species) lay between the two groups and each harbour many domesticated grain species that 
form most of the caloric intake of human nutrition (Catalan, 1997; Hands, 2012). 
 
Using	  Brachypodium	  species	  as	  Models	  for	  Invasion	  Biology	  
Brachypodium species native range spans the mediterranean region, Europe, North Africa, the 
Middle East, and much of West Asia. However, B. hybridum has been introduced to novel 
regions of the world including the Southern African continent, North America, South America, 
and Australia. The first analysis of non-native B. distachyon polyploid cytotypes described the 
population structure and characterised the weediness traits in non-native regions of the United 
States North America and constitutes the only paper currently published of introduced B. 
distachyon polyploids (Bakker, 2009). Introduced Brachypodium species are reported in 
Southern Africa, South and North America, and Australia. Records in Australia date back to 
1880 near Adelaide (ALA, 2013). As a suspected grain contaminant, Brachypodium possibly 
arrived by ≈1780-1800 during early grain trials in Australia (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 
2006). One report states that wheat was grown in Parramatta by 1789. Commercial cereal 
agriculture started by 1816 near Sydney, and Tasmania by 1826 (Morgan, 2003). Another 
source indicates wheat flour was imported to South Australia up until 1839 from Tasmania until 
wheat agriculture was developed in the Adelaide Plains, and that Brachypodium herbarium 
records indicate its presence as early as 1898 (ALA, 2016; PIR, 2013). 
 
In Australia, the B. distachyon complex species are considered naturalised, except in Western 
Australia where it is considered “weedy” and possibly changes fire regimes (Hussey, 2007). In 
most wild populations these three species are obligate selfing plants with cleistogamous florets, 
small stature and quick life cycle, though it was reported in a study in modern day Tunisia that 
B. hybridum has higher than expected outcrossing rates at Nm=2.31 (Draper, 2001; Garvin, 
2008; Neji, 2015). It was also reported in two different publications that lineages of both B. 
distachyon and B. hybridum disperse widely with the same lineages being found across large 
geographic ranges (Dell’Acqua, 2014; Neji, 2015). B. hybridum appears to be the most widely 
adapted of the three species because of its climate diversity and expanded geographic 
distribution beyond its native range, probably from having fixed heterosis effects from its two 
sub-genomes (Garvin 2008; Catalan 2012). For B. hybridum to survive in many climates and 
vector to novel environments on non-native continents, it is expected to be a widely adapted 
species. Brachypodium distachyon species complex exhibits other interesting traits common 
with other weedy invasive species: high selfing capacities with rare occurrences of outcrossing, 
can make adventitious roots, shows dramatic phenotypic plasticity, and can vegetatively over-
winter in some environments (Bakker 2009; Vogel 2009; Garvin 2008; Catalan 2012; personal 
observation). The progressive research, genomic tools, private and public germplasms from 
many continents make the Brachypodium distachyon complex species ideal models to study 
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landscape genomics and use as model plants for studying wide adaptability and invasive 
behavior in grasses (Garvin, 2008; Bakker 2009). 
 
By understanding the genetic basis of local adaptation, we may find allelic variants that allow 
some groups to be adapted to specific environments (specialists), and other alleles may be 
important for generalists (Storz, 2005). Brachypodium species, as a whole, have a large 
geographic range, mostly spanning Mediterranean-like climates in North Africa and Eurasia. 
The species as a whole could be widely adapted, but groups living in isolation and thus 
genotypes are associated with geographic distance like in A. thaliana, which has genetic 
diversity associated with geographic and climatic space (Hancock, 2011). Some genotypes 
could be more frequent than others because of two possible reasons: (A) preferred climate type 
is common across geography, or (B) they have wide climate breadth (Platt, 2010; Horton, 2012; 
Banta, 2012). In either case, some variation in dispersal mechanisms could be affecting how 
widespread a genotype is. Since all three species are annual plants, there could also be variation 
in seed dispersal ability of common genotypes versus rare genotypes. 
 
1.4	  Landscape	  Genomics,	  Concepts,	  Practices,	  and	  Current	  Uses	  
	  
The goal of landscape genomics is to identify the genetic basis of environmental adaptation 
using natural collections distributed across a variable landscape. Genomic variation is identified 
and then associated with environmental variables at the site of origin. This approach requires 
numerous independent samples across environmental gradients for statistical power (Bragg, 
2015). Samples may be grouped by historical demographic processes that aren't independent, in 
which case wider sampling may be necessary. Environmental filtering at an adaptive locus can 
positively increase the allele frequency of a beneficial allele or negatively select against a 
deleterious allele. Most variants are neutral in most locations, however a few are positively or 
negatively selected in particular locations as seen in A. thaliana (Shen, 2014). 
 
Collection	  Sites	  and	  Landscape	  Coverage	  
Study locations are environmentally complex, but can be simply described by temperature and 
precipitation- abiotic stress. Specifically, 19 derived BioClimatic variables summarizing 
temperature and precipitation are commonly used for species distribution modeling (BioClim, 
2016; Busby, 1991; Beaumont, 2005). Often many researchers are involved in collections 
further complicating landscape genomic studies. This thesis is the product of eight research 
groups collaborating to meet mutual and/or overlapping goals. Each collaborating research 
group employed different sampling regimes; some groups sampled more locations with fewer 
individuals or vice versa. Some research groups sampled across smaller and larger geographic 
space. The inconsistency of sampling regimes across collaborating partners required grouping 
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geographic regions per each species and is further discussed in Chapter II to normalise 
geographic and climate analysis. 
  
DNA	  Sequencing:	  A	  Quick	  Review	  of	  Genotyping	  by	  Sequencing	  
Sequence technologies have become more efficient and more financially attainable in the last 
decade (Shendure, 2008; Elshire, 2011). Large-scale genomic scans of many individuals can 
vary in technique depending on genome size and allocated research budget. Whole genome 
sequencing of smaller genomes like bacteria and yeast easily assemble and are amenable to 
many research budgets. Diploid genomes with moderate outcrossing rates in the ≤ 500 mb range 
could easily be scanned using low coverage whole genome sequencing of about 100 samples 
per lane using Illumina platforms. Whole genome sequencing starts to get more expensive 
beyond one gb genome size at 50-100 samples per lane. At this point genotyping by sequencing 
(GBS) becomes more practical, but only provides relatedness information and less specific 
quantitative trait loci mapping resolution. Once optimal resolution of trait mapping is reached 
with GBS, whole genome sequencing of trait carrying individuals can be performed. Likewise, 
datasets with many hundreds to thousands of samples of smaller genomes (100-500mb) also 
benefit by using genotyping by sequencing and multiplexing, having upwards of 196-384 
samples per lane to describe relatedness, then switching to whole genome sequencing for fine 
scale mapping of quantitative traits of individuals of interest. 
 
The use of sequence technology in ecological and environmental studies has provided strong 
statistical evidence to describe lineages of organisms across landscapes and environmental 
gradients. One example is the genetic analysis of 5,707 plants screened at 149 SNPs in the paper 
The Scale of Population Structure in Arabidopsis thaliana (Platt, 2010). Within this paper they 
conclude that Arabidopsis thaliana has 1,799 unique genotypes, thus for high volume 
phenotyping screens, these would be the core mapping set of phenotypic traits of this species 
(Platt, 2010). This study also sequenced plants from both the native and non-native range and 
compared genetic diversity between the two. Genetic diversity was found to be higher in the 
native range, but some locations in the non-native range harboured many different genotypes 
and possible admixed locations. Another study looked at Brachypodium sylvaticum to see if 
invaded locations had genetic bottlenecks and trace some lineages to central west Europe 
(Rosenthal, 2008). That study found three major genetic lineages in North America (K=3) and 
five major genetic lineages globally (K=5). They only traced one of the three lineages in the 
native range to the invaded range, leaving the origin of two prominent genetic lineages 
unresolved. 
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Neutral	  forces	  affecting	  genetic	  signal	  of	  climate	  adaptation	  
The distribution of a genetic lineage is the result of both adaptive and neutral forces. With 
limited migration, founder effects and isolation by distance, prevent our ability to separate the 
chance historical demographic effects on the entire genome from the adaptive genes. We must 
consider the genetic divergence and population structure when selecting locations for intensive 
sampling (Bragg, 2015). Recently founded populations may not have enough diversity to 
separate specific chromosome segments, or haplotype blocks, associated with climate variables 
from the background of a structured population. In this case, adaptive loci cannot be partitioned 
from background variation. Geographic distance can often explain genomic isolation within a 
species, which is a neutral process. This has traditionally been detected using Mantel Tests or 
Partial Mantel Tests (Mantel, 1967), however recently it was shown that mantel tests do not 
remove the sampling bias and spatial structure (Guillot, 2013). 
 
Testing	  adaptation	  to	  climatic	  range	  
Typically common gardens and reciprocal transplant studies are used to test for local adaptation 
where the home genotype performs superior to the genotype from farther away, example is 
Clausen et al. 1940 (Clausen, 1940). Provenance trials do this on a larger scale, evaluating 
phenotypes from a broader range of genotypes across many locations. These studies are massive 
and are certainly hampered by starting conditions and weather variation. One solution is to use 
growth chambers that can mimic natural climatic conditions, without weather noise. 
Technology being developed in the Borevitz lab can synthesize environments in growth 
chambers. These specialised growth chambers are called The SpectralPhenoClimatron that 
allows fitness traits to be measured via advanced high-throughput phenotyping digital imaging 
techniques in multiple target environments (Brown, 2014). These advanced smart chamber 
experiments can be run multiple times at most yearly time points, thus bringing the environment 
to the researcher. 
  
Demography	  and	  Genetics	  
Isolation by distance analysis on a species with samples across its native range should show 
some signal of genetic diversity and aid population structure description. With Brachypodium 
having a large native range, spanning three continents, one can expect to find samples that are 
significantly diverged from one to another (Opanowicz et. al., 2008; Garvin 2008). The trends 
within a mantel test should be relatively linear and organised. It would be expected the 
introduced range of Brachypodium to be more randomised showing little genetic structure 
between collection sites, being more pervasive/aggressive genotypes have been vectored to new 
locations and possibly introduced multiple times. Mantel Tests between native and introduced 
ranges should be very dissimilar in shape and description, because one would assume 
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introduced locations have been randomly invaded. Partial mantel test can describe if geological 
features are significant factors in isolating populations/genotypes.  
 
1.5	  Case	  Studies	  of	  Landscape	  Genomics	  in	  Non-­‐Brachypodium	  Species	  
	  
The use of model species has greatly improved the consistency and reproducibility of science 
both past and present. The increased output, affordable costs, and quality of genomic 
sequencing has further improved model organism genomics to where specific loci responsible 
for phenotypes of interest can be interrogated for function and interaction among the organism 
as a whole. The use of model organisms extends to landscape genomics as they are derived 
from natural populations. Many successful studies have been performed on model species to 
interrogate the links and associations between genetics and environment. Beyond model 
organisms, techniques to call useable markers have improved in non-model species as well. 
While the use of second and next generation sequencing is rapidly being applied to non-models 
or even whole genome sequencing, SSR markers and exon capture have accurately called the 
basic population structure and relatedness of individuals in diversity studies. Though SSR 
markers are limited in their ability to find adaptive regions of the genome, other techniques like 
RNA sequencing can identify the transcriptome and align reads against in-silico RNA-DNA 
synthesized loci set. Other techniques also work using kmer comparisons of reads like in KWIP 
(Murray, 2017). 
 
Model	  organisms	  
Arabidopsis thaliana and other species 
Composing of five haploid chromosomes and a small genome approximately 119mb the model 
plant Arabidopsis thaliana has provided scientists with enormous amounts of information about 
plant metabolism, function, growth, physiology, evolution, and photosynthesis. The genome 
was first published in 2000 and the mapping and functions of genes have been explored even 
earlier (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000). A. thaliana is easily transformable and readily 
grows in laboratory conditions, requiring little light to grow and no significant soil associates 
needed to accommodate growth. The long-standing interest in the scientific community in A. 
thaliana pushed collection efforts from many locations, which lead to natural variation studies 
and landscape genomics (Mitchell-Olds, 2001; Tonsor, 2005; Ågren and Schemske 2012; 
Ågren, 2013). 
  
Many landscape genomic studies have used Arabidopsis species to study genotype-by-
environment effects. A. thaliana has been particularly successful in landscape genomic studies. 
The environmental variation across sample locations could predict patterns of polymorphisms 
across the whole genome as described in one study of A. thaliana (Lee & Mitchell-Olds, 2012) 
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Further in that same study, some polymorphisms were also predicted based on genomic 
structure and composition; and that environmentally relevant factors contribute to population 
divergence across populations, and locally adapted genotypes. A similar study  showed a pattern 
across geographic space where suits of inherited genetic markers were present across specific 
landscape gradients (Hancock, 2011). Some locations overlapped geographically and levels of 
polymorphisms present per location would be predictive of fitness at one location. Thirty 
different biological processes were found ecologically relevant across numerous environmental 
factors with significant p-values. It was found that non-synonymous variants in climate 
associations were more common than synonymous variants, which proves that polymorphisms 
are more likely to change protein coding regions within genes to adaptive alleles (Lasky, 2012). 
A study in A. thaliana discovered an early stop codon in a methylation transferase CMT2 allele 
conveying a larger climate tolerance in those A. thaliana individuals carrying that allele (Shen, 
2014). Variation in the gene DOG1 in A. thaliana was found to be associated with different soil 
types, where seasonal germination time was strongly correlated with delaying germination by 
temperature sensitivity and altering abscisic acid metabolism (Chiang, 2011).  
 
Setaria viridis and Setaria italica 
The new cosmopolitan model species Setaria viridis and Setaria italica are diploid C4 grass 
species composing of nine haploid chromosomes and about 512mb genomes (Bennetzen, 2012; 
Lata, 2013). Setaria species are in the Panicoideae subfamily of the Poaceae and are 
phylogenetically placed near many agriculturally relevant species such as Sorghum bicolor, 
switchgrass Panicum species, Zea mays, proso millet and perl millet (Bennetzen, 2012). In 
some parts of the world Setaria species are grown as important food sources as well (Jia, 2013). 
Setaria species have evolved C4 photosynthesis independently from other closely related 
members, but function as ideal models for more complicated genomes using C4 type 
metabolisms, however Setaria species are also ideal models for cell wall biosynthesis, response 
to drought, and particularly S. viridis in invasion biology (Bennetzen, 2012; Doust, 2017). The 
genus Setaria are transformable in multiple methods, small to medium stature plants, and have 
both diploid and polyploid relatives (Brutnell, 2010; Martins 2015; Saha, 2016). 
 
Currently there are few landscape genomic studies of Setaria species due to the genome 
sequence becoming available in recent years and the building of a public germplasm. A 
substantial genomic diversity and population genetic study using 273 individuals showed the 
structure of S. viridis and S. italica across Europe, Asia, and North America, with outlier 
locations in South America (Huang, 2014). While no specific genetic correlations were 
associated to climate, the two model species grow in vastly different ecological environments. 
A comparative genomics study found flowering time variation in S. italica and S. viridis F7 
RILs that showed variation in flowering time and morphology occurs in four different growing 
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environments, which is evidence that plasticity in flowering time and phenotypes should vary 
across ecological gradients and future studies could investigate adaptation to local environments 
in Setaria species (Mauro-Herrera, 2013). S. italica is most commonly grown in arid 
environments for human consumption, due to its sizeable range it should also be investigated 
for environmentally induced phenotypic plasticity or local adaptation (Jia, 2013). 
  
Pinus taeda 
Softwood trees are often considered agricultural species, but there are few to no domesticated 
lines. Due to the large genomes of most gymnosperm plants the genomic analysis is a 
significant challenge compared to ordinary model organisms as well as the lifespan and height 
of most tree species (Morse, 2009). The reference species Pinus taeda (Loblolly Pine) is a very 
large 22 Gb genome with a haploid chromosome number of x = 12, but many other Pinus 
species have much smaller genomes. In P. taeda linkage disequilibrium decays quickly, it has a 
large geographic and ecological breadth in its native range, and transformation protocols have 
been developed (Gould, 2002; Brown, 2004; Krutovsky and Neale 2005; Heuertz, 2006). All 
Pinus species are diploid with the same chromosome number. While induced polyploid 
individuals have poor fitness, and interspecific hybridization is successful (Williams, 2002). 
  
Ecological variation occurs across the native range of P. taeda and several studies have 
published on climate to genotype interactions within the species. A subset of 1,730 genomic 
markers from 682 individuals across 54 locations was collected to investigate the ecological 
genetics of P. taeda, which revealed strong correlations between geography and climate (Eckart, 
20101). In this study, numerous variants were correlated with elevation or climate data and 
annotation reveals possible pathways that are associated with local adaptation most via abiotic 
stress, which would indicate some sort of environment based selection pressure. A separate 
study found five variants associated with aridity with significance to both biotic and abiotic 
stress response, 24 other variants were associated with high Fst and physiological processes 
(Eckert, 20102). 
  
Serotiny, the effect of a trigger response to induce seed dispersal from the maternal plant is a 
trait common in gymnosperms (Johnson, 1993; Bond, 2005). The measure of the serotinious 
phenotypes was conducted in P. taeda in three different ecologically and genetically distinct 
populations to investigate serotiny as an adaptive phenotype resulting in 11 loci that explain 
≈50% of the phenotypic variation (Parchman, 2012). 
 
Eucalyptus species 
Tree species usually are long-lived and the duration to reach maturity is much longer than 
model species. Trees, nevertheless, are anthropocentrically important in both native and 
plantation forests for their timber and ecosystem services. Population studies in forest tree 
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species often have weak population structure, large sample numbers, and high neutral genetic 
diversity, which aides resolving locus-specific diversifying selection from a weak background 
of neutral noise (Potts, 1997; Krimi, 2006, Savolainen, 2007; Eckart1, 2010; Bradbury, 2013). 
As seen in P. taeda, landscape studies in Eucalyptus have provided significant insight to tree 
landscape genomics. Eucalyptus has superior pulp qualities for paper and a potential for biofuel 
resource (Myburg, 2011; Kainer 2015). Eucalyptus species are also ideal models with E. 
grandis (subtropical) and E. globulus (temperature) each having reference genomes (Myburg, 
2011; Myburg, 2014). Eucalyptus species have a variety of uses for society mostly in oil 
synthesis, energy, and fiber (Kainer, 2015). Many biologically unique genomic qualities exist in 
E. grandis that make it an interesting model species. For example, more than ⅓ of all genes in 
most Eucalyptus species are tandem duplicates; a manageable diploid genome size of ≈640 mb 
and a haploid chromosome number of x = 11; close relative to many Myrtaceae; and synteny to 
other rosid genomes like Vitus species (Grattapaglia, 1994). Eucalyptus species inhabit 
temperate to tropical regions, spatially found across >200 million hectares in Australia, and are 
present on six continents globally (Pires, 2009). Most Eucalyptus species exhibit high levels of 
outcrossing and LD is relatively low, making environmental association genetics ideal across 
landscapes with high gene flow between individuals discussed below. There are many 
landscape genomic studies of Eucalyptus species, but few with genome coverage sufficient to 
comprehensively identify causal associations to landscape or climate beyond outliers from 
genomic background. 
 
Using climate data sourced from ANUCLIM, a study of 274 individuals from nine geographic 
locations of E. tricarpa found 94 sequence tagged markers across the genome that were found 
adaptive along an aridity gradient across the southeastern region of the Australia continent 
(Steane, 2014). The detection of correlated adaptive loci was performed using BAYSCAN V2.1 
and canonical analysis of principal coordinates. Also, E. tricarpa was found strongly correlated 
with geography, R2=0.72; p-value = 0.001, specifically along an east-west gradient. Another 
Eucalyptus study of the foundation species E. globulus used 16 microsatellite markers across 
444 trees from 39 regions to resolve population structure and gene flow between regions of 
southeastern Australia including the island of Tasmania (Yeoh, 2012). Within this study, five 
distinct population groups were found by using Evanno’s ∆K from data created by 
STRUCTURE v. 2.3.1 when testing K=1-39. The five groups were followed up by a neighbor-
joining tree which matched consistently with both geography and STRUCTURE K=5. Across 
all geographic locations no isolation by distance was detected, but this could be due to low 
quantity of markers. However, isolation by distance via mantel test did provide meaningful 
results between sub-groups of ancestral populations. 
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In a landscape study consisting of 596 individuals from 21 locations along the southwest coast 
of Australia, the species E. gomphocephala was examined for genetic diversity, population 
structure, and genetic association to the environment. A homolog of a CONSTANS-like gene 
was found as an Fst outlier to in four different climate variables: winter solar radiation, summer 
precipitation, aridity, and potential evaporation (Bradbury, 2013). The genetic diversity was 
calculated by using 18 SSR markers, also used in isolation by distance. Genetic diversity 
correlated to geographic distance with an R2=0.362 with p-value < 0.001. Population structure 
was calculated using the popular program STRUCTURE v.2.3.2.1. The optimal population 
number was calculated as ∆K=2 via the program Structure Harvester and the Evanno, et al. 
2005 method. Genetic diversity and population structure largely confirm each other’s results. 
 
Non-­‐Model	  Species	  
Helianthus species 
One of the most invasive and species rich plant families is the Asteraceae. Within this family is 
the Helianthus genus which teeters in many categories: agriculturally as a model organism for 
Asteraceae species is Helianthus annuus; as an agricultural crop commonly known as 
sunflower; and many species as an invasive (Blackman, 2011; Whitney, 2010). Species in the 
Helianthus genus also readily hybridises, creating admixed lineages with high genetic diversity 
(Baack, 2005; Prentis, 2008; Kane, 2009; Scascitelli, 2010). It has been found in Helianthus 
species that gene transfer can occur between two groups of the same species via another species 
hybridization (Scascitelli, 2010). Widely hybridizing species can be formidable pests for land 
managers as they likely can reinvent themselves once faced with a selection pressure, this could 
be especially true for Helianthus species. The hybridisation between domesticated H. annuus 
introduced natural strains creates an agricultural weed that can disrupt harvest yield by altering 
seed dormancy and seed shattering profiles in Spain and France (Muller 2009; Presotto 2014). 
 
Crop	  Species	  
Oryza species   
The Oryza genus of plants, commonly called rice, is one of the most well studied and 
researched plants to date. It is also one of society’s most consumed crops where approximately 
50% of the world’s population is fed by rice species (Zhang, 2005). The domesticated rice 
species O. sativa includes two subspecies O. sativa ssp sativa and O. sativa ssp indica. Due to 
the obvious anthropocentric necessity and small genome at ≈380mb, O. sativa was one of the 
first plant genome assemblies and research on rice is active. There are more than 120,000 
accessions in seed stock centers and research groups. Many studies focus on finding functions 
and biochemical pathways of adaptive genes. In such a useful genus many studies have 
explored agronomic phenotypes that are associated with specific genomic regions that are ideal 
for breeding.  
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Oryza sativa as a cultivated species has many developmental and morphological traits to 
improve yield and harvest.  One study examined 413 highly unique O. sativa accessions from 
82 countries using 44,100 SNPs to examine phenotypic variation in 34 developmentally 
important traits as well as resolve genetic diversity and ancestral history (Zhao, 2011). Dozens 
of variants were found to be influencing many complex traits by using GWAS and variation in 
traits was associated with population structure calculated by EIGENSOFT PCA. Interestingly 
admixture occurred within each subspecies and not between O. sativa and O. indica. 
Phenotypes were on many occasions associated with specific quantitative loci, and several of 
those were homologues to previously characterised genes in A. thaliana. Linkage disequilibrium 
varied greatly between populations and genomic loci, varying from 100kbp to over 2Mbp. The 
long LD is likely caused by the homozygosity of inbred agricultural lines. Using individuals 
from all ancestral groups LD decayed quickly compared to within groups, as expected given 
deeper shared ancestry. 
 
Panicum species 
Switchgrass is both an agricultural and natural species. The investigations about it’s 
demography have been well studied despite its complicated genome and ploidy levels. Local 
adaptation to specific climates could be one of the driving forces of ploidy in Panicum species 
(Lu, 2013; Costich, 2010). Painicum species are widespread across North America and have 
been well sampled geographically (Morris 2011; Lu, 2013; Morris 2011; Grabowski, 2014). 
The use of the UNEAK pipeline was able to efficiently call markers without a reference genome 
in P. virgatum providing 29,221 genomic markers that were used to distinguish population 
structure and ploidy in 540 individuals from 66 collection locations. Genome analysis reveals 
four distinct sets with no admixture between groups and shows they are reproductively isolated 
and that hybridisation is not occurring, which was also found in previous studies using SSR and 
nuclear genomes (Young, 2011; Zalapa, 2011; Zhang 2011). Genome size between 4x and 8x 
groups is easily distinguished by flow cytometry and some aneuploidy samples could exist in 
rare instances as well as one hexaploid at one location (Costich, 2010). 
 
1.6	  Species	  and	  Genotype	  Distribution	  Modeling	  
	  
Evaluating the environmental suitability for a given species or genotype is a complex process 
that requires replicated trials of many lines across environmental gradients. For much of history, 
predicting local suitability was predominantly based on the physiology of plants (Sanderson, 
1999; Köppen, 1936). Plants from various environments typically have convergent physical 
traits. Agronomic characteristics, such as last frost, or first seasonal rains were also suitable 
techniques of early farmers to optimise crop yield as plants are sensitive to their own set of 
environmental cues that greatly affect germination, vegetative growth, flowering, and 
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senescence, and is practiced today in simulated crop modelling (Mathews, 2013). Calculating 
the environmental suitability of a species across broad geographic range requires multiple 
environmental measurements. Biologically relevant abiotic climate variables (temperature and 
precipitation) tend to be the most reliable data for predicting the suitability of a local climate for 
a given species. 
 
Computer based models can predict local suitability using two input data sets: species 
observations in coordinates, and climate data. Using a variety of statistical methods, a computer 
model will rank each locations probability of being suitable as similar to the training locations 
where a species is found. The science of predicting species locations based on climate patterns 
is often called species distribution modelling (SDM) (Hijmans, 2005; Phillips, 2004; Phillips, 
2008; Elith, 2011, Phillips 2005). SDMs use comparisons of environmental variables to build 
predictive models. Since species are subject to many different types of abiotic stress, that could 
even be critical at certain annual time points, the input variables are often based on monthly, 
seasonal, or annual time scales of both temperature and precipitation. There are many SDM 
choices to calculate species distribution and suitability across geography, but MaxEnt is the 
most common due to its lack of bias in creating predicted climate windows and projecting 
suitable regions onto geographic space compared to other SDM software. 
 
Prediction	  of	  Invasive	  Species	  Ranges	  
Predicting novel ranges of introduced species is challenging because it is a false assumption that 
a species climate breadth is fixed to its native habitat (Peterson, 2003). This likely is not the 
case as a species (or its direct lineages) could be previously adapted to paleo-climates, and/or 
their range has shifted with the previous fluctuations in changing global temperatures and even 
hybridising with relic groups as seen in A. thaliana (Sharbel, 2000; Lee, 2017). Therefore, input 
points from positive observations in non-native locations will greatly improve the predictive 
power of a species distribution model in both native and non-native ranges, and will also more 
accurately predict the breadth of a species climate tolerance. One of the interesting aspects of 
invasion biology is that having more locations beyond a species native range, that also have 
neutral to positive fitness, helps determine the true climate tolerances of that species. There are 
many other model types for predicting invasiveness, but usually requires previous calculations 
of plant density in various climate gradients and other knowledge of the species, like biotic 
interactions/sensitivities to other species with known ranges, phenotypic plasticity 
measurements across gradients, abundance/density, etc. In this thesis no prior knowledge was 
known about species phenotypes across gradients in non-native habitats. However, one study 
did show that Brachypodium hybridum has more phenotypic plasticity across climate gradients 
than diploid B. distachyon (Manzaneda, 2015). Also, Chapter V does investigate similarity in 
climate between native and non-native collection sites. 
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Rapid adaptation in introduced species has been characterised in publication and that range 
models of invasiveness often underpredict the fundamental niche (all possible habitable 
geographic space regardless of presence) of a species. As previously discussed, an 
anthropocentric assumption about the native range representing the fundamental niche is likely 
false. However, a publication reviewed nine different plant species for adaptation in non-native 
ranges, of the studies highlighted, introduced species often had phenotypic changes (Clements, 
2011). Those traits analysed include: leaf shape, number and size increased; seeds often became 
larger, changes in perennial or annual life strategy; possible hybridisation with other species; 
and some had increased climate tolerances because the realised niche was now more descriptive 
of range and climate limits. The actual genetic causes in these studies are not carefully 
examined and most predate modern genomic analysis, but their phenotype changes are still 
relevant. Some of the phenotype variation in these studies has been observed in B. distachyon 
where some lines have different flowering time, and variation in leaf traits (Vogel, 2009). It is 
possible that some of the non-native adaptation mentioned is from admixture of individuals 
from geographically isolated native regions, and that the introduced genotypes have outcrossed 
and created novel genotypes in the non-native ranges and should be investigated. Afterall, A. 
thaliana has multiple genotypes in non-native ranges (Platt, 2010). A separate study that did 
analyse both genetic association and phenotypic variation found that Lithrum salicaria, a 
common North American invasive, had adapted to flower sooner in shorter northern seasons 
than locations as far as 1,000km south (Coulatti, 2013).  In the case of a self-fertile outbreeding 
invasive species like L. salicaria, it should be noted that if non-native adaptive phenotypes do 
arise, it could quickly spread to other individuals and increase the fundamental range of said 
species.	  
	  
MaxEnt	  Statistics	  and	  Basic	  Function	  
MaxEnt uses Maximum Entropy Modeling concepts via machine learning to calculate the 
climate suitability of geographic space based on species observation data in digital geospatial 
coordinate format (Phillips, 2004). For environmental inputs the program uses geospatial matrix 
maps called raster layers, the most common are precipitation and temperature climate data. The 
second input format is geographic coordinates of species observations. The basic premise is to 
calculate the upper and lower bounds of climate variables based on observation points, then 
weight each variable’s contribution within the model based on entropy. To do this, MaxEnt first 
calculates the covariates conditional density at observation sites, and the unconditional density 
(marginal density) of the study area. Once both the covariate conditional density and marginal 
density are calculated, prevalence data (site observations) are used to calculate a conditional 
probability of environmental suitability. A ratio is first estimated for density of covariates across 
the study area f1(z) and the marginal density of covariates f(z). A comparison of one place 
versus another f1(z)/f(z) through permutation, and optionally averaging sets of permutations, is 
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the primary operation that creates the initial data, or “raw data” of MaxEnt (Elith, 2011). Once 
the initial data and values associated with training filtering algorithms are complete, MaxEnt 
runs filtering programs to generate the final model(s). For more information about the machine 
learning of MaxEnt see Phillips, 2005, and for more about MaxEnt statistics read Elith et al. 
2011. For more on how MaxEnt uses covariate analysis see Ward, 2007. 
 
Equal	  Sensitivity	  and	  Specificity	  Thresholding	  of	  MaxEnt	  to	  call	  Binary	  Suitability/Unsuitability	  
Setting a binary limit on suitability could be used for a variety of different reasons. A binary 
classifier can also be used to filter out regions with low probability while retaining the 
probability values for each pixel point on the map outputs. By in large the reason for calling a 
binary threshold is based on the question being asked. Nearly every model will predict more 
geographic area with lower suitability scores and high suitability regions will be less common. 
If a researcher wants to describe the within species climate breadth they may use a binary 
classifier to limit the effect of low predicted climates to describe climate windows or geographic 
space. In the event of planning a collection trip or survey, researchers may want to optimise 
their chance at collecting species and set a higher threshold. Therefore, setting the minimum 
suitability threshold lower will result in a wider assumed climate window and more diverse 
climate types will be accepted as suitable as well as larger geographic area. In this thesis, the 
objective was to find suitable area and climate breadth across Chapters IV and V so a binary 
classifier was used based on a standard method used in specificity and sensitivity studies.  
 
Setting binary suitability/unsuitability of regions with MaxEnt requires making a calculated 
assumption about a model’s accuracy to find suitable locations. Commonly used in machine 
learning (decision trees and neural nets), as well as medical diagnostic accuracy studies, 
MaxEnt uses a sensitivity and specificity algorithm to calculate model performance. The 
MaxEnt prediction algorithm will classify data into a 2x2 table of two classes, positive and 
negative results, and false negative and false positive. (Phillips, 2004; Hajian-Tilaki, 2013). 
Normal distributions of both the positive and negative classifications are plotted by their 
respective predicted values; the overlap of each positive and negative class represents the rate of 
false classifications. However, MaxEnt presents the predicted negative and positive probability 
values from the model output as a curved line on an XY plot scaled zero to one on each axis, 
often called a receiver operator curve (ROC). An ROC is a two-dimensional XY ordinal plot, 
where the predicted p-values of the false positives are on the y-axis, and the predicted false 
negative p-values are on the x-axis. The further the predicted p-values are from each other in 
both classes, the farther the area under the ROC curve is from a random 0.5, indicating a well 
performed model. Since p-values range from zero to one, the maximum area under the curve 
(AUC) is one, a perfect classifier. In most Diagnostic Accuracy Studies it is common to choose 
a threshold above 0.5, however the MaxEnt classifier is often more accurate than a standard 
threshold, and it can output the ideal threshold for overlapping tails of the positive and negative 
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rates (Phillips, 2006; Elith, 2011). Thus, a much lower rate can be used and is directly related to 
the AUC probability. MaxEnt does not default to show the two normal distributions since the 
ROC and AUC describe the model performance and the ideal threshold for calling a binary 
classifier with false positive and false negative information. 
 
Local	  and	  global	  Modelling	  
MaxEnt functions to find spatial trends based on observation data. When modeling suitable 
habitat to create species distributions across a species native range, it is important to frame the 
study area boundaries proximal to the observation points (Ficetola, 2007; Medley, 2010; Elith, 
2011). The further the observation points are from the boundaries of the study area, the more 
likely a model will sample regions with diverse non-suitable climates in the model. 
Oversampling more climate variation in non-predicted regions overfills the predicted negative 
class and will augment the model and create biased environmental variable contributions (Elith, 
2011; Warren, 2011). One way to overcoming a bias towards one set of variables over another 
is using a tool like Environmental Niche Modelling Tools, (ENMTools) (Warren, 2010). 
ENMTools can trim a model distribution based on the maximal and average dispersal distance 
from observation points, if known. Doing so will remove locations that are actually beyond the 
physical limits of the study species dispersal ability. In this thesis ENMTools was not used 
because the focus was finding potential suitable habitat per species and genotypes requiring 
global climate layers, the assumption being that if a species or genotype were to travel beyond 
its normal range, what locations have suitable climates. In the case of finding new suitable 
regions in the native Mediterranean ranges, study boundaries were drawn slightly larger than a 
previous study that used ENMTools, the goal was to find new native regions that could harbour 
Brachypodium species of interest (Lopez-Alvarez, 2015). 
 
Data	  Suitability	  Output	  
When performing global models it is important to assess what climate variables are describing 
suitability scores and that predicted suitable habitats compare in some way to climate data at the 
species observation locations. MaxEnt creates a diagnostic html sheet that can be read locally by 
a typical Internet browser and summarises the model performance and predicted geographic 
regions. The most scientifically relevant output from MaxEnt are the geographic maps that 
describe the predicted suitability, calculated as probability, represented as an image (.png) and 
an ASCII raster layer that can be further analysed by other programs and software depending on 
the specific question being addressed. Equally important are the diagnostic outputs describing 
the model performance: the percent contribution of each variable; jackknifing statistical 
methods; and the sensitivity-specificity ROC plots about model performance (Phillips, 2004; 
Phillips, 2006; Veloz, 2009; Medley 2010; Elith, 2011).  
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Brachypodium	  distachyon	  Complex	  Range	  Models	  
Only one definitive study exists that calculated the likely native ranges and overlap of each 
complex species across various geologically recent timescales (Lopez-Alvarez, 2015). In this 
same publication, the predicted ranges of B. distachyon and B. stacei (diploids) rarely overlap 
through most of calculable history. The predicted ranges of B. hybridum often overlaps with 
both B. stacei and B. distachyon. Interestingly there are few locations that were predicted for 
only diploids but not suitable for B. hybridum, and could be that the allotetraploid B. hybridum 
inherited most of the diploid ranges, but what climate variable combinations are amenable to the 
diploids and not the polyploid should be investigated. Finally, that study also found that B. 
hybridum not only inhabits many of the same regions as either diploid, but that it expanded its 
geographic range post polyploidisation to new regions from an expanded climate breadth. A 
previous study described the likely suitable locations for the whole species complex and their 
likely realised niche based on presence locations of all cytotypes: spanning much of Europe, 
Central Asia, Sub-Continental India, North Africa, and non-native locations of North America, 
southern Africa, parts of South America near Uruguay, and much of southern Australia (Garvin, 
2008). The breadth of climate tolerance of each species was also examined in Chapter V. 	  
	  
1.7	  Climate	  Tolerance,	  Breadth,	  and	  Analysis	  of	  Species	  and	  Genotypes	  
	  
The environment is one of the primary stresses on a species geographic distribution and likely 
even extends to ancestral groups and genotypes (Phillips, 2005; Wisz, 2008; Elith 2011; Warren 
2011; Brown, 2016). Uncovering which environmental variables underpin selection on a species 
requires complex field experiments from many locations and is fraught with many challenges. 
Field studies can be expensive, exhaustive, and require strenuous on-site measurements, 
experimentation, and consistency to make analysis meaningful. Extreme weather events can 
also confound field trials requiring postponing experiments until the next season. On a local 
scale, field studies can be difficult, but are possible and frequent in landscape genomics and 
ecology, but global field studies are especially difficult. Multiple continent sampling efforts are 
required, often via collaboration with other research groups. While the many challenges of 
onsite field studies is a surmountable task, they require careful experimental design and 
consistency in methods practiced between all individuals. Like in species distribution 
modelling, the use of WorldClim abiotic variables simplifies studies spanning broad geography 
to calculate the limits of climate tolerance. The current best global climate datasets for both 
climate analysis and SDMs are available at worldclim.org and at resolutions as small as 1km 
(Hijmans, 2005). 
 
Climate	  association	  studies	  in	  Brachypodium	  species	  
Several studies have been published on the climate variation of the Brachypodium distachyon 
species complex. Variation between different B. distachyon cytotypes, now three species, were 
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associated with different climate patterns, polyploids had a larger geographic breadth across the 
mediterranean and commonly present in warmer regions of the Iberian peninsula than diploid 
(B. distachyon) (Manzaneda, 2012). That same study found grain size and phenotypic variation 
was greater in polyploid samples and associated with climate patterns across gradients of 
precipitation and soil moisture. One study calculated the environmental niche of B. stacei and B. 
distachyon, finding diploids were statistically distinct with little to some overlap: B. distachyon 
is more common in cooler regions, while B. stacei is present in warmer regions with less 
precipitation (Catalan, 2012; Lopez-Alvarez, 2015; Catalan, 2015). The range of the polyploid 
B. hybridum overlapped significantly with both diploid species ranges. Despite the overlap 
between the polyploid and the diploids, B. hybridum also had an extended range from the 
diploids and is consistent with other studies (Manzaneda, 2011; Lopez-Alvarez, 2015; Catalan, 
2015). A study in Turkey found 15 possible climate associated loci by scanning 82 wild 
collected individuals across nine climate unique locations calculated by the Ecocrop function in 
the program DIVA-GIS on an east-west longitudinal gradient to capture both climate and 
geographic isolation in a sampling transect using Bd21 as a control as well as four inbred lines 
(Dell’Acqua, 2014). While this study was conceptually ideal, having diverse sampling regions 
with multiple samples per location, with a species like B. distachyon, more sample locations 
would have improved statistical power to detect climate-associated loci. As mentioned in a book 
chapter regarding Brachypodium species research, very little about life history strategies and 
variation in ecological variation is currently published (Des Marais, 2015). 
 
About	  the	  BioClim	  Climate	  Variables	  
Nineteen biologically relevant global climate variables are commonly used in SDMs and 
climate association studies. They are composed of precipitation and temperature values at 
annual, seasonal, and monthly intervals, and are readily available for near all global locations at 
1+ km square resolution. Data can be mined for each sample collection location in a variety of 
ways. Data can be extracted from geographic coordinates via software like QGIS, R, and Atlas 
of Living Australia website (ala.org.au) as well as others. Specific descriptions of each BioClim 
layer can be found at the website worldclim.org and in the appendix section of this thesis. 
 
Associating	  Climate	  to	  Species	  and	  Genotype	  
One of the central assumptions of Landscape Genomics is that natural processes have already 
conducted the experiment; local environmental stress has already filtered individuals by natural 
selection and the association of adaptive phenotypes and their causative genetic loci are 
patterned across selective environmental gradients. The association of environmental variables 
to adaptive traits is clearly possible, but little is known about how weedy species interact with 
climate and environment beyond SDMs. Though it could be litigated about how much A. 
thaliana qualifies as a weedy species, its genotypes do have variation in geographic and climate 
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breadth. The North American A. thaliana “Heartland” haplogroup was collected 1,041 times 
having broad geographic range (Platt, 2010; Anastasio, 2011). And as discussed above, native 
A. thaliana studies have shown variation in genotype presence across geography with some 
lineages associated with specific climates and regions, and some alleles convey larger climate 
tolerance (Shen, 2014). One of the crucial parts of this thesis is discovering if a whole species is 
widely adapted, or if there is genotype variation in widespread dispersal and climate breadth. 
What makes Brachypodium species more ideal than A. thaliana as an invasion model is that 
native A. thaliana genotypes are rarely found more than 1km from another individual in the 
native range, where previous studies of native B. hybridum and B. distachyon can be detected 
across thousands of kilometers and likely is true for their introduced ranges (Platt, 2010; 
Anastasio, 2011; Dell‘Acqua, 2014; Neji, 2015). The causes of Brachypodium complex species 
high selfing rates are their self-compatibility and a mostly cleistogamous flower that stifles 
outcrossing (Garvin, 2008). Although A. thaliana is self-fertile, it has a non-cleistogamous 
flower that attracts pollinators, which theoretically increases the outcrossing rates of native 
range individuals, where grasses like Brachypodium are typically wind pollinated. 
 
The	  Origins	  of	  Climate	  Classification	  
Climate classes are a basic metric to categorise the climate of any geographic location and are 
commonly used in species climate tolerances or even quantify effects of climate change in local 
regions (Diaz, 2007; Rubel, 2010; Brugger, 2013). The classification of climates dates back to 
the ancient Greeks as five climate types, more recently described by De Candolle a French plant 
scientist in 1906 (De Candolle, 1906; Sanderson, 1999). Around the same time as De Candolle, 
the plant physiologist Wladimir Köppen was compiling the first scientific climate classification 
system starting around 1884 and later published in 1936 (Sanderson, 1999; Köppen, 1936). 
Köppen built off of both De Candolle’s work and Greek philosophers to create at that time the 
most accurate description of global climate variation. Köppen used five climate classes that 
were centered on the general physiological properties of the flora in any given habitat. Köppen’s 
first groups were: A- torrid zones, B- dry zones, C- temperate zones, D and E were varying 
levels of arctic or frigid zones, the snow zone, and the polar zone (Köppen, 1936; Kottek, 
2010). Rudolf Geiger expanded Köppen’s classification method in collaboration with Köppen 
(Geiger, 1954). Later in 1966 and updated in 1980 the Trewartha Climate Classification system 
was developed to better describe the variation in equatorial climates as the previous Köppen-
Geiger system was considered too broad in these zones (Peel, 2007). Climate classes are helpful 
basic descriptors to classify the climate type of a local area and the physiology of the local flora. 
However, there are better than 550,000 known plant species and 31 climate classes are not 
likely to accurately describe the windows of climate tolerance of all each, but serve as a basic 
classifier of a given region. Therefor, to better understand the interaction between climate and 
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species variation irrespective of geographic distance, it is advantageous to calculate climate 
classes specific to each species and its genotypes.  
 
Per	  Species	  Climate	  classification 
The process of creating species-specific climate classes is largely unexplored. Climate classes 
are a broad approach to determine a 'climate type' based on groups of plant species in a local 
habitat. A classification system can be very descriptive of climate breadth when comparing 
multiple species or other branches of science like Climate Change. However, a single plant 
species can theoretically have a broad or narrow breadth in a climate classification system like 
Köppen-Geiger, occupying many or few classes. Thus the climate limits of a particular species 
may not easily be described by climate classification. The breadth of a species theoretically 
could be smaller than the window defining a single class it inhabits, or its own tolerance limits 
could fall in the middle of two classes and not occupy both classes completely. For a single 
species study, the climate limits must be measured to more accurately describe the climate 
variation across individuals and genotypes. The use of BioClim variables of each collection 
location can be clustered into groups and used to design species-specific climate classes that 
more accurately reflect the climate diversity within that species. Also, regions that are predicted 
as suitable may have the same climate type despite geographic distance even beyond equatorial 
boundaries where seasons occur at opposite times of the year. A specialised classification 
system can more accurately describe the variation of climate within a species or species group 
with overlap in climate preferences. Chapter V expounds on this concept of species-specific 
climate classification similarity across geography to see if climate diversity is associated with 
genetic hotspots in the local and non-local ranges.  
 
1.8	  Discussion	  and	  Questions,	  Hypothesis,	  and	  Aims	  for	  Each	  Chapter	  
	  
To summarise many of the discussed topics above, the use of Brachypodium model species 
offers a powerful system to study invasion biology being now globally distributed across six 
continents. Invasive species often have unique life strategies from typical plants, reproducing 
from vegetative propagation as well as self-pollination and outcrossing. Not only do invasives 
usually have high phenotypic plasticity, they are often polyploid species with poorly 
characterised genomes making their genomic analysis complex and without a reference genome. 
An advantage of using Brachypodium species is that they are model organisms with many 
reference genomes with variation in cytotype and ploidy. Therefore, GBS data should provide 
ample amounts of mappable reads and simplify genomic analysis by comparison to non-model 
species with little documentation about their genetics. Brachypodium species often disperse 
long-distances, and exhibit phenotypic plasticity across ecological gradients. Like invasive 
species, Brachypodium complex members often self-pollinate from a closed flower (grass 
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floret) and based on other studies can self propagate vegetatively. Lastly, Brachypodium species 
are models for the grasses, there is significant interest in obtaining diverse sample sets, and this 
work will greatly improve the number of genotyped accessions that can be made available to the 
greater research community. 
 
The three members of the Brachypodium distachyon species complex are challenging to identify 
from overlapping phenotypes, but sequenced individuals should be identifiable by their 
proportion of mappable reads to specific genomes and is explored in chapter II. Thus, post 
species classification, individuals belonging to one species can be aligned against their reference 
genome to call variants and describe diversity. As described above in A. thaliana, the same 
lineages can be collected across broad geography, and since Brachypodium species often have 
closed flowers causing self-pollination that create near clonal groups and may be found many 
times in non-native regions across broad geographic distance. 
 
A significant portion of invasion biology is predicting vulnerable geography. Using species 
distribution models (SDMs), the regions that are sensitive to invasion can be predicted. The use 
of SDMs to predict sensitive non-native regions can be challenging. However, using 
observation locations in non-native regions should improve a model’s ability to predict sensitive 
geography. This is because non-native regions may provide climate tolerance information 
beyond the known climate windows of the native range, and as mentioned above, the native 
range is not always a reliable data set to describe climate windows. Post model output, the total 
surface area can be calculated for each species to determine what group has the most predicted 
suitable habitat in both native and non-native ranges. Also, the predicted suitable surface area 
can be compared between models of common genotypes to that of a whole species. The goal 
being to test if a common genotype is, or could have a larger amount of habitable geography 
than random, or even defining the geographic and climate limits of genotypes within a species. 
 
The correlation of SNPs to variables such as geographic distance or climate is the emerging 
discipline of landscape genomics. However, Brachypodium species have unconventional 
characteristics that are common in invasive plants like non-obligate out-crosser from a 
cleistogamous flowers, long LD, long-distance seed dispersal, and high plasticity across climate 
gradients (Tyler, 2016; Wilson, Streich, & Murray, 2018). Also, the use of GBS sequencing 
techniques may limit detecting regions of the genome carrying adaptive loci due to the distance 
between markers being beyond linkage disequilibrium. Recombinant genotypes will also limit 
the ability to separate causal SNPs from the genomic background (Brachi, 2011). Since 
Brachypodium species often are selfing and will have high inbreeding rates, other types of 
issues could arise that break from traditional methods: genomic variation between populations 
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could be confounded due to high selfing rates; little to no isolation by distance from long-
distance dispersal, and could cause a whole genotype’s genome to test as significant.  
 
The analysis of climate diversity between species and common genotypes should also reveal 
what groups have larger or smaller windows of climate tolerance. Köppen-Geiger is still a valid 
descriptor of Earth climate classes and aid in multi-species comparisons. However, a novel 
method will be used in this thesis Chapter V to quantify climate variation within the scope of a 
single species by creating a species-specific climate classification system rather than a broad 
system like Köppen-Geiger. Ideally, an invasive species will have a wide breadth of climate 
classes in a traditional classification system. Even then, the windows defining each climate class 
are arbitrary for just one species and some classes cover more surface area than others. 
Theoretically, a species could be classified as invasive in a single geographically broad climate 
class. Therefore in a single species analysis, the upper and lower bounds of a climate 
classification system should be set to the species limits, and the variation within tolerable 
climates be set to the detectable variation within suitable climate windows. Based on the 
presence of genotypes across climate classes should reveal what lineages have smaller or larger 
climate windows with more meaningful ranges. 
 
This thesis uses samples from many hundreds of global locations from three closely related 
Brachypodium species of varying genomic structure and ploidy. The species themselves will be 
screened for genetic, geographic, and climate diversity. The common genotypes within species 
can then be examined to see if some lineages are more widespread due to an abundance of 
geography that falls within its climate windows, or a lineage has large climate windows and 
increases the amount of habitable geography it can occupy. Even if a species or common 
lineage has large breadths of habitable geography, they must disperse well to occupy this space. 
The definition of generalists would be: “Genotypes or genotype families (groups of closely 
related genotypes) that have broad range in geography and/or climate.” A specialist would be 
defined as, “A genotype or genotype family that tests as having low diversity in geography or 
climate.” Only then can the more and less invasive-like groups be identified: by the abundance 
of habitable geography, their dispersal ability, and their breadth of climate tolerance. And so the 
questions, hypothesis, and aims of this thesis can be framed and are listed below. 
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Chapter	  II:	  Germplasm	  Development,	  Species	  Identification,	  and	  Regional	  Assessment	  	  
of	  Brachypodium	  Species	  
Question:	   How	   can	   the	   cryptic	   species	   of	   the	   Brachypodium	   distachyon	   species	  
complex	  best	  be	  classified	  using	  genomics?	  	  
	  
Hypothesis:	   I	   hypothesize	   that	   each	   species	   of	   the	   Brachypodium	   distachyon	   species	  
complex	  will	  be	  distinguishable	  by	  their	  proportion	  of	  uniquely	  mapping	  reads	  to	  either	  
one	   diploid	   genome,	   or	   both	   B.	   stacei	   and	   B.	   distachyon	   reference	   genomes	   as	   a	  
polyploid.	  
	  
Aim:	  By	  using	  highly	  conservative	  read	  mapping	  thresholds	  to	  filter	  away	  non-­‐unique	  
reads,	  the	  proportion	  of	  uniquely	  mappable	  reads	  will	  indicate	  whether	  a	  sample	  is	  one	  
of	   two	  possible	  diploids	   if	   reads	   land	  almost	   exclusively	   to	  one	   reference	  genome,	  or	  
reads	  map	  to	  both	  genomes	  indicating	  the	  allotetraploid	  B.	  hybridum.	   
 
Chapter	  III:	  Genetics	  Analysis	  of	  Brachypodium	  distachyon	  Complex	  Members:	  	  Species	  
Identification	  and	  Diversity	  
Questions:	  What	  is	  the	  genetic	  diversity	  in	  relation	  to	  geography	  of	  the	  Brachypodium	  
distachyon	  species	  complex	  and	  do	  genotypes	  of	  any	  species	  trend	  more	  as	  high	  or	  low	  
dispersers?	  
	  
Hypothesis:	  I	  hypothesize	  that	  since	  polyploid	  species	  often	  have	  larger	  stature	  and	  
wider	  distributions	  geographically,	  the	  polyploid	  complex	  member	  B.	  hybridum	  should	  
be	  more	  globally	  distributed	  than	  diploid	  species.	  Furthermore,	  some	  lineages	  will	  be	  
more	  dispersed	  than	  others.	  
	  
Aim:	  Obtain	  DNA	  sequence	  from	  individuals	  of	  each	  species	  to	  determine	  the	  genetic	  
diversity	  across	  geography	  and	  test	  to	  see	  if	  some	  genotypes	  are	  more	  abundant	  than	  
others	  by	  being	  better	  at	  dispersal.	  Use	  pairwise	  genetic	  distance	  among	  accessions	  to	  
cluster	  whole	  genome	  genotype	  groups.	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Chapter	  IV:	  Genomic	  Biogeography:	  Predicting	  Invasion	  Sensitive	  Geography	  to	  	  
Species	  and	  Genotype	  
Question:	  What	   are	   the	   regions	   with	   suitable	   climate	   across	   native	   and	   non-­‐native	  
geography	  for	  each	  Brachypodium	  distachyon	  complex	  species	  and	  do	  certain	  species	  
or	  whole	  genome	  genotypes	  have	  larger	  ranges	  than	  would	  occur	  by	  chance?	  
	  
Hypothesis:	  I	  hypothesize	  that	  since	  B.	  hybridum	  is	  a	  polyploid,	  and	  that	  it	  is	  known	  to	  
demonstrate	  more	  phenotypic	  plasticity	  across	  native	  climate	  gradients,	   it	  will	  have	  a	  
larger	  range	  and	  predicted	  surface	  area	  than	  diploid	  complex	  members.	  Further,	  some	  
common	  genotypes	  of	  each	  species	  will	  have	  larger	  ranges	  than	  random.	  
	  
Aim:	  First,	  calculate	  the	  surface	  area	  of	  predicted	  suitable	  habitat	  of	  all	  samples	  of	  
each	  species	  and	  common	  genotypes.	  Then	  compare	  the	  total	  surface	  area	  of	  native	  
and	  non-­‐native	  habitat	  to	  see	  what	  species	  and	  genotypes	  are	  more	  prevalent	  and	  
have	  larger	  fundamentally	  suitable	  surface	  area.	  Permute	  sampling	  locations	  to	  
generate	  null	  distributions	  for	  common	  whole	  genome	  genotypes	  and	  compare	  to	  
actual	  distribution.	  
	  
Chapter	  V:	  Testing	  Climate	  Classes	  and	  Windows	  in	  the	  Brachypodium	  distachyon	  Complex	  
Question:	  What	  are	  the	  climate	  tolerance	  limits	  and	  variation	  of	  Brachypodium	  
distachyon	  species	  using	  comparable	  bioclimatic	  variables	  and	  can	  certain	  whole	  
genome	  genotypes	  be	  classified	  as	  specialists	  or	  generalists?	  
 
Hypothesis:	  I	  hypothesize	  that	  since	  B.	  hybridum	  is	  a	  polyploid	  with	  larger	  predicted	  
suitable	  surface	  area,	  it	  will	  have	  larger	  climate	  tolerance	  limits.	  In	  addition,	  some	  
genotypes	  of	  B.	  hybridum	  will	  occur	  in	  more	  climate	  classes	  that	  chance	  and	  thus	  are	  
climate	  generalists,	  while	  others	  will	  be	  specialists	  with	  restricted	  climate	  breath.	  
 
Aim:	  Calculate	  the	  climate	  limits	  of	  each	  species	  using	  comparable	  climate	  variables	  
and	  the	  occurrence	  of	  genotypes	  of	  each	  species	  across	  geography	  and	  species-­‐specific	  
climate	  classes.	  Then	  test	  the	  presence	  of	  genotypes	  across	  climate	  classes	  to	  see	  if	  
some	  have	  wider	  climate	  windows	  than	  others.	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Chapter II: Germplasm Development, Species Identification, 
 And Regional Assessment of Brachypodium Species 
	  
Abstract	  
A germplasm represents seed collections sourced from many geographic locations that provide 
valuable genetic resources for breeding. I collected my own samples and formed collaborations 
with eight different research groups from six continents to build a Brachypodium germplasm 
collection. The collection is composed of 2,772 single seed descent lines as individual 
accessions combining pre-existing published accessions, private collections, and my personal 
collections. In addition, bulk accessions were also collected that could be further used to derive 
maternal lines. The true species identity of these accessions was largely unknown, and required 
molecular identification. A two-reference genome identification pipeline was created to rapidly 
classify individuals as one of the three species: B. distachyon, B. stacei, or B. hybridum. I 
concatenated the B. stacei and B. distachyon reference genomes into one in-silico polyploid 
reference. Then, genotyping by sequencing data for each individual barcoded accession was 
aligned to the polyploid reference. Species were identified by the proportion of reads mapping 
to either one or both diploid genomes. Of the 1,970 accessions sequenced, 1,719 samples 
received enough sequence coverage to be classified. A total of 528 B. distachyon; 50 B. stacei; 
and 1,147 B. hybridum samples were classified. Since each research group independently 
developed their own germplasm, integrating collections introduced discontinuity in: the number 
of locations, the defined location radius, samples per site, proximity to a road, and distance 
between collection locations. To group sites into species specific regions geographic 
coordinates of sample locations were clustered into major sub-continental groups. A total of 115 
collection locations of B. distachyon were categorised into 20 regions across the Mediterranean 
and one outlier was found in Australia. Most of B. stacei was found in a single region of the 
eastern Mediterranean comprised of 23 close geographic coordinates. B. hybridum was 
widespread around the globe, found in 303 locations across 35 regions from six continents. 
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2.1	  Introduction	  
 
Collecting and maintaining very large germplasm collections is the role of dedicated stock 
centers, which employ numerous staff members, to focus on commercially important and/or rare 
biodiversity. Evaluating the phenotypic variation of entire collections is even more laborious 
and costly. Further, this is often confounded by differences within species complexes and 
overlapping geographic ranges.  Random subsampling techniques can be used to analyse 
phenotypic variation in diversity studies (El Bouhssini, 2010). Alternatively, the Focused 
Identification of Germplasm Strategy (FIGS) screens collection locations by local climate and 
soil attributes to select suitable accessions for phenotypic screens (Khazaei, 2013). In an 
example study FIGS was used to analyse the climate diversity of Vicia faba to find locations 
with collected individuals of two different climate regimes across a large geographic space 
(Khazaei, 2013). The lines were then tested for physiological differences in water stress 
conditions and many lines were found to have drought resistant traits ideal for breeding water 
stress tolerant crops. However, to interbreed adaptive traits from the wild, germplasm species 
must be compatible and accessions within a species complex should be categorised.  
 
A powerful way to screen germplasm collections is to first determine distinct genetic lineages 
and then  select a balanced genetic diversity core set of lines for phenotyping (Brachi, 2011). 
Different accessions may not be different genotypes when they have nearly identical genome 
sequences, as is typical in self reproducing species. By DNA sequencing first, largely 
genetically redundant accessions are removed from the experimental design leaving a reduced 
set of roughly equidistant and genetically distinct samples that retain the natural diversity. An 
example being 5,707 accessions of Arabidopsis thaliana that were reduced to 1,799 diverse 
genotypes based on 149 markers (Platt, 2010). Genome -Wide Association Studies (GWAS) 
were optimised by reducing germplasm to a core set of diverse lineages. More obviously, DNA 
sequencing can first be used to find genetic anomalies that may indicate a collected specimen is 
actually a cryptic species within a species complex. 
 
Initial studies of Brachypodium distachyon used few accessions, mainly Bd1-1, Bd2-3, Bd3-1, 
Bd18-1, Bd21, Bd21-3, and Bd29 (Mur, 2011). This lack of diverse study material led to the 
development of more collections, which coincided with the increased popularity of natural 
diversity studies. From this, the number of common accessions of Brachypodium species has 
increased dramatically over the last decade but species identity was largely unknown. Notable 
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contributions include a study in 2009 where 165 diverse lines from 45 locations were examined 
for genetic diversity (Vogel, 2009). A second study with some overlapping sample material 
further increased available accessions to 195 lines (Feliz, 2009; Mur, 2011). Seven ABR lines 
were made available via the Catalan and Stace groups, and subsequently 44 new locations were 
bulk collected, subsampled, and scanned for genetic diversity (Mur, 2011). By the start of the 
2010’s several hundred accessions of B. distachyon were available through public and private 
germplasm collections. B. distachyon became solidified as the grass model organism having 
numerous accessions coupled with the 2010 publication featuring a complete reference genome 
(Vogel, 2010). An initial core diversity set of 46 genotypes was created from 166 accessions 
(Tyler, 2014). Selecting diverse genetic material can improve the chances of mapping causative 
loci for a desired phenotype. It can also reduce the number of samples needed for successful 
mapping studies as seen in Arabidopsis thaliana, Oryza sativa, and Zea maize (Garris, 2005; 
Jin, 2010; Atwell, 2010; Brachi, 2011; Gross, 2014; Zhang, 2016). 
 
Aside from GWAS in wild collections, genetic analysis of cultivated material can also help 
distinguish what groups were selected for breeding in agriculture as in Setaria and rice (Oryza) 
species (Zhao, 2011; Huang, 2014). In Setaria the species S. italica has been domesticated in 
comparison to its wild ancestor S. viridis, but is sexually compatible and many individual 
lineages of S. italica are admixed between the two species (Huang, 2014). Likewise, many rice 
lineages are treated as different subspecies, but when bred and introgressed with other closely 
related species they make viable offspring (Takano-Kai, 2009; Kovach, 2009; Zhao, 2011). In 
these cases the different founder genomes can be identified within segregating populations 
using the popular program STRUCTURE that calculates the number of ancestral groups within 
a study set of individuals. 
 
The central aim of this chapter is to dissect the Brachypodium species complex into molecularly 
identifiable lineages including two diploids and a hybrid allotetraploid.  Bulk collected 
individuals were separated into maternal lines and assigned to species groups based on the 
proportions of reads mapping to either one or both diploid genomes. 
 
Question:	   How	   can	   the	   cryptic	   species	   of	   the	   Brachypodium	   distachyon	   species	  
complex	  best	  be	  classified	  using	  genomics?	  	  
	  
Hypothesis:	   I	   hypothesize	   that	   each	   species	   of	   the	   Brachypodium	   distachyon	   species	  
complex	  will	  be	  distinguishable	  by	  their	  proportion	  of	  uniquely	  mapping	  reads	  to	  either	  
one	   diploid	   genome,	   or	   both	   B.	   stacei	   and	   B.	   distachyon	   reference	   genomes	   as	   a	  
polyploid.	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Aim:	  By	  using	  highly	  conservative	  read	  mapping	  thresholds	  to	  filter	  away	  non-­‐unique	  
reads,	  the	  proportion	  of	  uniquely	  mappable	  reads	  will	  indicate	  whether	  a	  sample	  is	  one	  
of	   two	  possible	  diploids	   if	   reads	   land	  almost	   exclusively	   to	  one	   reference	  genome,	  or	  
reads	  map	  to	  both	  genomes	  indicating	  the	  allotetraploid	  B.	  hybridum.	   
2.2	  Methods	  
	  
The organization of germplasm from multiple continents, researchers, and across species is no 
small task. Most of the collections shared with the Borevitz lab were already developed into 
inbred lines, many of which were already past many cycles of selfing to insure homozygosity. 
Recent or bulk collections require investigation, as species identification of Brachypodium can 
be difficult in non-controlled conditions (Catalan; 2012). Samples were grown and DNA 
sequenced to identify species. The germplasm was assembled from eight different research 
groups each with different collection methods, small or large distances between sites. Thus, 
sample locations were first separated by species and then assigned regional identities to aid 
analysis in later chapters.  
  
Borevitz	  lab	  Collections	  in	  Australia,	  Europe,	  and	  North	  America	  
All accessions that I collected for the Borevitz Lab were collected in bulk from field locations, 
then later sorted at Australian National University. Approximately eight single seed descent 
maternal lines were subsequently developed from each sample location. Each collection site is 
approximately 30 meters in radius. In Australia, whole plants were harvested from a minimum 
of three different randomly chosen sub-locations within each site. If the location had unique 
microclimate features, then that gradient was sampled across. Examples of within site variation 
include: gradients toward a riverbank or creek; variation in overhead tree cover; or a sloping 
hillside. If the landscape features were qualitatively distinct within 30 meters such that they 
could disrupt gene flow, a new collection point would be allocated even if within the site radius. 
Examples of observed qualitative landscape features that might stop gene flow would include: a 
cliff-side, opposite sides of a river, or samples found in disturbed habitats near natural habitats. 
Sampling across microclimate gradients, but also as diverse as possible within locations was 
done to maximise the possibility of collecting genetic diversity. It should be noted that certain 
genotypes may have higher abundance in one microhabitat over another within a diverse 
collection location though this was not formally tested.  
 
Collection efforts in Australia span 83 different locations across the states of New South Wales, 
Victoria, Tasmania, and South Australia. Collection planning started by looking at herbarium 
records on the Atlas of Living Australia website (ala.org.au) to plan route and timing. During 
onsite sampling, whole plants were harvested on location in bulk. Later, when developing 
maternal lines at ANU glass houses, bulk collections of each location were sorted, taking seed 
from the most diverse phenotypes. The most commonly selected phenotype was height, where 
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the tallest and shortest individuals were found first, then six random plants were drawn and 
organised between by height. This typically left eight plants per location. In some locations, if 
more phenotypic variety was found up to nine or ten plants were used to create maternal lines. 
Variation in phenotypes includes: unusual branching patterns, number of leaves, or other unique 
physical traits in the maternal plant. All plant material selected for creating a maternal line 
required the presence of root, stem, leaf, and floral tissue, and mature seed. The only exception 
being the CFW location near Flinders Ranges in South Australia where samples were scarce and 
any viable mature seed found was collected. For selecting maternal lines all phenotypes were 
done by eye, acknowledging a sample could be the same genotype, but having different 
phenotypes from microclimate or developmental effects. 
 
I collected plants in France, Spain, Portugal, and Italy. In 2013, I planned a trip in Europe using 
records from numerous herbariums across Western Europe totaling 35 different locations. Only 
seeds are allowed import into Australia for research purposes, vegetative material was not 
allowed. Before returning to Australia, I harvested all seed from whole plant tissue with many 
hundreds of seeds per location. When developing bulk collections, I chose seeds with 
morphological variation in seed traits by sight to develop maternal lines. The most 
distinguishing traits were seed size, colour, and awn length. At each collection location I chose 
eight of the most physically diverse seeds to start maternal lines. All European collected lines 
were created and grown at Australian National University, Canberra ACT Australia. 
 
I collected at six different locations in North America in the State of California. Like Europe, 
importation of whole plant material to Australia was not permitted. Also like Europe, I chose 
seed to make maternal lines based on diverse seed morphology, usually variation in seed size, 
awn length, and lemma colour ranging from green to a red-like hue. Like European and 
Australian lines, I chose eight diverse seeds per collection location to create maternal lines. 
 
Publicly	  Available	  Accessions	  
USDA-­‐ARS;	  Vogel	  lab,	  Joint	  Genome	  Institute,	  University	  of	  California	  at	  Berkeley:	  
Many accessions were accessed through the United States Department of Agriculture and most 
have been cytotyped for ploidy, and species. The previously identified accessions were used as 
controls for identifying other accessions in our collective germplasm. I received 442 lines from 
92 locations from the Vogel lab and USDA-ARS.  
	  
Privately	  Available	  Accessions	  
The Garvin Lab shared non-maternal descent bulk accessions of 18 previously developed 
locations typically called the Bd lines. The Catalan Lab shared 292 accessions from 11 locations 
mostly from the northeast regions of the Iberian Peninsula. All of the samples shared by the 
Catalan lab had been identified as B. distachyon except two samples of B. stacei and one B. 
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hybridum. The Mur Lab shared samples exclusively from the Iberian peninsula totaling 153 
accessions from 32 locations.	   Introduced Brachypodium distachyon complex species samples 
were collected by the Bradford Lab of University of California Davis at 20 locations totaling 
182 accessions, from the state of California, United States. The Hazen and Caicido labs 
provided six samples from five locations of B. distachyon from: Armenia, Greece, Italy, Russia, 
and Spain. The Greece and Italy samples are helpful since much of the central European regions 
are not well collected from. Also, having true B. distachyon from Russia and Armenia are 
helpful as geographic outliers since most samples come from Turkey and Iberia. Unfortunately, 
samples from Italy and Greece did not sequence well and were not included in this thesis. I 
received 375 accessions from 183 locations from the Ezrati Lab that cover most of the 
landscape of Israel and parts of Armenia, Lebanon, and Greece. The Budak lab shared a private 
collection of samples from four locations and 25 maternal lines. See table 2.1 for a breakdown 
of locations, accession quantity, and numbers of known and unknown species before starting 
this thesis. 
 
Lab	  	   Number	  of	  
Locations	  
Number	  of	  
Accessions	  
Number	  of	  	  
Unidentified	  	  
B.	  distachyon	   B.	  stacei	   B.	  hybridum	  
Borevitz	   124	   640	   640	   -­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐	   -­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐	   -­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐	  
Bradford	   20	   182	   -­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐	   -­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐	   -­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐	   182	  
Budak	   4	   25	   25	   -­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐	   -­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐	   -­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐	  
Garvin	   18	   bulk	   bulk	   -­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐	   -­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐	   -­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐	  
Caicido	   4	   4	   -­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐	   4	   -­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐	   -­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐	  
Ezrati	   183	   375	   188	   -­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐	   -­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐	   187	  
Catalan	   11	   292	   -­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐	   292	   1	   1	  
Vogel	   92	   442	   -­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐	   -­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐	   -­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐	   -­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐	  
Mur	   32	   153	   -­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐	   -­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐	   -­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐	   -­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐	  
Totals	   488	   2,113*	   852	   296	   2	   370	  
Table	   2.1:	   Known	  metadata	   about	   each	   research	   group	   germplasm	   prior	   to	   this	   thesis	   analysis.	   Bulk	  
seed	  was	  provided	  by	  the	  Garvin	  Lab	   from	  the	  collection	   locations	  of	   the	  common	  Bdn	   lines	  available	  
from	  the	  USDA-­‐ARS	  and	  accounts	  for	  most	  of	  the	  discrepancy	  between	  2,113	  and	  2,772.	  A	  total	  of	  1,897	  
samples	  were	  sequenced	  with	  enough	  depth	  for	  some	  comparison.	  	  
 
Library	  preparation	  for	  DNA	  Sequencing	  
All samples were grown at Australian National University from seed. DNA was extracted using 
DNEasy 96-well kits. Post DNA extraction, concentration was quantified using QuBit 2.0 
fluorometer on 10 randomly chosen wells and averaged. A Genotyping By Sequencing (GBS) 
analysis method was used in the library preparation using a PstI six-cutter restriction enzyme to 
digest DNA into fragments. Cleaved DNA was then ligated with identification oligo barcodes, 
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Illumina Y adapters, and PCR primers for PCR amplification. Post PCR amplification DNA 
fragment concentrations were assessed per well per plate via a Shimadzu MCE-202 Multina 96 
well plate reader with the DNA-12000 chemistry, and a Perkin-Elmer GXII Assay Chip. After 
concentration assessment sample wells were pooled for gel-based fragment size selection and 
sequencing. DNA fragments were gel filtered to 100-300 base pairs. Prepared DNA was then 
sequenced on Illumina HiSeq2000, HiSeq2500, and NextSeq500 platforms with paired end 
format. 
 
Post	  Sequencing	  Sample	  Demultiplexing	  
Raw sequence data was demultiplexed using the software AXE 
(https://github.com/kdmurray91/axe). Reads are cross-referenced with an index of forward and 
reverse barcodes allowing one mismatch that is not shared with another barcode, then binned to 
a fastq file for each individual with the individual’s name. Reads with barcodes with two or 
more mismatches are excluded from analysis. Once reads are binned into fastq files per each 
individual their restriction sites are removed and are then run through a customised genotyping 
pipeline using the TASSEL 3.0 software. 
 
An	  In-­‐silico	  Polyploid	  Reference	  Genome	  for	  Species	  Identification	  
The Brachypodium distachyon species complex is composed of two diploids with unique 
genomes that hybridised to form the allotetraploid B. hybridum. Due to the volume of bulk 
collected and unidentified accessions, a rapid species identification method was developed. 
Their proportion of sub-genome specific reads that uniquely map to a concatenated in-silico 
reference genome classified unknown samples. The reference genome was made from 
combining the two diploid reference genomes. The B. stacei sub-genome reference genome 
accession ABR114 v1.0, and the B. distachyon subgenome is represented by the accession Bd1-
1 v1.0 as chromosomes 11-15. A highly conservative threshold was set, and a read’s BWA 
mapping quality was used as a second filter. Ultimately, each individual was classified by their 
proportion of reads mapping to either one of, or both reference genomes to assign species 
identity. 
 
First	  Attempts	  to	  Classify	  Species	  
Typically to distinguish two species with the same or similar cytotype the program 
STRUCTURE could be used to distinguish species by having different ancestral histories and 
fixed markers between two groups as seen in Rice and Setaria species (Huang, 2014). Since this 
species complex is composed of two diploids and one allotetraploid a STRUCTURE based 
method would not likely work because each species will have varying ancestral histories and a 
previous study found multiple hybridizations in B. hybridum (Catalan, 2012). In addition, 
allotetraploids will have orthologous haplotypes and could confound variant calls against a 
single reference genome having unusual levels of pseudo-heterozygosity against when markers 
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are created by mapping reads against one genome. A clustering method was first attempted to 
distinguish individuals to each species using principal component analysis using only one 
genome, Bd21 v2.0. A principal component analysis (PCoA) successfully identified most 
samples to species classes, but on many occasions failed to separate known vernalization-
requiring B. distachyon groups like BdTR8 lines, Tek lines, and Bd1-1 from B. hybridum 
polyploids (further investigated in Chapter III). Also, B. stacei clustered close to B. hybridum in 
PCoA and was not easily distinguishable. Ultimately PCoA was not used for species 
identification. However, these results instigated the use of the Bd1-1 reference genome instead 
of the Bd21 reference as the B. distachyon-like subgenome in the aforementioned in-silico 
polyploid reference genome. Theoretically if the B. distachyon-like subgenome in B. hybridum 
is a closer extant relative to Bd1-1 or other vernalization-requiring lines, then BWA is more 
likely to align subgenome specific reads in the allopolyploid with this genome with higher 
mapping quality scores. This should give B. hybridum samples a more even proportion of reads 
to the expected values of 47% B. stacei and 53% B. distachyon because of different size 
genomes between the two species (≈240mb and ≈270mb). 
 
Alignment	  Pipeline	  Thresholds	  for	  Species	  Classification 
The alignment process used the Tassel reference genome pipeline coupled with Burrows 
Wheeler Aligner (BWA) to filter out non-unique reads mapping to multiple loci (Bradburry, 
2007; Shendure, 2008; Elshire, 2011). There were many positive control samples used in our 
study of each species B. distachyon, B. stacei, and B. hybridum. Eighteen individuals were 
found called incorrectly for species categorisation; they were flagged and removed from the 
analysis, but many were biological replicates (seed planted and DNA sequenced from the same 
maternal line seed packet). The only Tassel pipeline parameter that was changed is the minor 
allele frequency set to (0.001). Within the BWA parameters, a conservative miss-match rate was 
used, allowing only 1%, or 1 of 100 base mismatch rate. Detected variants that are present in 
≥50% of samples are used, thus <50% shared variants are removed. By removing non-unique 
loci, remaining loci are sub-genome specific and used for species identification. The proportion 
of reads in either or both subgenomes distinguished each individual for species. 
 
The species identification pipeline outputs sequence data about variants of each individual 
across all chromosomes. Each sample’s percentage of reads mapping to either genome was used 
to classify species. The summation of both genomes total markers post-filtered was set to a 
minimum of 10,000 to insure that remaining samples have enough resolution between sub-
genomes to decipher species and ploidy. To keep sample coverage from affecting species 
identification each individual’s total number of reads from each subgenome is divided by read 
total to normalise the data set. The R package “kmeans” in the core stats package was used to 
call clusters based on the ratio of each genome per sample as shown in k-means clustering 
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algorithm (Hartig, 1979). The samples that are diploid will cluster closer to their respective 
species K having a majority of variants represented in one of the sub-genomes, while polyploids 
will have equal numbers of variants from both sub-genomes. 
 
Thresholds were drawn to filter out questionable sample calls when calculating species. A few 
samples had intermediate or unusual sub-genome specific marker ratios and were flagged and 
removed. Intermediate samples were scanned individually for variation in markers per each 
chromosome in case some chromosomes were possibly deleted or missing, but no such trend 
was found. The final categories for species identification were: low-coverage samples, B. 
hybridum, B. stacei, B. distachyon, and intermediate. Once individuals are assigned a species 
identity, each species is organised geographically into regions for analysis. 
 
Categorising	  Collection	  Locations	  into	  Regions	  
There is enormous variation in collection material techniques and practices from each 
participating collaborator. To normalize coverage variation across geography, collection 
locations were assigned region identities independently for each species. For each species 
analysis, locations were first parsed by continent, then locations were clustered by a typical 
clustering algorithm in the R package 'Mclust' using their latitude and longitude coordinates as 
inputs (Fraley, 2005). Clustering coordinates by their proximity to each other created groups of 
collection locations despite collector origin. These regions can be used to show how much 
genetic and climate diversity there is per region and will be necessary for future chapters. 
 
Results	  2.3	  
	  
Borevitz	  Lab,	  Development	  method	  of	  maternal	  line	  accessions	  
Within this project three different continents were sampled from. The Borevitz Lab, led by 
myself, collected extensively across SE Australia to capture as much diversity as possible. Since 
a large part of the collection effort was based on locations from the Atlas of Living Australia 
website (ala.org.au), most of the locations visited for sampling had species present. Also using 
species distribution models increased the sampling efforts by the Borevitz Lab. Collection 
efforts in Europe were not as successful for total yield of sample locations. Approximately 40% 
of locations examined had Brachypodium species present.  
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Figure	  2.2:	  The	  Borevitz	  global	  collection	  of	  Brachypodium:	  (A)	  30	  sites	  were	  collected	  from	  in	  Southern	  
Iberia;	  (B)	  five	  in	  modern	  day	  France	  and	  Italy;	  (C)	  six	  on	  North	  American	  in	  the	  state	  of	  California;	  (D)	  
and	  most	  collection	  locations	  are	  in	  Australia	  totaling	  83	  sites. 
	  
Species	  identification	  by	  Sequencing	  
The alignment of 1,897 samples against the in-silico B. hybridum reference genome was able to 
classify previously unknown samples as one of three species: B. stacei, B. distachyon, and B. 
hybridum, or other types of flagged samples. A total of 65,711 variants were found in the B. 
distachyon sub-genome, and 56,918 variants in the B. stacei sub-genome, which is proportional 
to genome size per each species, 266mb and 240mb respectively. Three distinct groups emerge 
by calculating the proportion of subgenome specific variants, plotted in X and Y coordinates 
(Figure 2.3). Fifty B. stacei samples aligned along the Y-axis in blue. B. distachyon trails along 
the X-axis plotted in red. Allotetraploid B. hybridum has both B. stacei-like and B. distachyon-
like subgenomes and had near equal proportions of subgenome variants.  
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Figure	  2.3:	  Samples	  plotted	  by	  most	  likely	  species	  and	  normalised	  by	  total	  calls.	  Samples	  plotted	  by	  total	  
markers	  in	  each	  sub-­‐genome	  and	  coloured	  by	  their	  candidate	  species	  identity.	  B.	  stacei	  is	  plotted	  as	  blue	  
found	  near	  the	  Y-­‐axis	  and	  near	  the	  X-­‐axis	  in	  red	  is	  B.	  distachyon.	  B.	  hybridum	  has	  proportionally	  equal	  
parts	  of	  reads	  mapping	  to	  each	  genome	  and	  is	  coloured	  purple.	  The	  diploid	  reference	  genomes	  are	  not	  
equal	  in	  total	  base	  pair,	  B.	  stacei	  is	  ≈240Mb	  and	  B.	  distachyon	  is	  266	  mb	  and	  each	  sub-­‐genome	  was	  
normalized	  accordingly.	  
 
Detected Species Identification Errors in Samples; Flagged and Removed 
Fourteen known B. hybridum were classified as B. distachyon and were flagged and removed 
from analysis based on previous publications (Vogel, 2009; Feliz, 2009; Mur, 2011; Tyler, 
2016). One sample of B. stacei was classified as B. hybridum and was removed from analysis 
also based on previous publication (Hasterok, 2008; Vogel, 2009). Ninety-seven samples were 
between species classifications and 71 were low coverage samples with less than 10k variants 
from both subgenomes. A cumulative of 202 samples were flagged and removed from any one 
of these above-mentioned causes. 
 
In	  study	   B.	  dis	   B.	  sta	   B.	  hyb	   Low	  Cov.	   Between	  
Species	  
Wrong	  	  
Species	  
Flagged	  and	  
Removed	  
1,970	   528	   60	   1,180	   71	   116	   15	   202	  
Table.	  2.4:	  Table	  of	  final	  counts	  of	  each	  category	  from	  species	  analysis.	  A	  total	  of	  528	  B.	  distachyon	  were	  
identified,	   50	   B.	   stacei,	   and	   1,180	   B.	   hybridum.	   165	   samples	   received	   low	   sequence	   coverage	   to	   be	  
deciphered.	  A	  total	  of	  116	  individuals	  fell	  between	  species	  and	  15	  classified	  as	  the	  wrong	  species.	  202	  
samples	  were	  flagged	  and	  removed.	  B.	  dis	  =	  B.	  distachyon,	  B.	  sta	  =	  B.	  stacei,	  and	  B.	  hyb	  =	  B.	  hybridum.	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Plotting	  Identified	  species	  on	  maps	  
	  
Figure	  2.5:	  Locations	  by	  species	  pie	  charts.	   Individuals	  plotted	  are	  coloured	  by	  their	  candidate	  species	  
identity.	  B.	  stacei	  in	  blue,	  B.	  distachyon	  in	  red,	  and	  B.	  hybridum	  in	  purple.	  See	  supplemental	  figures	  S2.8-­‐
S2.10	  in	  the	  appendix	  for	  more	  pictures	  of	  pies	  on	  maps	  from	  species	  identification.	  
	  
Species	  Classification	  across	  Geography	  
Species were plotted as pies charts on maps to show overlap in species presence in collection 
locations. The 115 B. distachyon sites were common in northern Mediterranean regions, and 
one location in Australia. The 23 B. stacei locations are mostly in the Southeast Mediterranean 
with two locations in western sites. B. hybridum was found on all mediterranean climate bearing 
continents being North and South America, Australia, Asia, Europe, and Africa. There were 
many locations in Iberian yet few in modern day Turkey that had both B. hybridum and B. 
distachyon. Many locations containing both B. distachyon and B. hybridum were found in the 
southeast Mediterranean, while most B. stacei locations were shared with B. hybridum. One 
southeast Mediterranean location had all three species.  
 
Assigning	  Regional	  Identities	  to	  Pooled	  Germplasms	  
B. hybridum and B. distachyon were found in multiple areas and were broken up into 
geographic regions. B. distachyon was found in 115 locations and classified into 20 regions 
(figure  2.6). This study uses source material from many research groups each with different 
sampling techniques, distances between geographic locations, overlapping ranges of individual 
seed collections, and number of samples collected per site. To normalise sampling across 
geography, collection sites were clustered into groups to overcome sampling bias and testing of 
presence of lineages in further chapters. A total of 313 B. hybridum global collection locations 
were partitioned into 35 regions (figure 2.8). Since B. hybridum was found on many continents 
with many locations, continental regions were assigned themed colour hues: Green-Yellow as 
Western Europe, Magenta-Red as Asia, Cyan-Blue as Australia, Grey/Brown as North America. 
As B. stacei appears rarely in the four geographic areas surveyed, it will largely be omitted from 
further analyses.	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Figure	   2.6:	   Assigned	   regions	   for	  B.	   distachyon	   samples.	   A	   total	   of	   20	   regions	  were	   designated	   for	  B.	  
distachyon.	  Outlier	  samples	  like	  ABR2	  (France),	  ABR9	  (Croatia),	  and	  PYR2.6	  and	  WLE2-­‐2	  (Australia)	  were	  
removed	  and	  not	  assigned	  regional	  identities.	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Figure	  2.7:	  The	  regional	  identities	  of	  collection	  locations	  of	  B.	  hybridum.	  Locations	  have	  colour	  themes	  
by	   the	   continent	   they	   were	   found	   in.	   A	   total	   of	   35	   regions	   were	   created	  with	   9	   locations	   in	   Europe	  
(green),	  8	  region	  in	  Asia	  (red-­‐magenta),	  9	  regions	  in	  Australia	  (blues),	  and	  North	  America	  with	  9	  regions	  
(grey-­‐brown).	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2.4	  Discussion 
 
The rapid species identification by sequencing and a substantial addition of accessions increases 
the breadth of the Brachypodium distachyon species complex as model organisms. Typical 
studies in Brachypodium have less than 100-200 accessions, while this study encompasses 
1,897 accessions that are species categorised with relatively high confidence. This is important, 
as most diversity studies require many hundreds of equidistant diverse individuals. Species are 
also visualised across geography and clear patterns are present in where each species grows and 
will be interrogated in further chapters, hence the break down of collections from collaborators 
into regions which is crucial for chapters three and five. 
 
The assembled germplasm from each lab is the foundation that the rest of this thesis is built on. 
The questions in the following chapters of this thesis can only be answered with an organised 
set of accessions that are single seed maternal descent lines. The level of resolution is also 
subject to the methods and quality control of each research group, their own methods for 
selecting accessions and maternal lines, and the quality of work each individual practices. The 
sampling level is as accurate as each collector’s ability to sample strategically for genetic 
diversity within each location. It is my opinion that each research group has taken diligent care 
in developing their research material and their shared germplasms are of high quality. 
 
The sampling of material across landscapes is no easy task and requires skilled training in 
identifying not only species and their habitats, but also the possible variation within location 
habitats that a specific species is found. This is only achieved by working with others 
knowledgeable about a study species, its habits, life strategy, locations with suitable climate, but 
even other indicator species that are commonly found in the same climates. Finding 
Brachypodium species in the desert regions of South Australia where they are rare, often near 
river and streambeds and under trees, was often challenging. Then in the higher elevations near 
and north of Adelaide, samples are extremely abundant as well as in southwest New South 
Wales. Finding Brachypodium in wetter and more temperate Victoria is slightly less easy where 
samples are more sparse or growing near taller and abundant plants. Finding remnant 
individuals in Tasmania based on herbarium observations was extremely difficult The 
microclimates within a collection site could also have a significant contribution to where and 
what species are found. To improve landscape genomic techniques and analysis, the sampling 
area should be well documented, photographed, or scanned depending on what equipment is 
available. 
 
The identification of species by genomic markers was a relatively straightforward task and 
assigned species with high accuracy. The use of two genomes made species classification of 
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individuals by the proportion of reads to each subgenome simple and quick. These results also 
align with previous reports that Brachypodium distachyon is in fact composed of three different 
species (Catalan, 2012). Species identification by sequencing via two reference genomes is ideal 
for allotetraploids and their diploid counterparts and worked efficiently in this case. In practice, 
some errors were encountered, but many factors could cause species identification mishaps, the 
most likely root cause is human error. A sample could have had their tissue placed in the wrong 
plate well at sampling, a well could have had the wrong barcode added during library 
preparation, an early mutation in PCR amplification of DNA reads could cause false over-
coverage of another sample with the same or similar barcode. Errors could also of happened in 
the growing/bulking stage: labeling errors on growing pots, miss-planted seeds in pots, or an 
alternate accession contaminating another accession seed packet. 
 
Cryptic species identification by sequencing with common chromosome sets requires the 
detection and genotyping of many species-specific markers. In this case, a hard species 
boundary is not clear as divergent loci accumulate over time and in small populations. This 
situation is typical in other recently diverged species within Poaceae, Salicaceae, Asteraceae 
and many others that are known to share and spread haplotypes between species (Yatabe, 2007). 
Using programs like STRUCTURE to analyze genomic data can identify recently diverged 
species (Pritchard, 2000). For lesser known genre or species, STRUCTURE analysis where the 
ancestral population was set to the number of expected species theoretically could identify or 
categorise individuals to species and has been attempted before in Brachypodium (Huang, 2014; 
Tyler, 2016). However, one species could be an older lineage, under or over sampled, and thus 
biases in allele frequency could alter results. An ideal way to use STRUCTURE for species 
categorisation is to reduce the study set to a genetically distinct subset of individuals by 
removing genetically redundant accessions, set the ancestral population parameter to the 
expected number of species, then impute the ancestral composition onto closely related, near 
clonal or genotype level, samples. This should alleviate allele frequency bias and call species 
more accurately. It is likely however that a two-reference genome technique of mapping loci to 
either diploid genome would work for any combination of two species in this species complex. 
 
Theoretically, different species have diverged over time and occupy different climates and 
habitats, but if these two species are similar in phenotypes they could be difficult to decipher, 
often called cryptic species (Bickford, 2007). Therefore, other plants classically defined as a 
single species, especially those introduced to new habitats, should be more thoroughly 
investigated as multiple cryptic species with unique and possibly overlapping ranges. In 
addition, one of the two cryptic species will be more common than other species. It is possible 
that some introduced species may indeed be different species, but genetically similar enough to 
occasionally hybridise and create a locally diverse gene pool. This would generate many unique 
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genotypes as seen in Asteraceae Helianthus species, Eucalyptus species in the Myrtaceae, and 
Setaria species as well (Potts, 2004; Field, 2011; Yatabe, 2007; 2008; Li, 2011). Any 
introduced species belonging to a plant family that readily hybridises and contains many 
invasive species should also be tested for species diversity, examples being Salicaceae, 
Asteraceae, and Poaceae plant families (Ainouche, 2004; Yatabe, 2007; Soltis, 2009; Wang, 
2009; Hardig, 2010; Wang 2014). In this study case, what is now considered B. distachyon is 
extremely rare outside its native range, where B. hybridum (polyploid) was most common 
outside the native range, and was only recently described in 2012. Many more noxious pests 
could be multiple species not yet analysed for genetic or cytological diversity. 
 
Since true B. distachyon was found in Australia, it is possible more locations contain diploids 
and should be examined. It could be possible that some regions of South Africa, South America, 
or North America could also harbour introduced B. stacei or B. distachyon that simply have not 
been found yet. A large emphasis was made in the Borevitz lab to sample widely in Australia, 
thus the resolution of this study may have made it possible to detect diploids outside the native 
range. Therefore, it would be ideal to look in more regions of non-native suitable space for other 
species. 
 
Many different collection habits were used to assemble individual germplasms between 
collaborators, varying in sample coverage and distance between collection points. Collection 
locations were classified into regions despite their research group for each species to simplify 
and more normalise geographic analysis for later chapters (Chapters IV and V). When a study 
species becomes increasingly popular, like a model species, it would be ideal if more standard 
collection practices were instituted to facilitate thorough analysis. Standard practice methods are 
commonplace in many fields of biology, such as the medical field with tissue sampling, bacteria 
sampling, or blood sampling from patients (Bruneau, 2001; Gašová, 2005; Mager, 2007). 
Particularly to diversity studies, standard practice should include more than one sample be 
harvested per each collection location (Eckart, 2009; Eckart, 2010; Bragg, 2015).  
 
While approximately two-thirds of the germplasm was identified by sequencing, many lines still 
require profiling. Regardless of plans to identify currently unknown samples, numerous 
accessions were sequenced to identify species and could be mapped geographically. The actual 
distribution of our study species became increasingly known during the course of this project 
and sampling effects, biases, trends, and recommended regions to collect more samples from 
will be acknowledged and discussed in the coming chapters. Finally, the hypothesis that species 
easily split into groups by their proportion of reads to one or both genomes is accepted by 
classification. 
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2.5	  Data	  Download	  and	  Scripts	  
GitHub	  Repository	  
A source code repository was created for the scripts and data sets in this chapter. The script for 
assessing species category is listed in the online repository GBSFilteR at the Borevitz GitHub 
webpage. Each script will require their directory edited to read files. Raw figures are generated 
from these scripts and edited in various software for enhanced visualisation, power point 
preview, etc. Raw data can also be found in this same repository and specifically in links 
provided below. 
 
Repository	  
	  -­‐	  https://github.com/borevitzlab/GBSFilteR.	  	  
Species	  ID	  Script 
	  -­‐	  https://github.com/borevitzlab/GBSFilteR/blob/master/Brachypodium_Species_ID.R	  
Genetic	  Marker	  Data	  
	  -­‐	  B.	  distachyon	  subgenome:	  
https://github.com/borevitzlab/GBSFilteR/blob/master/myGBSGenos_D.txt.gz	  
	  -­‐	  B.	  stacei	  subgenome:	  https://github.com/borevitzlab/GBSFilteR/blob/master/myGBSGenos_S.txt.gz	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Chapter III: Genetic Diversity within Brachypodium Species 
	  
Abstract	  
Genetic diversity screens within species can unveil genomic patterns associated with historical 
migration across geographic regions, such as isolation by distance. Brachypodium distachyon, 
B. stacei, and B. hybridum were genotyped by sequencing and variants were identified by 
alignment to individual species reference genomes. For B. hybridum an in-silico reference 
genome was used by concatenating the B. distachyon (Bd1-1) and B. stacei (ABR114) reference 
genomes to call uniquely mapping subgenome specific variants. Within each species, each 
accession was compared against each other to determine pairwise genetic distance. Distinct 
genotypes were identified using a distance threshold set as the most divergent of technically 
replicated samples. A total of 125 unique genotypes of B. distachyon were calculated using 
14,436 SNPs from 479 samples, eight genotypes of 50 B. stacei samples were calculated using 
4,744 SNPs, and for the allotetraploid 80 genotypes were calculated out of 1,015 samples using 
18,525 variants. The most common genotypes of B. hybridum and B. distachyon were mapped 
to show their geographic breadth including areas outside of the native range for B. hybridum. 
Non-native ranges were exclusively invaded by B. hybridum except one location in Australia 
having two B. distachyon. A permutation test of observed sites showed that the most common 
B. hybridum genotype NRD-1 was more widespread across regions than would be expected by 
chance (p-value < 0.01) suggesting it has wide dispersal ability. 
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3.1	  Introduction	  
 
The global human population is expected to breach nine billion before 2050 requiring an 
increase in global food production and agronomic efficiency (Tillman, 2011) to deliver both 
food and environmental security (Rivers, 2015). Grass species already provide the majority of 
human caloric intake via wheat, rice, and indirectly maize. Grasses also account for many of the 
noxious agricultural and natural invasive species pests (Daehler, 1998; Pyšek, 1998; United 
Nations, 2013; Sawar, 2013; ACP-FAO, 2016). The monocot genomes of wheat, oat, and barley 
can be challenging and laborious to work with due to larger stature, high ploidy levels, and 
complicated very large genomes. However, the closely related Brachypodium distachyon 
species complex has easily manageable genomes and a small stature making them ideal 
agricultural models. The Brachypodium distachyon species complex has been introduced 
globally and reported as weedy and invasive, thus are ideal models for introduced species 
(Bakker, 2009). The Brachypodium distachyon complex is a close relative to many 
agriculturally relevant grass species and as a noxious weed or invasive (Opanowicz, 2008; 
Bakker, 2009) 
 
Invasion	  Biology	  Concepts	  
The term for the study of introduced species, their migration, and their environmental effects is 
commonly called Invasion Biology. The spread of invasive species is threatens global food 
security. Roughly 70% of invasive plants are from the global horticulture trade, leaving 30% to 
other means, often agricultural contaminants and tourism (Carlton, 2003). No matter their path 
to novel locations, introduced species can disrupt a variety of landscapes, as is the case in 
Australia where Patterson’s Curse (Eichium plantagineum and Eichium vulgare) were 
introduced as horticultural species, and now disrupts many agricultural landscapes 
(Konarzewski, 2012). Weedy and invasive plants account for approximately four billion dollars 
in damage annually to agricultural and natural landscapes across Australia, and similar patterns 
are seen across the globe (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2012). Another example of their 
effects, in the United States it is estimated that ≈3 million acres, 1.2 million hectares, of land are 
lost each year to invasive plants (USDA Forest Service, 2016). The control and spread of 
invasive species is thus of great concern, but how they migrate, how much genetic diversity 
they bring, and how often they are introduced requires resolution (Barrett, 1991; Allendorf, 
2003; Simberloff, 2013).  
 
Across native ranges it is assumed random mating occurs between individuals and that patterns 
of genetic diversity coincide with geographic distance and/or environmental gradients (Wright, 
1934; Kimura and Maruyama, 1971; Rousset, 1997; Bragg, 2015). Theoretically, populations 
evolve neutrally, by both genetic isolation by distance and isolation by environment within the 
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natural native range. This will result in a level of population structure. Widespread species may 
thus contain either 1) many locally adapted genotypes that are partially isolated, or 2) have less 
population structure share adaptive alleles across native ranges, or 3) contain plastic and 
resilient genotypes with wide environmental tolerance. Introduced species in non-native habitats 
can have population structure when multiple introduction events have occurred and they remain 
genetically isolated. Genetic studies within Brachypodium species would elucidate mechanisms 
underlying invasion biology concepts of a widespread species by analysing its geographic and 
genetic patterns across native and non-native ranges. 
	  
About	  Brachypodium	  Model	  Species	  
Model plant species have greatly increased our understanding in all aspects of plant science 
research. Model organisms must have a manageable stature, be amenable to genetic 
transformation, and easily grow in laboratory or experimental settings. Ideally, a model has 
extensive collections such as the global germplasm collection of Arabidopsis thaliana 
composed of thousands of accessions. The plant A. thaliana has been an immeasurably valuable 
model, but is a dicot and is a poor model for monocot systems. B. distachyon has many of the 
same qualities as A. thaliana, but is a temperate C3 monocot grass, is amenable to crossing, 
highly inbreeding due to a cleistogamous flower, is readily transformable, and is closely related 
to many agriculturally important cereals with complex genomes: Triticum species (wheat), 
Hordeum species (barley), and Avena species (oat) (Catalan, 1997; Draper, 2001; Opanowicz, 
2008;  Vogel, 2008; Alves, 2009; Bragg, 2012;  Mochida, 2013; Fitzgerald, 2015). 
Brachypodium species are used as biofuel research having ideal cell wall composition, 
physiology, and plant pathology as Brachypodium and have a variety of pathogen responses to 
common cereal fungal pests (Gomez, 2008; Lee, 2012; Marriott, 2014). Brachypodium is an 
ideal model species, but when compared to A. thaliana germplasm resources, it is limited to a 
few hundred accessions from predominantly modern day Turkey, Italy, and the Iberian 
Peninsula (Mur, 2011; Tyler, 2016). A large and widespread germplasm collection is required to 
use Brachypodium species as an invasion model. This thesis significantly increases the number 
of accessions for all Brachypodium distachyon complex species and expands its use as new 
model for invasion biology.  
 
About	  The	  Brachypodium	  distachyon	  Species	  Complex	  
Brachypodium distachyon has had increased interest as a model species for grass genomics 
since its first proposal in 2001. B. distachyon has a small stature, grows well in laboratory 
conditions, amenable to transformation, and has a compact genome 266mb with a haploid 
chromosome number of x=5 (Draper 2001, Opanowicz, 2008; Vogel, 2009; Vogel 2010).  The 
full genome was published in 2010 and recently a pangenome from multiple genomes has been 
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published. Publications of the species complex are dominated by B. distachyon, but it has two 
other member species (Gordon, 2017).  
 
B. stacei was originally regarded as an auto- or allo- polyploid relative of B. distachyon, but 
cytological studies revealed B. stacei as a 2n=2x=20 diploid with a haploid chromosome 
number x=10, twice that of B. distachyon, but a smaller genome size of ≈240mb (Hasterok 
2004; Hasterok 2006; Vogel, 2009; Catalan, 2012). Phenotypically B. stacei has a larger stature 
than B. distachyon, more similar to the allotetraploid B. hybridum (Catalan, 2012; Catalan 
2015). Since B. stacei was regarded as an unusual polyploid cytotype of B. distachyon little 
effort was put forth to collect it and is rare in collections. Now identified as a different species, 
B. stacei only recently had its native range described having little geographic overlap with B. 
distachyon (Lopez-Alvarez, 2015).  
 
Detected by probes, B. hybridum is a composite allotetraploid species with B. stacei-like and B. 
distachyon-like subgenomes (Hasterok, 2004, Idziak, 2011). It has similar traits and growth 
patterns to that of B. stacei and B. distachyon and an estimated genome size of ≈510mb, about 
the size of Setaria viridis (Huang, 2014; Hasterok, 2004, Idziak, 2012; Catalan, 2012). Unlike 
B. distachyon, there are no known vernalization requiring lines of either B. hybridum or B. 
stacei (Vogel, 2009; Woods, 2013). Like B. distachyon, a significant increase in B. hybridum 
and B. stacei accessions are present in this study and greatly contributes to the future germplasm 
of the Brachypodium distachyon species complex. 
 
Genetic	  Diversity	  of	  the	  Brachypodium	  distachyon	  Species	  Complex	  
Currently there are few scientific studies describing the relatedness of each complex species, 
which is needed for genome wide association studies (GWAS) and quantitative trait loci 
mapping (QTL). B. distachyon is the primary model of the three complex species having the 
most publications, yet most diversity studies cover sub regions of the circum-Mediterranean 
usually modern day Turkey or the Iberian Peninsula (Mur, 2011; Gordon, 2014; Tyler, 2016). 
One study calculated a core diversity set of 46 equidistant B. distachyon lines from 166 
accessions and assessed phenotypic variation (Tyler, 2014). A total of 213 lines were published 
in 2016 from the same research group with previously un-sampled locations in central and 
northeast Mediterranean regions of Europe and Asia, finding three distinct ancestral lineages via 
the software STRUCTURE (Tyler, 2016).  
 
Little is known about the genetic diversity of B. hybridum. One study highlights the genetic 
diversity in Iberia comparing cytotypes of B. distachyon before B. hybridum was described as a 
separate species (Mur, 2011). A B. hybridum study in Northern Mediterranean Africa in modern 
day Tunisia analysed 145 lines by 15 (SSR) markers across nine natural locations (Neji, 2015). 
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Interestingly, gene flow between locations was high, Nm=2.31, but geographic distance did not 
explain any significant genetic variation and was attributed to long-distance seed dispersal. 
Likewise, the genetic diversity of B. stacei is not well known, but a study in 2016 described 
much of the diversity in the western Mediterranean (Shiposha, 2016). Collections have been 
rare of B. stacei most likely because its ecological niche was not well described or collected 
from, but eventually described in 2015 (Lopez-Alvarez, 2015). While collections of B. 
hybridum have been common, being a polyploid cytotype has hindered its genetic exploration. 
Now with the B. stacei reference genome concatenated with a B. distachyon reference genome 
an in-silico B. hybridum reference genome can create a functional polyploid reference genome 
for read mapping (further described in methods). 
 
Landscape	  Genomic	  Concepts	  
Landscape genomics investigates patterns of genetic variation and gene flow between 
populations that result in local adaptation across geographic and environmental gradients 
(Manel, 2003; Manel, 2013; Rellstab, 2015; Bragg, 2015). While GWAS benefits from diverse 
subsets of unique individuals, landscape genomics requires the actual collected samples from all 
locations (Bragg, 2015). Individuals should differ genetically at adaptive loci across 
environmental gradients. After time, this can create population structure across environmental 
gradients, masking the adaptive alleles on a diverged genomic background (Wright, 1934; 
Kimura and Maruyama, 1971; Bragg, 2015). These ancestral groups might re-encounter each 
other in overlapping ranges and sexually recombine, creating admixed individuals. Here, traits 
from each group are shared by shuffling of genetic material between lineages. Environmental 
distance can also cause isolation leaving mutations to accumulate within confined individuals as 
seen in a study on Alnus glutinosa where phenotypes were associated with environmental 
variation (De Kort, 2014). Environmental or geographic distance can alter allele frequencies 
between populations due to genetic drift. Most non-lethal mutations are neutral and cause no 
phenotypic change, however it has been shown that some mutations are neutral in some 
environments and adaptive in others. In A. thaliana, an early stop codon in chromo-
methyltransferase two (CMT2) changed the stress response to cold and increased tolerance 
(Shen, 2014). The presence of the CMT2 mutation was more abundant in regions where A. 
thaliana would encounter extreme cold, but also present in non-cold extreme locations.  
 
Genomic	  Diversity	  and	  Patterns	  Across	  Geography	  
Natural Diversity studies like GWAS require knowledge of existing genetic diversity as seen in 
other model species (Kim, 2007; Brachi, 2011; Jia, 2013, Huang, 2014). Information pertaining 
to a study system’s diversity, linkage disequilibrium, ancestral composition can inform 
researchers about the creation of recombinant inbred lines (RILs), diversity sets, and reverse 
genetics (Nordborg, 2005; Platt, 2010; Bomblies, 2010; Long, 2013; Huang, 2014). Once these 
concepts are understood the genome can be further disentangled to examine processes that once 
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affected its composition and structure. Example studies used Arabidopsis species to analyse 
genotype-by-environment effects and has been particularly successful in landscape genomic 
studies. One study showed a pattern across geographic space where specific genomic markers 
varied across specific landscape gradients (Hancock, 2011). In the same study, polymorphisms 
within a location were predictive of fitness at that location. 
 
Self	  pollination:	  multiple	  inbred	  accessions	  descending	  from	  a	  few	  whole	  genome	  genotypes	  
A variety of phenotypes are common in invasive plants and one of the most common is self-
pollination (Rogers, 2011). This is mostly due to the Allele Effect where the necessity of 
outcrossing can be detrimental in isolated populations with few individuals, and especially if 
there is little genetic diversity (Sutherland, 1999). This can even be the case if a native 
pollinator is abundant and carrying pollen from local individuals (Viet, 1996; Leung, 2004; 
Taylor, 2004). Since invasive plants often are introduced in small quantities at first with little to 
no others to mate with, there is little change they will become invasive if the species is an 
obligate out-crosser, worse if a pollinator is necessary. Depending on the species and the 
system, in theory many individuals could be introduced at once, as is hypothesized with 
Brachypodium species being introduced as a grain contaminant. It is known that Brachypodium 
complex species have cleistogamous flowers that often remain closed whereby reducing 
outcrossing and increasing self-pollination (Garvin, 2008; Vogel, 2009). Variation does exist in 
weedy and invasive species with regards to pollination. A. thaliana has been introduced to 
North America and as a facultative self-compatible species with low outcrossing rates, many of 
the same genotype were found across large geographic range over 1000 times, but in native 
populations of A. thaliana the same genotype is rarely found farther than a few kilometers 
(Platt, 2010; Anastasia, 2011). In the case of another invasive self-pollinating species Lithrum 
salicaria, it is capable of rapidly outcrossing with neighboring individuals Coulatti, 2013). Also, 
L. salicaria was found to have locally adaptive mutations of non-native origin that conveyed a 
larger range along a north-south gradient and those mutations were found to be vectored by 
pollen, indicating that gene flow by pollen or seed can cause an invasive to flourish. 
 
Question,	  Hypothesis	  and	  Aim	  of	  Chapter	  
The nature of this dissertation is to investigate the genetic, geographic, and climate diversity of 
three Brachypodium species in the context of landscape genomics and invasion biology. This 
required genomic analysis and genetic variation across geography on a global scale. The first 
goal is to calculate within species genetic diversity. The Brachypodium distachyon complex 
species has travelled extensively out of their native range and a focused question can be 
addressed using this species group as a model.  
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Questions:	  What	  is	  the	  genetic	  diversity	  in	  relation	  to	  geography	  of	  the	  Brachypodium	  
distachyon	  species	  complex	  and	  do	  genotypes	  of	  any	  species	  trend	  more	  as	  high	  or	  low	  
dispersers?	  
 
Hypothesis:	  I	  hypothesize	  that	  since	  polyploid	  species	  often	  have	  larger	  stature	  and	  
wider	  distributions	  geographically,	  the	  polyploid	  complex	  member	  B.	  hybridum	  should	  
be	  more	  globally	  distributed	  than	  diploid	  species.	  Furthermore,	  some	  lineages	  will	  be	  
more	  dispersed	  than	  others.	  
 
Aim:	  Obtain	  DNA	  sequence	  from	  individuals	  of	  each	  species	  to	  determine	  the	  genetic	  
diversity	  across	  geography	  and	  test	  to	  see	  if	  some	  genotypes	  are	  more	  abundant	  than	  
others	  by	  being	  better	  at	  dispersal.	  Use	  pairwise	  genetic	  distance	  among	  accessions	  to	  
cluster	  whole	  genome	  genotype	  groups. 
	  
3.2	  Methods	  
 
DNA	  Preparation,	  Library	  Preparation,	  DNA	  Sequencing,	  and	  Demultiplexing	  
The DNA sequencing preparation is exactly the same as described in Chapter II. To recap: DNA 
was extracted via DNEasy 96-well kits, quantified by QuBit 2.0 fluorometer and restriction 
enzyme digested into fragments via genotyping by sequencing techniques (GBS). DNA was 
ligated to barcodes with Illumina Y adapters and PCR primers for PCR amplification. Post PCR 
amplification, DNA fragment concentrations were assessed per well per plate on a Shimadzu 
MCE-202 Multina 96 well plate reader with the DNA-12000 chemistry, and a Perkin-Elmer 
GXII Assay Chip. Sample wells were pooled for gel-based fragment size selection and 
sequenced on Illumina HiSeq2000, HiSeq2500, and NextSeq500 platforms with paired end 
format. Raw fastq sequence files were was demultiplexed using the software AXE 
(https://github.com/kdmurray91/axe). Reads are cross referenced to an index of forward and 
reverse barcodes allowing one mismatch not shared with another barcode, then binned to each 
sample’s fastq files.  
	  
Reference	  Genomes	  and	  Their	  Properties	  
Three reference genomes were used in this study. For genotyping B. distachyon samples, the 
Bd21 de-novo assembly genome and its SNP-corrected Bd1-1 version 1.0 (Vogel, 2010; 
Gordon, 2014). The B. stacei ABR114 genome is an early release first edition of the B. stacei 
reference genome created by the Vogel Lab at The Joint Genome Institute University of 
California, Berkeley (JGI, 2016). An in-silico reference genome was created for the polyploid 
B. hybridum, where the B. stacei reference genome was combined with the Bd1-1 B. distachyon 
reference genome to make an in-silico polyploid reference genome: B. stacei (x = 1-10) and B. 
distachyon (x = 11-15) to make the B. hybridum haploid x=15. 
	  
The	  TASSEL	  Genotyping	  Pipeline	  and	  Variant	  Caller	  Settings	  
The TASSEL pipeline is an effective and quick method for marker detection for genotyping 
samples (Shendure, 2008; Elshire, 2011). A minimum of five identical read counts across all 
samples were required to validate a marker. Before alignment, reads are trimmed to 64 bases 
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then aligning software used was the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner platform (Heng, 2009). In BWA 
reads are assigned a mapping quality score from 0-37 based on a variety of factors, mostly by 
how uniquely they map to one plus loci. Thus reads with quality scores below 10 were removed. 
For diploid species, the miss-match rate was set to the standard 4% or four mismatches out of 
100 bases. For the polyploid B. hybridum the miss-match rate was cut in half to 2% to reduce 
the quantity of reads mapping to both sub-genomes. Once reads pass the minimum presence rate 
and miss-match rate, they must pass an allele frequency rate. The minor allele frequency rate 
was set to 0.001 of presence across all samples, however, more stringent filters were applied 
post TASSEL in R. The final output from the TASSEL pipeline is a matrix of SNP alleles in 
rows and samples in columns. 
	  
Whole	  Genome	  Genotype	  Clustering	  and	  Population	  Analysis	  in	  R	  
The SNP matrix of samples was analysed using custom filtering scripts in R. To insure that 
samples are comparable two metrics are applied. First, samples need to have enough sequence 
depth to meet a minimum threshold for quantity of genomic variants, and secondly markers 
must be present in a minimum number of samples to be valid. In B. distachyon and B. stacei the 
minimum number of markers was set at 10,000 and 4,000 respectively. For B. hybridum the 
minimum marker threshold was set to 21,803 variants because the size difference between the 
B. stacei subgenome (S subgenome @ ≈240mb) and the B. distachyon subgenome (D 
subgenome @≈266 mb): 10,000 variants*266mb/240mb = 11,803 variants. Valid markers must 
be present in ≥50% of samples to become usable markers, all markers with <50% of presence 
across all samples are then removed. Rare paralogous variants are also removed. For the 
polyploid B. hybridum, each subgenome is filtered independently and checked for equal 
proportion of variants per each subgenome. Few samples had unequal ratios of subgenome 
markers that still passed filtering and were flagged and removed due to uneven coverage or 
alignment to subgenomes. Once each subgenome was filtered, they were merged into a genomic 
matrix of variants. 
 
Genetic	  Diversity	  Calculations	  in	  R 
In each species analysis, individuals are run through a principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) 
using the R package ‘cmdscale’. The principle coordinate vectors are also used to calculate 
pairwise distance using the R base package cor() and as.dist() using the cor() function 
“pairwise.complete.obs”. Pairwise distance matrices were converted to hierarchical clustered 
objects using the R package 'hclust' and genotype boundaries are created using rect.hclust() on 
dendrograms. Technical replicates, two seeds from the same maternal plant, were grown and 
independently DNA sequenced to detect dendrogram resolution and accuracy. In each species, 
the technical replicate with the highest branch height was used to call genotype across all 
samples. 
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Geographic	  Regions	  of	  Genotypes	  
The partitioning of geographic coordinates into regions in Chapter II is used to show the 
genotype diversity across geography. To recap: the region partitioning method in the previous 
chapter, each collaborator collected samples with different methods, to normalise the collection 
locations, they were first partitioned into sub-continental sets, then clustered via a common 
clustering algorithm into regions by their latitude and longitude coordinates in the R package 
Mclust (Fraley, 2002; Fraley, 2012). This created 20 locations for B. distachyon in the European 
and Asian Mediterranean regions, and four continents for B. hybridum and 35 regions. B. stacei 
was rare and most in close proximity and is excluded for most geographic analysis of this thesis. 
 
Permutation	  Tests	  to	  calculate	  Genotype	  Abundance	  across	  Geography	  
Genotype abundance is a central topic to this thesis and sheds light on the variation in dispersal 
ability. A permutation test was used to calculate what genotypes had high or low abundance 
across geography thus would be considered good or bad at dispersal. Genotypes had various 
levels of detection ranging from n=55 unique geographic sites or less, thus the number of 
randomly drawn geographic locations per iteration was set to the total number of observations 
in the true data set for each genotype- a genotype found 55 times, had a random sample draw of 
55 points per iteration, and a genotype with 33 sites would have 33 randomly drawn geographic 
sites per iteration in the permutation test. Samples present in less than nine locations were 
removed from testing due to low statistical power and considered under sampled. Each 
genotype was tested individually. In each iteration a randomised subset of geographic sites were 
drawn and the frequency of all common genotypes counted and used in a normal distribution to 
calculate probability of drawing a specific genotype by chance. This probability was averaged 
across iterations to define the final p-value. The mean number of sites and standard deviation a 
genotype could be found in was also reported. 
	  
3.3	  Results	  
 
Genetic	  Diversity	  of	  Each	  Species,	  high	  quality	  accessions	  
Once samples were assigned a species identify, they were run through our species genotyping 
pipeline. Species were run through a standard Tassel 3.0 reference genome genotyping pipeline 
except the minor allele frequency was changed from 0.01 to 0.001. The diploid species B. 
distachyon and B. stacei used the standard setting in BWA. The B. hybridum BWA settings 
were standard settings except the miss-match setting was set to two mismatches instead of four. 
This allows BWA to map reads with less ambiguity between sub-genomes of a tetraploid and 
still provide enough easily mapped subgenome specific markers. Samples are moved from 
Tassel to R for further filtering of genotyping data. Of the 528 samples that qualified for B. 
distachyon candidacy 479 passed genotype filtering having a minimum of 10,000 variants. Of 
the 60 candidates for B. stacei species assignment, 50 passed filtering having a minimum of 
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4,000 variants. Of the 1,201 samples that received candidacy for B. hybridum 1,015 samples 
passed filtering by having equal or greater than 21,803 variants (See table 3.1).  
	  
Genotyping	  By	  Sequencing	  Marker	  Data:	  high	  quality	  SNPs	  
Each species final genotype data was filtered to descriptive markers for calling diversity and 
genotype. B. stacei had the least total markers called at 4,744 differentially called loci. B. 
distachyon had nearly a power of ten increase of sample number, thus had higher markers for 
genotyping samples. B. hybridum had substantial coverage between subgenomes having 18,525 
differentially called markers. The average distance between markers in B. stacei was the 
greatest at 50,590 bases. B. hybridum averaged 28,070 bases between markers across both 
subgenomes. B. distachyon had the least distance at 18,426 bases (see Table 3.1). 
 
 
Genotype identity was called conservatively based on the resolution of relatedness between 
replicate individual accessions of the same germline. The dendrogram cut height was set at the 
highest branch of two individuals of the same maternal accession replicate. Replicates with poor 
sequencing quality may not be identified as closely related. Thus, a conservative threshold for 
our whole genome genotype categorization. While most sample replicates are of close proximity 
to each other, the conservative threshold splits genetic relatedness at a level higher than typical 
for inbred line genotyping studies (Platt, 2010). This threshold can group distinct but related 
lines within a family, such as recombinant inbred lines which share common parents. For 
simplicity the term genotype will still be used interchangeably with genotype family. A total of 
479 individuals of B. distachyon were condensed to 125 genotypes. From 60 individuals of B. 
stacei, eight genotypes were found, and 80 genotypes of B. hybridum were found from 1,147 
individuals. The total number of individuals per genotypes was calculated per each species. 
Though under sampled in this dataset, B. stacei had a total of 0.16 genotypes/individuals. B. 
distachyon had the highest diversity of genotypes/accessions at 0.26. B. hybridum had the 
lowest number of genotypes/accessions at 0.07 (See Table 3.4). 
	  
Sequencing	  and	  SNP/Variant	  Data	   B.	  distachyon	   B.	  stacei	   B.	  hybridum	  
Input	  Samples	   528	   60	   1,201	  
Raw	  Marker	  Count	   54,131	   10,530	   97,949	  
Minimum	  Variants	  in	  Quality	  Samples	   10,000	   4,000	   21,803	  
Samples	  with	  Marker	  Count	  Greater	  than	  Min.	  Variants	   479	   50	   1,180	  
Minimum	  Samples	  in	  quality	  Variants	   240	   26	   508	  
Valid	  Variants	  with	  Sample	  Counts	  
Greater	  than	  Minimum	  Samples	  
14,436	   4,744	   18,525	  
Unique	  Genotype	  Families	   125	   8	   80	  
Genotypes	  per	  Accessions	   0.26	   0.16	   0.07	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Table	  3.1.	  Table	  of	  Genotyping	  Properties	  per	  Species:	  	  The	  data	  used	  to	  genotype	  samples	  shows	  many	  
thousands	   of	  markers	   to	   profile	   relatedness.	  B.	   distachyon	   accrued	   the	  most	   genotypes	   of	   the	   three	  
species	  despite	  having	  a	  smaller	  sample	  size.	  B.	  stacei	  was	  not	  common	  in	  our	  data	  sets	  and	  B.	  hybridum	  
was	  abundant.	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Genotypes	  by	  Continent	  
Diploid species were mostly found in their native circum Mediterranean ranges. B. distachyon 
had the highest diversity in Europe with many locations having multiple genotypes per location, 
while less diversity was found in West Asia. Two genotypes of B. distachyon were found in 
Australia and constitute the only non-native diploids in this study. B. stacei was predominantly 
sourced from the eastern Mediterranean regions of modern day Israel and Palestine. Genotype 
diversity is highest in both Europe (native) and Australia (non-native), both having more 
genotypes than captured in Asia. Of the three species in the complex, B. hybridum is the 
dominant species in all non-native ranges. Australia had the most number of genotypes in a non-
native range at 38, but had many more sample sites to capture diverse genotypes. North 
America had the highest number of genotypes per sites, but could be due to diverse admixed 
individuals creating many genotypes that shuffled the same haplotypes from few or more 
founders. South America and South Africa had large amounts of genotypes per sample location, 
but both locations are represented by one single collection location each. 
-­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐	   B.	  distachyon	   B.	  stacei	   B.	  hybridum	  
Location	   Genotypes/	  Locations	   Genotypes/	  Locations	   Genotypes/	  Locations	  
Europe	   100/47	   1/1	   38/195	  
Asia	   38/66	   7/2	   28/325	  
North	  Africa	   -­‐-­‐-­‐	   1/1	   4/1	  
Australia	   2/2	   -­‐-­‐-­‐	   38/83	  
North	  America	   -­‐-­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐-­‐	   25/26	  
South	  America	   -­‐-­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐-­‐	   6/1	  
Southern	  Africa	   -­‐-­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐-­‐	   4/1	  
Table	  3.5.	  The	  total	  number	  of	  Genotypes	  per	  species	  and	  their	  location	  per	  region:	  Diversity	  per	  each	  
species	   is	   listed	   above	   with	   location	   number	   per	   continent.	   The	   most	   genetic	   diversity	   for	   both	   B.	  
hybridum	  and	  B.	  distachyon	  was	  in	  Europe.	  North	  America	  and	  Australia	  both	  had	  substantial	  quantities	  
of	  genotypes	  rivaling	  the	  native	  range	  in	  some	  cases.	  	  
	  
Pie	  Chart	  Maps	  Show	  the	  13	  Most	  Widely	  Distributed	  Genotypes	  Groups	  of	  B.	  distachyon	  
The 13 most common genotypes or genotype groups in this data set were mapped via pie charts 
of where they were found in their native range. The areas of high diversity for B. distachyon per 
this study’s sampling resolution are in northeast Spain and central Turkey. Northeast Spain in 
particular had heavy sampling per location and some of the sites used were sampled from more 
than one collaborator allowing sizable diversity to be sampled. Much of Turkey was only 
sampled one time across three different collection efforts. The genotype group Mon3 was the 
most abundant across much of the range analysed having 41 samples. More rare groups like 
BdTR13 and Arc1, were found the least at 10 times each (See figure 3.6) For pie charts on the 
native range of B. distachyon, pie colours represent genotypes, grey dots indicate locations 
sampled from, but did not contain a common genotype.  
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Figure	   3.7.	   13	   Common	  B.	   distachyon	  genotypes	   across	   the	   Iberian	   Peninsula	   drawn	   as	   pie	   charts.	   In	  
both	   figures,	   sample	   locations	   without	   a	   common	   genotype	   are	   indicated	   by	   a	   grey	   dot.	   Above:	   A	  
significant	  amount	  of	  sampling	  efforts	  were	  put	  into	  sampling	  the	  NE	  section	  of	  the	  peninsula.	  Bellow:	  A	  
close	  view	  of	  genotypes	  in	  the	  North	  Eastern	  Iberian	  peninsula.	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Pie	  Chart	  Maps	  of	  11	  Most	  Common	  Distributed	  Genotypes	  Groups	  of	  B.	  hybridum	  
Eleven of the most common genotypes globally were plotted in pie charts on maps for B. 
hybridum. In the native range of B. hybridum there is an obvious difference in most of the 
common genotype composition with some types being more common in some areas than others. 
Common genotypes found across many locations will have multiple accession names while still 
being the same genotype. If an accession name was previously published, it was given priority 
in naming a genotype. Genotype NRD-1 was found across both east and west Mediterranean 
locations, but was more common in the east. NRD-1 was also the most common globally and 
was found on four continents indicated by a red colour. Figure 3.8 shows the distribution 
globally of the 11 most common B. hybridum. While much of the diversity found in the state of 
California in the US is traceable to Eastern Europe, many of the common genotypes in 
California are found on both sides of the Mediterranean.  
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Origins	  of	  the	  B.	  hybridum	  subgenome	  
In searching for the origin of the B. hybridum subgenomes, vernalization requiring B. 
distachyon lines aligned as close extant relatives to the D subgenome of many B. hybridum. 
Another group of B. hybridum had distinctly different D subgenomes on the left of figure 3.14. 
The origins of the B. stacei-like subgenome (S genome) were also investigated, but little is 
known about B. stacei and extant relatives due to the low sample coverage of B. stacei and few 
studies about its origins. 
 
 
Figure	   3.14.	   Origins	   of	   the	   B.	   hybridum	   D	   Genome.	   Left:	   The	   dendrogram	   of	   both	   B.	   hybridum	   D	  
subgenome	  specific	  variants	  and	  B.	  distachyon	  individuals.	  Individuals	  in	  purple	  are	  true	  B.	  hybridum.	  In	  
grey	  and	  red	  are	  known	  B.	  distachyon.	  Right:	  A	  close	  up	  of	  known	  B.	  distachyon	  B	  groups	  that	  are	  known	  
to	  require	  vernalization	  are	  found	  among	  B.	  hybridum	  D	  subgenomes.	  Also	  in	  the	  left	  figure	  a	  separate	  
group	  of	  B.	  distachyon	  A	  group	  are	  found	  between	  a	  large	  out-­‐group	  of	  B.	  hybridum.	  
 
Genetic	  association	  to	  Geography	  
A mantel test using the R package ‘mantel.rtest’ of genetic distance to geography revealed that 
geographic distance explained 4.7% of the overall genetic difference in B. distachyon with a p-
value of 0.005 (Chessel, 2004; Mantel, 1967). There is little geographic distance explaining 
genetic distance indicating individuals are migrating randomly across sampling regions. B. 
hybridum was also tested for geographic variation explaining genetic distance and an 
association was found at 9.0% with a p-value = 0.01. It should be noted that other methods do 
exist for detecting isolation by distance or association between climate or phenotypes than 
mantel tests, and that mantel tests do have bias (Guillot, 2013). Sampling bias is the root cause 
of false association between two plus matrices of data meaning both mantel and partial mantel 
tests are both susceptible to bias.  
 
Permutation	  tests	  of	  geography	  in	  B.	  hybridum,	  all	  locations:	  
Permutation tests were performed to test the geographic breadth of common genotypes, in both 
geographic abundance across site locations and regions as described in Chapter II. Specific 
qualifications were needed for genotypes to be tested. For location testing genotypes must be at 
seven or more locations. For regional testing a genotype needed to be present at a minimum of 
three regions. Random draws of sites from all locations were sampled at each genotypes 
presence number per iteration of 1,000 iterations. Then the actual presence of that genotype per 
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iteration was calculated and compared to the average number of genotypes present. The mean 
presence of a genotype was compared to mean average of all genotypes resulting in two 
genotypes with significant (0.05>p-value) more abundance across sites, NRD-1 and BRA-278, 
0.000039 and 0.0172 respectively (See Figures 3.15 and 3.16). However, this test only shows 
what individuals are abundant across sites and does little to describe long-distance dispersal 
across regions so a regional test was also performed. Only NRD-1 was significantly present 
across regions with p-value = 3.550459e-09 as compared to the average genotypes found across 
regions. Note: In permutation figures common genotypes are not the same between regions and 
locations, because some genotypes are more abundant across local sites, while across regions 
some genotypes may be rare locally, but abundant across broad geography. Thus, the colours to 
denote genotype will not be consist since some genotypes are not present in both categories. 
 
 
Figures	   3.15.	   Common	   genotypes	   permutation	   tested	   for	   presence	   across	   all	   geographic	   sites	  
individually	  with	  mean	   and	   +/-­‐	   1	   standard	   deviation.	  Genotypes	  NRD-­‐1	   and	   BRA-­‐278	   both	   had	   broad	  
presence	  across	  individual	  geographic	  locations,	  NRD-­‐1	  being	  the	  larger	  of	  the	  two.	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Figures	  3.16.	  Common	  genotypes	  permutation	  test	  density	  plots	  for	  presence	  across	  all	  geographic	  sites	  
individually.	  Genotypes	  NRD-­‐1	  and	  BRA-­‐278	  both	  had	  broad	  presence	  across	  individual	  geographic	  
locations,	  NRD-­‐1	  being	  the	  larger	  of	  the	  two.	  	  
	  
	  
Figure	  3.17.	  Permutation	  test	  p-­‐values	  per	  each	  genotype	  across	  geographic	  regions.	  NRD-­‐1	  is	  the	  only	  
accession	   with	   a	   p-­‐value	   of	   significance,	   0.01>p	   as	   compared	   to	   the	   average	   presence	   of	   genotypes	  
across	  regions.	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Genotype	  Permutation	  Test	  Results	  Across	  35	  Global	  Regions	  of	  B.	  hybridum	  
 
Figure	   3.18.	   Permutation	   results	   for	   genotype	   presence	   in	   geographic	   regions.	   When	   calculating	  
distribution	  across	  regions,	  NRD-­‐1	  was	  far	  more	  present	  than	  all	  other	  genotypes.	  To	  review	  regions	  and	  
their	  description	  see	  Chapter	  II	  methods.	  
	  
 
Figure	  3.19.	  Permutation	  test	  p-­‐values	  per	  each	  genotype	  across	  geographic	  regions.	  NRD-­‐1	  is	  the	  only	  
accession	   with	   a	   p-­‐value	   of	   significance,	   0.01>p	   as	   compared	   to	   the	   average	   presence	   of	   genotypes	  
across	  regions.	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Figure	   3.20.	   Permutation	   test	   density	   plots	   of	   the	   11	   most	   common	   genotypes	   for	   geographic	  
abundance	  across	  35	  global	  regions.	  NRD-­‐1	  is	  the	  only	  genotype	  with	  a	  significant	  abundance	  compared	  
to	  random	  sampling.	  
	  
3.4	  Discussion	  
 
Genetic analysis of each species reveals different patterns of diversity and dispersal across 
geography despite variation in sample size for each species. Having an individual reference 
genome for each species provides genotyping accuracy and ordered markers. B. stacei was rare 
in collection sites and little can be determined about its patterns of geographic diversity, while 
the other diploid, B. distachyon was much more common. B. hybridum, and specifically 
genotype NRD-1, was found globally, but multiple genotype introductions were identified on 
each continent. Since multiple genotypes were found traceable to the native range, a model that  
'all introduced individuals are from a single dominant genotype' can be rejected. 
 
Level	  and	  Resolution	  to	  call	  genotypes	  
With all large-scale genotyping studies a certain level of human error will occur, as highlighted 
in A. thaliana where sample locations could not be trusted (Anastasio, 2011). The genotyping 
accuracy required to call species, shown in Chapter II, is much lower than the same resolution 
needed for calling genotypes accurately. I used technical replicates, plants from seed of the 
same maternal plant, to determine how genotypes should cluster. In addition, accessions from 
the same site, were often biological replicates of the same genotype. This study’s germplasm 
does have high overlap with previous publications of B. distachyon and trends in genetic 
placement in dendrograms is largely the same between publications in Turkey, Iberia, and other 
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larger studies of the circum Mediterranean ranges (Vogel, 2009; Feliz, 2009; Mur, 2011; Tyler, 
2014; Tyler, 2016).  
 
The ability to call genotypes in this study is based off of the highest branch length in a 
dendrogram of technical replicated samples. Samples also varied in sequence depth and total 
markers detected. The introduction of new more diverse samples will have further effects on 
marker calling, allele frequency, and overall diversity. The new tool SNPrelate is an ideal 
software package to show the branching quality across a dendrogram via z-scores. The user can 
set the z-score threshold to call genotypes and the higher quality the data is the lower the z-score 
can call genetically unique individuals (Zheng, 2012). Various ways have been developed to 
more accurately mine and weight useful markers and alleles. Though still in development, I 
created a genotype calling function in R that finds the two most diverged samples and orders all 
remaining samples between them. Then the software will call genotype based on a user set 
threshold of percent difference using only the shared markers between two samples. The script 
will keep scanning for percent difference across samples until the specified threshold is broken. 
The samples within the threshold will be assigned a unique genotype ID. Once a sample breaks 
the percent difference threshold it becomes the next most divergent individual and all others are 
ordered between them. This process continues until all samples are called to genotype. This 
package will provide statistics and plots that characterised the average distance, the number of 
markers typically used and so forth. It is my intention to release this tool with many others in an 
R package that reads standard VCF files and is currently being developed under the name 
“GenoCLIM”. GenoCLIM will also have many of the R features and functions used in this 
thesis. 
 
Conclusions	  about	  Brachypodium	  distachyon	  
B. distachyon had the most genotypes per accession. It should be noted that B. distachyon has 
also been the primary target for collection efforts by research scientists working with 
Brachypodium species and many collection sites had few replicates, often only having a single 
sample. In future collections of B. distachyon it would be ideal to have more samples collected 
per location to identify rare genotypes including admixed samples to determine outcrossing 
rates. Resampling at sites now known to contain multiple genotypes and/or species would be 
particularly useful to identify inter and intraspecific hybridization. The deep population 
structure seen in B. distachyon makes identifying adaptive loci apart from neutral background 
loci difficult, as alleles are generally not segregating across geographic boundaries. With little 
outcrossing, genetic information is often migrating at a whole genome level. This is further 
confounded with many of the samples being long-standing inbred lines. Since outcrossing rates 
are low, native locations to study adaptation across climate and geographic boundaries will have 
to be in targeted regions where populations have already interbred. Or by synthetic field 
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experiments that introduce recombinant genotypes. Within local areas of both Spain and 
Turkey, previous studies show similar lack of recombinant genetic diversity seen in the B. 
distachyon here (Mur, 2011; Vogel, 2009). 
 
Conclusions	  about	  Brachypodium	  stacei	  
Due to the rareness and under representation of B. stacei this study has limited ability to 
describe the diversity of the species. Since B. stacei is a small genome diploid species, now has 
a reference genome, and has been found to hybridise with B. distachyon, more collections of B. 
stacei would be ideal to better understand its genetic history and diversity. Species distribution 
modelling and predicting of B. stacei will be covered in the next chapter and will highlight new 
possible collection locations. Currently the only genetic diversity papers to cover B. stacei is 
Shiposha, 2016 and Tyler, 2016. The first study had samples from the western Mediterranean 
and Canary Islands in the Atlantic (Shiposha, 2016). Tyler et al. had a handful of samples from 
the central European areas on the island of Sicily. Combining the samples and known diversity 
in these two studies with this work would be a landmark achievement to further bring B. stacei 
to the model species level as there are very few known B. stacei in public repository 
germplasms. As discussed in the next two chapters we are finding out more and more about 
where B. stacei grows and its climate preferences. 
 
Conclusions	  about	  Brachypodium	  hybridum	  
Brachypodium hybridum was found to have the fewest number of genotypes per accession of 
the three species. However, being an allotetraploid of two closely related species to B. stacei 
and B. distachyon, this could be expected as polyploidy itself is an isolating mechanism. A 
certain amount of diversity already existed in both Brachypodium diploid species before 
hybridisation. Since mutations rates are often higher in polyploid organisms one possibility is 
that the rate of genetic mutations increased once the two donor species formed B. hybridum 
(Dubcovsky, J., & Dvorak, J., 2007; Otto, S. P., 2007). Alternatively multiple polyploidisation 
events could have occurred and subsequently the different B. hybridum lineages could have 
recombined to generate novel recombinant genotypes. These alternative histories have different 
effects on the site frequency spectrum. The hybridisation event creating the polyploid is a hot 
topic in Brachypodium studies. Here I report that the hybridization event likely has two 
different events with close living relatives in the public germplasms common in Brachypodium 
research. The biogeography of these lines in relation to B. stacei lines could help untangle the 
creation of the complex's polyploid. In the Appendix section is a dendrogram of mitochondrial 
markers generated using the GBS data in this study to see how known diploids align with 
polyploids using mitochondrial markers against the wheat mitochondrial genome, figure S6.2. 
This thesis was not designed to conclusively identify genetic components of this hybridisation 
event, but there is strong evidence to say it has happened more than once and similar evidence 
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was reported previously on two occasions (Catalan, 2012; Tyler et. al, 2016). Based on this 
evidence the subgenome origins should be investigated more thoroughly. The hypothesis of B. 
hybridum being more abundant than other species is accepted by presence across continents. 
 
Widespread	  genotypes	  
Permutation tests of genotype presence across geographic regions show genotype NRD-1 as the 
most widespread lineage of B. hybridum and all complex members with significant p-values 
compared to average presence of genotypes (0.01>p-value). NRD-1 is present in 21 regions by 
frequency and in permutation averaged 13 regions. Compared to all accessions NRD-1 was 
many times the standard deviation compared to the average presence across regions of all other 
genotypes. The exact mechanism phenotypically that makes NRD-1 such a wide disperser is not 
known, however should be investigated. The hypothesis that specific lineages of B. hybridum 
have more abundance than random is accepted by statistical significance. 
 
Areas	  of	  High	  Diversity	  
To our current understanding, the region presently known as Israel is a genetic hotspot for both 
B. stacei and B. hybridum. However, that does not mean these regions harbour the most 
diversity and other locations should be investigated. Southern Spain in Andalucía is also a 
genetic hotspot for B. hybridum. B. distachyon had two known regions of high biodiversity 
being in present day Iberia and Turkey. Topics about distribution and future collections will 
also be discussed in the next chapter. Regions in northeast Spain showed the most likely 
locations of higher outcrossing rates based on genotypes being found in multiple locations and 
shared alleles between individuals. The Adi-n (Adiyaman, Turkey) location had significant 
amounts of genetic diversity, as well as the Bdis25-n and the Bdis23-n locations in northeast 
Spain. Non-native regions near Adelaide in Australia showed lots of genetic diversity within 
collection locations for B. hybridum and many locations towards the Flinders Ranges. In 
California 70% (14 of the 20) locations are mixed genotype location with only one spot not 
having a common genotype. Thus multiple introductions have occurred in Australia and 
California. 
 
Geographic	  distance	  to	  Genetic	  Distance	  
Geography didn't explain much of the genetic diversity within B. distachyon or B. hybridum. 
This could be because some genotypes of either species are traversing a large amount of space. 
For B. hybridum, the geographic distance explained slightly more genetic variation, but both 
species scored very low compared to other studies. Even A. thaliana has significant isolation by 
distance in the native range, but is also a rapid cycling species with many weed like traits (Platt, 
2010). Landscape studies with tree species with significant numbers of individuals often have 
significant isolation by distance as discussed in Chapter I with Eucalyptus glaborima, 
Eucalyptus tricarpa, and to a lesser extent Eucalyptus gomphocephala (Yeoh, 2011; Bradbury, 
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2013; Steane, 2014). However, other studies in grass species found little genetic diversity was 
explained by geographic distance. Rice species, while could be culturally isolated, had little 
geographic isolation by distance and while crossable Oryza sativa and Oryza indica don’t 
appear to have any admixture between lineages (Zhao, 2011). A similar story was found in 
Setaria viridis (wild close relative) and Setaria italica (domesticated) (Huang, 2014). In the two 
Setaria species many admixed samples were found between species, but ancestral lineages were 
widely dispersed similarly to both Brachypodium species and Oryza species. Meaning that the 
grasses likely have a more unique life strategy than conventional landscape genomics stories 
compared to other weedy short-lived species or even long-lived species: grasses are wind-
pollinated species that often are stable selfers; they make many seeds per generation; they can 
have both annual and perennial life strategies; and high plasticity in growth. This may not 
always be the case, as isolation by distance would scale with the age of the species and size of 
the fundamental niche. In a species like switchgrass (Panicum virgatum) with a broad 
geographic range in North America, lineages dispersed large distances, but isolation by distance 
was still found do to an expansive range (Grabowski, 2011). However, within isolated regions 
occupied by specific ancestral groups, P. virgatum had little correlation of genetic diversity to 
geographic distance. 
 
Compare	  Results	  to	  Other	  Species	  
Brachypodium species are a unique look at invasion biology systems; having overlapping and 
different traits and life strategies to other commonly researched species. Arabidopsis thaliana is 
a common weedy species in temperate disturbed habitats, especially in North America (Platt, 
2010, Anastasia, 2011) The long standing interest in the scientific community in A. thaliana 
pushed collection efforts from many locations, which lead to natural variation studies and 
landscape genomics (Mitchell-Olds, 2001; Tonsor. 2005; Ågren and Schemske 2012; Ågren, 
2013). Within the native ranges of A. thaliana, the environmental variation across sample 
locations could predict patterns of polymorphisms across the whole genome as described in one 
study of A. thaliana (Lee & Mitchell-Olds, 2012). Polymorphisms were also predicted based on 
genomic structure and composition; and that environmentally relevant factors contribute to 
population divergence across populations, and locally adapted genotypes. Polymorphisms are 
slightly correlated with geography in B. distachyon and B. hybridum, 4.7% and 8.97% 
respectively. However, Brachypodium species have been shown to disperse long distances and 
rarely outcross (Del Aqua, 2014; Neji, 2015). The measures of outcrossing rates in B. hybridum 
are likely biased in publication since only one paper measures outcrossing and found it to be 
low. Other geographic locations could have higher outcrossing rates. The use of study material 
in this thesis is often inbred lines that were developed for more general purposes of phenotypes 
than measures of genetic diversity nearly a decade ago. Forcing natural populations to inbreed 
for many generations will not resemble natural phenomenon.  The exact reason why some 
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genotypes of B. hybridum are dispersing farther than others is not known and is likely related to 
a phenotype. Growth traits should be measured to see if seed quantity is a mappable trait, and 
ideally achieved through whole genome sequencing. While it is possible this dispersal trait is 
actually based on environment, it is likely physical. In the case of A. thaliana an early stop 
codon in a methylation transferase CMT2 allele conveying a larger climate tolerance in those A. 
thaliana individuals carrying that allele (Shen, 2014). If the isolation is by environment in B. 
hybridum then that could be a cause of some lineages dispersing farther.  
 
A substantial genomic diversity and population genetic study using 273 individuals showed the 
structure of S. viridis and S. italica across Europe, Asia, and North America, with outlier 
locations in South America (Huang, 2014). While no specific genetic correlations were 
associated to climate, the two model species grow in vastly different ecological environments. 
Like B. distachyon and B. hybridum, S viridis showed little isolation by distance despite having 
multiple ancestral groups. Many Setaria species are millet crops, and thus could have been 
dispersed by nomadic people, and since Brachypodium species are often found near agriculture, 
they could also have migrated as seed contaminants in nomadic and modern crops. 
	  
Other	  Genomic	  Features	  of	  Brachypodium	  in	  the	  Appendix	  Section:	  Population	  Structure	  and	  LD	  
The Appendix section of this thesis shows the linkage disequilibrium of B. hybridum and B. 
distachyon (See figures S3.13 to S3.20). The population structure analysis was not a prime 
focus of this thesis and the scope of genetic analysis is at the current standing genetic variation 
rather than the ancestral history. However, these details will briefly be discussed. The popular 
program STRUCTURE v.2.3.4 was used to determine the ancestral groups of B. hybridum 
subgenomes. The S genome was calculated to have optimal K at K=2 using the Evanno, 2005 
method and the D subgenome was K=3. This difference gives more evidence that there are 
indeed multiple origins of B. hybridum as seen in previously published hapmap studies using 
chloroplast markers and also matches an alignment of all Complex members against the 
Triticum aestivum mtGenome in the Appendix figure S3.7 (Catalan, 2012). Linkage 
disequilibrium was also attempted on B. hybridum and was calculated to ≈50kb across all 
samples for both subgenomes. The overall results for LD in B. hybridum subgenomes were 
difficult to calculated and 50kb is a very loose approximation. The SNP density of B. hybridum 
averages at 27,638 bases and LD dropped within one window motion to R2 = 0.10 using seven 
averaged windows of 200kb (125kb, 150kb, 175kb, 200kb, 225kb, 250kb, and 275). The quick 
decay, but low genetic diversity of B. hybridum hits an interesting spot between few alleles per 
LD block, yet high enough outcrossing to show quicker LD decay than B. distachyon by an 
order of magnitude. The quicker decay in B. hybridum could also be from more recently wild 
collected material while much of the B. distachyon germplasm has undergone many rounds of 
selfing (Vogel, 2009). Whole genome sequencing of a genetically diverse subset of individuals 
would be ideal to resolve LD decay and the true bases per variant across the B. hybridum 
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subgenomes. This study's marker density for B. distachyon averages about 18,426 bases per loci 
as seen in the Appendix section (Figures S3.19 and S3.20).  
 
Linkage disequilibrium for B. distachyon was calculated to decay to 0.10 via R2 at ≈320kb using 
seven different sized sliding windows averaged together with a mean length of 200kb (125kb-
275kb, like B. hybridum). This leaves few markers within long LD blocks to calculate 
associations to climate or phenotype via GBS. Also, many of the lines used are previously 
developed homozygous lines that are eight-plus generations selfed and will have little reflection 
of true heterozygosity or true representatives of local diversity. Whole genome data would also 
help to resolve the true bases per SNP for B. distachyon. The shorter LD in B. distachyon 
compared to other studies is slightly alarming as LD was found to be longer in previous 
publications (800kb to over 5mb to reach R2 of 0.1 using similar sliding window sizes) and 
within genetically distinct subgroups (Tyler, 2016; Wilson, Streich, and Murray, 2017). 
Population structure of B. distachyon was also investigated and is summarised in the Appendix 
section figure S3.22. Population structure was also calculated in a recent Brachypodium 
distachyon pan genome publication with an Evanno's method deltaK of K=3 (Gordon, 2017). In 
the Appendix section of this thesis the delta K = 4, however this thesis uses nearly five times as 
many samples. It can further be noted that in another study the delta K of B. distachyon was also 
K=3 and was from a diverse subset where the near clonal individuals of each lineage were 
removed such that specific groups were not oversampled (Wilson, Streich, and Murray, 2017). 
The true delta K for B. distachyon is likely between K=3 and K=4, however the actual 
population structure of Brachypodium species is not within the scope of this study. Lastly, the 
SNP density across chromosomes of B. distachyon was also calculated and featured in the 
Appendix section (See figures S3.8-S3.12). 
	  
3.5	  Data	  Sets	  and	  Script	  Links	  
	  
GitHub	  Repository	  
A source code repository was created for the scripts and data sets in this chapter. The script for 
assessing species category is listed in the online repository GBSFilteR at the Borevitz GitHub 
webpage. Each script will require their directory edited to read files. Raw figures were 
generated from these scripts and edited in a variety of software: power point, preview, and 
etcetera. Raw data can also be found in this same repository and specifically in links provided 
below. 
	  
Repository	  
	  -­‐	  https://github.com/borevitzlab/GBSFilteR.	  	  
	  
Per	  Species	  
B.	  distachyon	  script	  and	  data	  https://github.com/borevitzlab/GBSFilteR/blob/master/Streichj_PhD_ANU_BorevitzLab_Genotyping_Bdistachyon.R	  https://github.com/borevitzlab/GBSFilteR/blob/master/kmeansDistachyon.txt.zip	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B.	  stacei	  script	  and	  data	  https://github.com/borevitzlab/GBSFilteR/blob/master/Streichj_PhD_ANU_BorevitzLab_Genotyping_Bstacei.R	  https://github.com/borevitzlab/GBSFilteR/blob/master/streichj_Stacei_hapmap.txt	  
	  
B.	  hybridum	  script	  and	  data	  https://github.com/borevitzlab/GBSFilteR/blob/master/Streichj_PhD_ANU_BorevitzLab_Genotyping_Bhybridum.R	  https://github.com/borevitzlab/GBSFilteR/blob/master/kmeansHybridumH.txt.zip	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Chapter IV: Genomic Biogeography 
 
Abstract	  
A large part of invasion biology is calculating vulnerable locations and the total surface area at 
risk from a given species. Computer modeling and analysis can predict and quantify both of 
these factors. Maximum Entropy modelling with the program MaxEnt was the choice method 
for finding suitable habitat for each member of the Brachypodium distachyon complex with my 
own R scripts used to calculate sensitive suitable surface area. Models were run for two reasons: 
identify potentially new collection locations in their native Mediterranean region, and secondly 
to identify globally sensitive areas in non-native regions. MaxEnt outputs suitability predictions 
across geography in probability format (zero to one), thus to calculate potential surface area a 
minimum threshold is needed to set binary presence/absence. This study used the popular 
method setting probability where sensitivity and specificity training thresholds are equal. In the 
native Mediterranean range B. distachyon had the largest potential area at 5,098,573 square 
kilometers in potential area, B. stacei had 2,458,837 square kilometers in potential area (similar 
to the global area planted in wheat), and B. hybridum had 3,935,266 square kilometers. In global 
models B. distachyon had 6,517,340 potential square kilometers globally with most of the 
potential area still in the native range, while most of the non-native suitable habitat in the 
northwest United States, south central and northeast China. The species B. stacei had 3,207,524 
square kilometers globally, with 748,687 square kilometers in non-native habitat, mostly in 
coastal Angola in Africa. B. hybridum had 6,705,946 square kilometers globally with many 
regions in Australia, South America, North America and Southern Africa being suitable 
locations. B. hybridum had the largest non-native suitable habitat at 2,770,680 kilometers. Two 
genotypes of B. hybridum were observed on multiple continents and in high abundance to make 
global models to search for potential non-native habitats per each genotype. Eight B. distachyon 
genotypes and genotype families were also observed enough in multiple locations to make 
distribution models in study region centered on the country Turkey. Species level models were 
also combined to search for overlap between species with areas of the Southeastern 
Mediterranean and the Iberian Peninsula showing overlap of all three species in current 
conditions. Modelling of specific genetic lineages and the combining of models aids germplasm 
development for bio-diverse locations or unique habitats for future collections. Overall, 
Brachypodium hybridum, was had the largest suitable geographic area globally of the three 
species. Non-native areas in North America and Australia had nearly the same amount of unique 
genotypes as the native range. The genotype NRD-1 was modelled geographically for potential 
suitable habitats with many regions occupied, but many more without current records of 
introduction indicating that some of its extended niche is not yet realised. 
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4.1	  Introduction	  
 
The assessment and analysis of local environmental suitability for a given species was once a 
complex process that required replicated trials and reciprocal transplants of individuals from 
across gradients. In fact, for much of history, assessing habitat suitability was predominantly in 
agricultural systems relying on environmental cues. Natural phenomenon like last frost or first 
seasonal rain are examples of agronomic signifiers of critical decision-making time points for 
growers: when to plant or harvest, when to fertilise or apply specific treatments. Such 
agronomic techniques were suitable to the needs of farmers to optimise crop yield as plants are 
sensitive to their own set of environmental cues that greatly effect/affect germination, vegetative 
growth, flowering, and senescence, and is practiced today in simulated crop modelling 
(Mathews, 2013). The environment is both biotic and abiotic stresses, and calculating the 
environmental suitability of a species across broad geographic range requires many complex 
measurements. Knowing what affects environmental variables have can be cryptic even on a 
local scale. Thus, biologically relevant abiotic climate variables are the most reliable data for 
predicting the suitability of a local climate for a given species and can be performed by 
computer simulation.  
 
Modern techniques to assess suitability of local environments use mathematical models and two 
input data sets: species observations in coordinates, and climate data from satellites and weather 
stations. Based on various statistical methods, the model will calculate species suitability across 
geography. This process is often called species distribution modelling (SDM) (Hijmans, 2005; 
Phillips, 2004; Phillips, 2008; Elith, 2011, Phillips 2005). The ratios and comparisons of abiotic 
climate variables across various monthly, seasonal and annual time scales are what most SDMs 
use to calculate potential suitability of a given geographic space. There are a multitude of 
programs to calculate species distribution and suitability across geography, but most commonly 
used is a program called MaxEnt due to its lack of bias compared to other SDM software. 
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Prediction	  of	  Invasive	  Species	  Ranges	  
One of the difficulties of predicting novel ranges of introduced species is assuming its climate 
breadth is fixed to native habitat (Peterson, 2003). This likely is not the case as a species could 
be pre-adapted to paleo-climates, and/or their range has shifted with the previous fluctuations in 
changing global temperatures and even hybridising with relic groups as seen in A. thaliana 
(Sharbel, 2000; Lee, 2017). The interesting aspect of invasion biology is how an introduced 
species responds to novel climates beyond their climate breadth. Having variation to neutral 
fitness helps determine the true climate tolerances of that species, which previously would have 
been based on native ranges. There are many other model types for predicting invasiveness, but 
usually requires a priori knowledge of the species, like biotic interactions/sensitivities, 
phenotypic plasticity measurements across gradients, abundance, etc. In this thesis no prior 
knowledge was known about species phenotypes across gradients in non-native habitats. 
However, one study did show that Brachypodium hybridum has more phenotypic plasticity 
across climate gradients than diploid B. distachyon (Manzaneda, 2015). Also, Chapter V does 
investigate similarity in climate between native and non-native collection sites. 
 
Predicting novel ranges of introduced species is challenging because it is a false assumption that 
a species climate breadth is fixed to its native habitat (Peterson, 2003). This likely is not the 
case as a species (or its direct lineages) could be previously adapted to paleo-climates, and/or 
their range has shifted with the previous fluctuations in changing global temperatures and even 
hybridising with relic groups as seen in A. thaliana (Sharbel, 2000; Lee, 2017). Therefore, input 
points from positive observations in non-native locations will greatly improve the predictive 
power of a species distribution model in both native and non-native ranges, and will also more 
accurately predict the breadth of a species climate tolerance. One of the interesting aspects of 
invasion biology is that having more locations beyond a species native range, that also have 
neutral to positive fitness, helps determine the true climate tolerances of that species. There are 
many other model types for predicting invasiveness, but usually requires previous calculations 
of plant density in various climate gradients and other knowledge of the species, like biotic 
interactions/sensitivities to other species with known ranges, phenotypic plasticity 
measurements across gradients, abundance/density, etc. In this thesis no prior knowledge was 
known about species phenotypes across gradients in non-native habitats. However, one study 
did show that Brachypodium hybridum has more phenotypic plasticity across climate gradients 
than diploid B. distachyon (Manzaneda, 2015). Also, Chapter V does investigate similarity in 
climate between native and non-native collection sites. 
 
Rapid adaptation in introduced species has been characterised in publication and that range 
models of invasiveness often under predict the fundamental niche (all possible habitable 
geographic space regardless of presence) of a species. As previously discussed, an 
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anthropocentric assumption about the native range representing the fundamental niche is likely 
false. However, a publication reviewed nine different plant species for adaptation in non-native 
ranges, of the studies highlighted, introduced species often had phenotypic changes (Clements, 
2011). Those traits analysed include: leaf shape, number and size increased; seeds often became 
larger, changes in perennial or annual life strategy; possible hybridisation with other species; 
and some had increased climate tolerances because the realised niche was now more descriptive 
of range and climate limits. The actual genetic causes in these studies are not carefully 
examined and most predate modern genomic analysis, but their phenotype changes are still 
relevant. Some of the phenotype variation in these studies has been observed in B. distachyon 
where some lines have different flowering time, and variation in leaf traits (Vogel, 2009). It is 
possible that some of the non-native adaptation mentioned is from admixture of individuals 
from geographically isolated native regions, and that the introduced genotypes have outcrossed 
and created novel genotypes in the non-native ranges and should be investigated. After all, A. 
thaliana has multiple genotypes in non-native ranges (Platt, 2010). A separate study that did 
analyse both genetic association and phenotypic variation found that Lithrum salicaria, a 
common North American invasive, had adapted to flower sooner in shorter northern seasons 
than locations as far as 1,000km south (Coulatti, 2013).  In the case of a self-fertile outbreeding 
invasive species like L. salicaria, it should be noted that if non-native adaptive phenotypes do 
arise, it could quickly spread to other individuals and increase the fundamental range of said 
species. It should be noted again that training a computer model to predict fundamental niche is 
always subject to the data set and outputs in this chapter are probably similar to the true 
fundamental niche, but would likely require a larger data set with phenotype and plant density 
information to properly estimate true fundamental niche of a plant species. 
 
Brachypodium	  distachyon	  Complex	  Range	  Models	  
There are few studies describing the geographic ranges of Brachypodium distachyon complex 
species. A study described the likely suitable locations for the whole species complex and their 
likely realised niche, spanning much of Europe, Central Asia, Sub-Continental India, North 
Africa, and non-native locations of North America, southern Africa, parts of South America 
near Uruguay, and much of southern Australia (Garvin, 2008). The only definitive study 
calculated the likely native ranges and overlap of each complex species across various 
geologically recent timescales (Lopez-Alvarez, 2015). In this same publication the predicted 
ranges of B. distachyon and B. stacei (diploids) rarely overlap through most of calculable 
history. The predicted ranges of B. hybridum often overlaps with both B. stacei and B. 
distachyon. Interestingly there are few locations that were predicted for only diploids but not 
suitable for B. hybridum, and could be that the allotetraploid B. hybridum inherited most of the 
diploids ranges. Finally, that study also found that B. hybridum not only inhabits many of the 
same regions as either diploid, but that it expanded its geographic range post polyploidisation to 
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new regions from expanding its climate breadth. The expansion of climate breadth was also 
examined in Chapter V.  
	  
MaxEnt	  Statistics	  and	  Basic	  Function	  
MaxEnt uses Maximum Entropy Modeling concepts via machine learning to calculate the 
climate suitability of geographic space based on species observation data in digital geospatial 
coordinate format (Phillips, 2004). For environmental inputs the program uses geospatial matrix 
maps called raster layers (further described below and in the appendix glossary), the most 
common are precipitation and temperature climate data. The second input format is geographic 
coordinates of species observations. The basic premise is to calculate the upper and lower 
bounds of climate breadth variables based on observation points, then weight each variable’s 
contribution within the model based on entropy.  
 
Equal	  Sensitivity	  and	  Specificity	  Thresholding	  of	  MaxEnt	  to	  call	  Binary	  Suitability/Unsuitability	  
Setting binary suitability/unsuitability of regions with MaxEnt requires making a calculated 
assumption about the models ability to find suitable locations. Commonly used in machine 
learning (decision trees and neural nets), as well as medical diagnostic accuracy studies, 
MaxEnt uses a sensitivity and specificity algorithm to calculate model performance. The 
MaxEnt prediction algorithm will classify data into a 2x2 table of two classes, positive and 
negative results, and false negative and false positive. (Phillips, 2004; Hajian-Tilaki, 2013). 
Normal distributions of both the positive and negative classifications are plotted by their 
respective predicted values, the overlap of each positive and negative class represents the rate of 
false classifications. However, MaxEnt presents the predicted negative and positive probability 
values from the model output as a curved line on an XY plot scaled zero to one on each axis, 
often called a receiver operation characteristic (ROC). An ROC is a two-dimensional XY 
ordinal plot, where the predicted p-values of the false positives are on the y-axis, and the 
predicted false negative p-values are on the x-axis (See Figure 4.3). The further the predicted p-
values are from each other in both classes, the farther the ROC curve is from a slope of 0.5, 
indicating a well performed model. Since p-values range from zero to one, the maximum area 
reachable in an ROC plot is one, or the area under the curve (AUC), see figure 4.2. The AUC 
score is the probability that a classifier will rank a random positive observation higher than a 
random low observation. In most Diagnostic Accuracy Studies it is common to choose a 
threshold of 0.5, however the MaxEnt classifier is often more accurate than a standard 
threshold, and it can output the ideal threshold for overlapping tails of the positive and negative 
rates (Phillips, 2006; Elith, 2011). Thus a much lower rate can be used and is directly related to 
the AUC probability. MaxEnt does not default to show the two normal distributions since the 
ROC and AUC describe the model performance and the ideal threshold for calling a binary 
classifier with false positive and false negative information. 
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Local	  and	  global	  Modelling	  
MaxEnt functions to find spatial trends based on observation data. When modeling suitable 
habitat to create species distributions across a species native range, it is important to frame the 
study area boundaries proximal to the observation points (Ficetola, 2007; Medley, 2010; Elith, 
2011). The further the observation points are from the boundaries of the study area, the more 
likely a model will sample regions with diverse non-suitable climates in the model. 
Oversampling more climate variation in non-predicted regions overfills the predicted negative 
class and will augment the model and create biased environmental variable contributions (Elith, 
2011; Warren, 2011). One way to overcoming a bias towards one set of variables over another 
is using a tool like Environmental Niche Modelling Tools, (ENMTools) (Warren, 2010). 
ENMTools can trim a model distribution based on the maximal and average dispersal distance 
from observation points, if known. Doing so will remove locations that are actually beyond the 
physical limits of the study species. In this thesis ENMTools was not used because the focus 
was finding potential suitable habitat per species and genotypes requiring global climate layers, 
the assumption being that if a species or genotype were to travel beyond its normal range, what 
locations have suitable climates. In the case of finding new suitable regions in the native 
Mediterranean ranges, study boundaries were drawn slightly larger than a previous study that 
used ENMTools, the goal was to find new native regions that could harbour Brachypodium 
species of interest (Lopez-Alvarez, 2015). 
 
Data	  Suitability	  Output	  
When performing global models it is important to assess what climate variables are describing 
suitability scores and that predicted suitable habitats compare in some way to climate data at the 
species observation locations, that is why MaxEnt can calculate the percent contribution of each 
variable to the model through entropy and jackknifing statistical methods (Veloz, 2009; Medley 
2010). One of the most important outputs are the descriptive digital maps showing the predicted 
suitability in the context of probability space as .png format and ASCII raster layer (.asc) format 
(the required input format for MaxEnt raster layers). Bellow is an example of the typical 
geographic output of suitable space in the study area of the species B. hybridum native range 
(See Figure 4.1). The legend indicates the suitability score associated with specific colours that 
are in the model output.  
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Figure	   4.1.	   Example	   output	   from	  MaxEnt,	   Potential	   Suitable	   Area	   of	   B.	   hybridum	   Native	   Range:	   The	  
above	  map	  indicates	  the	  geographic	  locations	  in	  the	  study	  area	  most	  likely	  to	  be	  suitable	  habitats	  for	  B.	  
hybridum	  in	  units	  of	  probability.	  The	  suitability/probability	  and	  colour	  legend	  is	  in	  the	  upper	  left	  corner.	  
 
Average	  Omission	  and	  Predicted	  Area:	  ROC	  and	  AUC	  Plots	  
MaxEnt also outputs information about model accuracy and validity to indicate the quality and 
“comparable-ness” of the model to other models. MaxEnt outputs a graph plotting the 
comparison of species observation locations to predicted suitable area titled Average Omission 
and predicted Area (See figure 4.2 for an example for B. hybridum native range). Bellow is a 
graph describes the ratio of similarity between observation points and predicted suitable 
regions, and ideally there is a 1:1 ratio following a slope of 0.5 slope. The graph also shows the 
mean omission of +/- one unit of standard deviation. The Sensitivity and specificity of B. 
hybridum native model is also plotted bellow (Figure 4.3). Like standard deviation in the AUC 
plot, the ROC plot also averages each multiple models' mean AUC score across thresholds. In 
the ROC, the further the slope is from 0.5 the better the model performed indicating that the 
model's predicted area was far from similar omitted area. 
 
 
Figure	   4.2.	   Example	   output	   from	  MaxEnt,	   The	  Average	  Omission	   and	   Predicted	  Area	   for	  B.	   hybridum	  
Native	  Range:	  The	  comparison	  of	  input	  points	  to	  predicted	  suitability	  areas	  is	  forming	  a	  high	  quality	  1:1	  
trend	   line	   across	   all	   cumulative	   thresholds.	   The	   standard	   deviation	   forms	   an	   ideal	   shape	   for	   an	  
informative	  model.	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Figure	   4.3.	   Example	  output	   from	  MaxEnt,	  Average	   Sensitivity	   vs.	   1-­‐	   Specificity	   for	  B.	  hybridum	  Native	  
Range:	  The	  comparison	  of	  background	  area	  of	   low	  suitability	  compared	  to	  predicted	  high	  suitability	   is	  
found	  to	  be	  dissimilar	  across	  Specificity	  of	  Predicted	  area	  and	  not	  background	  points	  of	   low	  suitability	  
are	  qualifying	  as	  high	  suitability.	   If	   the	  sensitivity	  vs.	  1-­‐specificity	  graph	  trends	  at	  a	  0.5	  slope	  then	  the	  
predicted	  suitable	  habitat	  in	  the	  study	  area	  is	  random.	  The	  further	  from	  a	  0.5	  slope	  the	  more	  accurate	  
the	  model	   is	  at	   correctly	  classifying	   false	  negatives.	  When	  both	  of	   these	  graphs	  show	   ideal	   trends	  we	  
can	   start	   to	   understand	   how	   informative	   the	  model	   is,	   and	   can	   compare	   them	   to	   other	  models	  with	  
different	  parameter	  settings.	  	  
 
WorldClim,	  BioClim:	  Environment	  and	  Climate	  Layers	  
WorldClim and BioClim are spatially interpolated digitised climate grids, sometimes referred to 
as ‘climate surfaces’ and are often the main sources of climate analysis of agricultural and 
environmental analysis (Hijmans, 2005). The data grids are freely downloadable for research 
use at worldclim.org. The datasets can be used as raster layers and input into analysis programs 
like QGIS, R, MaxEnt, and others with little to moderate effort for file format conversion. Each 
climate surface is composed from analytics across 50 years (1950-2000) of temperature, 
precipitation, and solar radiation within specified annual time ranges on a global scale from all 
continents except Antarctica. Climate surfaces are currently accurate to 30 arc seconds, or 1km 
resolution globally though some regions have higher resolution than others, United States and 
Australia as examples. Nineteen of the forty WorldClim climate surfaces are deemed 
biologically relevant, known as BioClim, and were used in this study for climate analysis. 
Definitions for all BioClim layers are in the glossary section of the Appendix. For further 
reading about BioClim and WorldClim layers visit: (www.bioclim.org).  
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Figure	  4.4.	  The	  817	  Collection	  locations	  of	  Brachypodium	  distachyon	  complex	  species,	  488	  were	  used	  in	  
this	   study.	   Blue	   dots	   indicate	   a	   non-­‐native	   collection	   location,	   red	   dots	   indicate	   a	   native	   collection	  
location.	  
	  
Questions,	  Aims,	  and	  Hypothesis	  of	  Chapter	  
The goal of this chapter is to search for suitable locations across geography via the SDM 
software MaxEnt in both native and non-native ranges for all three complex species. For species 
that have common genotypes, models were also created to predict suitable locations.  
 
Question:	  What	   are	   the	   regions	   with	   suitable	   climate	   across	   native	   and	   non-­‐native	  
geography	  for	  each	  Brachypodium	  distachyon	  complex	  species	  and	  do	  certain	  species	  
or	  whole	  genome	  genotypes	  have	  larger	  ranges	  than	  would	  occur	  by	  chance?	  
	  
Hypothesis:	  I	  hypothesize	  that	  since	  B.	  hybridum	  is	  a	  polyploid,	  and	  that	  it	  is	  known	  to	  
demonstrate	  more	  phenotypic	  plasticity	  across	  native	  climate	  gradients,	   it	  will	  have	  a	  
larger	  range	  and	  predicted	  surface	  area	  than	  diploid	  complex	  members.	  Further,	  some	  
common	  genotypes	  of	  each	  species	  will	  have	  larger	  ranges	  than	  random.	  
 
Aim:	  Calculate	  the	  surface	  area	  of	  predicted	  suitable	  habitat	  of	  all	  samples	  of	  each	  
species	  and	  common	  genotypes.	  Then	  compare	  the	  total	  surface	  area	  of	  native	  and	  
non-­‐native	  habitat	  to	  see	  what	  species	  and	  genotypes	  are	  more	  prevalent	  and	  have	  
larger	  fundamentally	  suitable	  surface	  area. 
 
4.2	  Methods	  
 
Potential	  Area	  
The potential suitable area of each species was modeled using MaxEnt in both the native range 
and globally. Native range models are created to search for new locations to expand collection 
efforts and obtain new genetic material of each species. Global models were created to search 
for suitable habitat beyond the native range of each species and genotype with enough 
sampling. Earlier research calculated the current distribution of all three study species based on 
presence of samples and trimmed using ENMTools (Lopez, 2015). The background size to 
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model the native range, what was considered native space is derived from the Lopez, 2015 
study, but the study area was expanded based on herbarium records to search for new collection 
locations (ALA, 2016; GBIF, 2016). Custom scripts in R that account for earth curvature 
performed the surface area calculations used in this study. 
 
Potential	  Area	  Per	  Genotype	  
While other studies have examined distributions of specific genotypes of suits of genes, as of to 
date, we are unaware of any lab or research group modelling genotype distribution at this level 
of power to describe genotype, and relatedness amongst genotypes. It’s possible that modelling 
a specific genotype distribution could be tested for environment specificity or preference by 
alleles contained within genotypes occupying those regions by resampling the predicted suitable 
habitats in the model. The ability to test genotype specific distribution models is still under 
development and discussed further in the discussion of this chapter and Chapter VI.  
 
Settings	  for	  B.	  distachyon	  Genotypes	  
The study area for B. distachyon genotypes was trimmed to a square area surrounding the 
country currently known as Turkey and based on the combined observation points of all B. 
distachyon genotypes. MaxEnt model parameters were set to standard settings except: the 
number of replicates to average was set to 25, the number of permutations was set to 1,000, the 
calling threshold was set to Equal Training Specificity and Sensitivity to call binary suitability to 
non-suitability. All BioClim variables were included for B. distachyon genotype models. 
  
Settings	  for	  B.	  hybridum	  Genotypes	  
Global models to predict potential suitable area for B. hybridum were un-cropped and framed at 
maximum potential space. MaxEnt model parameters were set to standard settings except: the 
number of replicates to average was set to 10, the number of permutations was set to 1,000, the 
calling threshold was set to Specificity equals Sensitivity to call binary suitability to non-
suitability (Elith, 2011). All BioClim variables were included for B. hybridum genotype models 
and compared to NRD-1 models using random points to see if the distribution of widespread B. 
hybridum genotypes were larger than by chance. Methods to properly test this concept are still 
in development and were not included in this dissertation, but were discussed in Chapter VI.  
 
4.3	  Results	  
 
Maximum	  Entropy	  Predictions	  for	  each	  Species,	  Native	  Range	  and	  Non-­‐Native	  Range	  
The distribution for each species was modelled to compute the potential area in their native 
range to search for areas that could harbour individuals of each species, and to calculate 
potential surface area. The minimum suitability threshold was calculated by MaxEnt for each 
species and binary presence/absence was calculated by the equal specificity-sensitivity method 
(Elith, 2011). While any region close to the minimum threshold is unlikely to be suitable 
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geography it is deemed valid for potential habitable geography. Thus, any region above the 
minimum threshold was counted as suitable and used in area calculations. In theory, the 
fundamental niche of a species is larger than the realised niche. However, to truly gage what of 
the three complex species has the most potential suitable geography, each species was 
investigated for surface area calculations to determine range size in both native and non-native 
locations. B. distachyon had the largest potential area by climate in its native range compared to 
all other species. Nearly all of the area of B. distachyon (≈78%) was found on its native range 
indicating that the relative climate variables that B. distachyon is sensitive to are isolated in 
western Eurasia. The area of B. hybridum probable fundamental niche is not as large as B. 
distachyon at ≈3.9 million km2, however geography with climate amenable to B. hybridum is 
common globally. B. hybridum  B. stacei probable fundamental niche was the smallest of the 
three species on both global and native scales (See table 4.5). 
 
Species	   Predicted	  Native	  Area	  km	   Non-­‐native	  Predicted	  Area	   Global	  Predicted	  Area	  
B.	  distachyon	   5,098,573	   1,418,767	   6,517,340	  
B.	  stacei	   2,458,837	   748,687	   3,207,524	  
B.	  hybridum	   3,935,266	   2,770,680	   6,705,946	  
Table	  4.5.	  The	  potential	  suitable	  habitat	  of	  each	  species	  measured	  in	  km2:	  Each	  species	  was	  modelled	  in	  
MaxEnt	  to	  show	  potential	  native	  and	  non-­‐native	  habitats	  that	  could	  harbour	  Brachypodium	  species.	  B.	  
hybridum	  had	  the	  largest	  surface	  area	  globally	  and	  in	  non-­‐native	  ranges.	  	  
 
Maps	  of	  Potential	  Area	  of	  Brachypodium	  distachyon	  Complex	  Species	  and	  Overlapping	  Ranges	  
MaxEnt modelling outputs .ascii raster layers with suitability values in each pixel. B. hybridum 
native models show most of the suitable geography near the coastal areas of the Mediterranean 
sea, much of the Iberian Peninsula, parts of North Africa including modern day Liberia, Algeria, 
Morocco, and Tunisia. B. hybridum also has amenable climate in the Middle East and West 
Asia (See Figure 4.6). Native models show that suitable climate for B. distachyon does occur 
quite far north of the northern most B. distachyon in modern day France (See Figure 4.7). B. 
stacei is almost exclusively in coastal areas overlaps little with B. distachyon, but overlaps 
frequently with B. hybridum (See Figures 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10). Figures of geographic maps were 
calculated using base R and the 'raster' package (Hijmans, 2014).  
 
The overlap of each species ranges, where they potentially co-occur was calculated in R using 
the 'raster' package (Hijmans, 2014). Independently calculated geographic ranges of each 
species can be overlaid and colour coded in regions of overlap. To simplify visualization of 
overlap, a different colour code was used to represent each species. RGB colours have ideal 
colour mixing to represent multiple combinations of three independent data sets. The colour 
scheme used for each species and their combination is: Blue = B. distachyon, Red = B. stacei, 
and Green = B. hybridum. Overlap of species is represented by between colours: Cyan = B. 
hybridum + B. distachyon, Yellow = B. hybridum + B. stacei, Magenta (Rare) = B. stacei + B. 
distachyon, Purple All Species. Both binary presence/absence from equal sensitivity 
thresholding and linear gradients were plotted (See Figures 4.9-4.11). 
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Figure	  4.10.	  The	  Overlap	  of	  all	  three	  B.	  distachyon	  complex	  species	  across	  the	  native	  range.	  Each	  species	  
potential	   area	   was	   set	   to	   binary	   suitability:non-­‐suitability	   based	   on	   their	   individual	   sensitivity	   =	  
specificity	   metric	   from	  MaxEnt.	   To	   make	   colour	   profiling	   of	   individual	   and	   overlapping	   ranges	   more	  
distinct,	  a	  red-­‐green-­‐blue	  (RGB)	  colour	  scale	  was	  used	  instead	  of	  the	  previously	  allocated	  colours.	  Each	  
species	   is	   represented	   by	   individual	   colours,	   Blue	   =	   B.	   distachyon,	   Red	   =	   B.	   stacei,	   and	   Green	   =	   B.	  
hybridum.	  Overlap	  of	   species	   is	   represented	  by	  between	  colours:	  Cyan	  =	  B.	  hybridum	  +	  B.	  distachyon,	  
Yellow	   =	   B.	   hybridum	   +	   B.	   stacei,	  Magenta	   (Rare)	   =	   B.	   stacei	   +	   B.	   distachyon,	   Purple	   All	   Species.	   A:	  
Zoomed	  in	  view	  of	  the	  Western	  Mediterranean	  of	  species	  overlap.	  B:	  The	  overlap	  of	  species	  across	  the	  
Eastern	  Mediterranean.	  C:	  View	  of	  the	  Central	  Mediterranean	  and	  Turkish	  Peninsula.	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Figure	   4.11.	   All	   Brachypodium	   study	   species	   overlap	   with	   gradient	   RGB	   colouring:	   The	   above	   maps	  
indicate	   the	   overlap	   of	   all	   three	   Brachypodium	   distachyon	   complex	  members	   in	   their	   native	   circum-­‐	  
Mediterranean	   range	   in	   RGB	   colour	   gradients.	   The	   colour	   regime	   is	   the	   same	   as	   Figure	   4.10	   except	  
colours	  are	  blended	  based	  on	  potential	  suitability	  for	  each	  species.	  The	  input	  data	  and	  colour	  regime	  are	  
the	  same	  as	  in	  Figure	  4.10.	  
 	  
Maximum	  Entropy	  Predictions	  for	  each	  Species,	  Globally	  
The MaxEnt parameters to predict potential global area for each species were set the same as 
Lopez, 2015 for native range distribution for each species except the study area was left un-
cropped to maximize potential area prediction. The only other difference is that the observation 
data is different and the predictions might not match exactly. 
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Suitability	  scores	   NRD-­‐1	  (km)	   All	  B.	  hybridum	  (km)	  
Minimum	  Specificity	  =	  Sensitivity:	  0.054	  and	  0.058	   18,247,672	   6,705,946	  
0.25	   2,998,690	   3,184,070	  
0.50	   1,114,262	   677,697	  
0.75	   317,966	   3,413	  
Table	  4.13.	  Table	  of	  suitability	  thresholds	  for	  three	  random	  models	  and	  NRD-­‐1	  for	  potential	  area	  in	  km2.	  
Suitability	   thresholds	   from	   25	   distribution	  models	   (1,000	   iterations	   each)	   were	   averaged	   together	   to	  
calculate	   the	   potential	   area	   of	   B.	   hybridum	   (303	   locations)	   and	   NRD-­‐1	   (51	   locations).	   Across	   four	  
thresholds	   of	   suitability	   scores	   NRD-­‐1	   had	   larger	   potential	   area	   with	   regard	   to	   climate	   data.	   The	  
minimum	  scores	   for	   equal	   sensitivity	   =	   specificity	   are	  nearly	   identical,	   however	   the	   rest	  of	   the	  model	  
statistics	  indicate	  that	  averages	  between	  model	  sensitivity	  across	  thresholds	  varied	  widely. 
 
Expected	  Genotypes	  Density	  of	  B.	  distachyon	  in	  Turkey	  
Eight different genotype families of B. distachyon were independently modelled via MaxEnt 
and then combined to show the locations across Turkey that could harbour the most genetic 
diversity and most likely locations to have outcrossing individuals and gene flow. To see each 
individual genotype model see appendix S4.16 through S4.23. Regions with a high-expected 
number of genotypes would be ideal for high-resolution landscape genomics studies and 
optimising collection trips for genetic diversity. Being modelled for genetic diversity could 
actually have more than the expected number of genotypes because some locations could have 
more measurable outcrossing rates. 
 
 
Figure	   4.14.	   Expected	   Genotype	   Density	   of	   B.	   distachyon:	   	   The	   suspected	   most	   genetically	   diverse	  
locations	   of	   Turkey	   for	   B.	   distachyon	   created	   from	   eight	   different	   genotype	   MaxEnt	   models.	   See	  
Appendix	  for	  individual	  models	  per	  genotype.	  
  
Genotype	  diversity	  to	  geographic	  region	  
The germplasm in this study is a composition of nine different research groups combining their 
seed material to study genetic diversity across geographic and climate space (Chapter V). Since 
each research group had one or more collectors and different collection practices were 
employed per each group, collection locations were clustered by their proximity to each other. 
By clustering locations by their geographic distance from one another, regions can be assigned 
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in specific areas with varying sampling coverage, and the local diversity in these regions can be 
better understood. B. distachyon was found to be in 20 different regions in the native range with 
outlier locations removed. B. hybridum was assigned 35 distinct regions globally and outlier 
location in South Africa and South America were removed since they both composed of only 
one sample location each.  
 
 
Figure	   4.15.	   Reprise	   of	   regions	   as	   described	   in	   Chapter	   II.	   Figure	   4.16	  barplots	   colour	   corresponds	   to	  
regions	  to	  show	  what	  regions	  had	  higher	  numbers	  of	  unique	  genotypes.	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Figure	  4.16.	  Bar	  Chart	  of	  Genotypes	  found	  per	  B.	  distachyon	  regions:	  The	  total	  number	  of	  genotypes	  are	  
counted	  per	   each	   region	  and	  placed	   in	  barplots	  of	   their	   region’s	   identity.	  Areas	  near	   the	  NE	  of	   Spain	  
received	   intensive	   sampling	   that	   provided	  many	   unique	   genotypes.	   Genotypes	   can	   be	   found	   in	  more	  
than	  one	  region	  and	  counted	  multiple	  times	  across	  locations.	  y-­‐axis	  =	  frequency	  of	  genotypes,	  x-­‐axis	  	  =	  
regions.	  
  
Region 7, 10, and 11 were the most genotype abundant in the western Mediterranean. The 
eastern Mediterranean showed significant diversity in regions 12 through 17. Region 10 had the 
most genotypes showing a genetic hotspot for B. distachyon. Much of the Iberian Peninsula is 
absent of sampling, or existing samples did not make it to this study. The southern Pyrenees 
showed 38 genotypes across three regions. The country Turkey showed substantial diversity 
across most of the country with much of the unique genotypes in the central part of the country. 
Regions with lower diversity should still be further investigated as some could just be under-
sampled or subject to biased sampling regimes. Regions of the Pyrenees showed dynamic 
variation in number of genotypes as well indicating pockets of diversity are near areas with 
substantial differences in lineages and could be the result of recent or adaptive migration if few 
groups are found in specific areas. 
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Figure	  4.17.	  Reprise	  of	  regions	  as	  calculated	  in	  Chapter	  II.	  The	  regional	  identities	  of	  collection	  locations	  
of	  B.	  hybridum.	  Locations	  have	  colour	  themes	  by	  the	  continent	  they	  were	  found	  in.	  A	  total	  of	  35	  regions	  
were	  created	  with	  9	   locations	   in	  Europe	  (green),	  8	  region	   in	  Asia	  (red-­‐magenta),	  9	  regions	   in	  Australia	  
(blues),	  and	  North	  America	  with	  9	  regions	  (grey-­‐brown).	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Figure	   4.18.	   Barplots	  of	   Sample	  Counts	  per	  Each	  Region:	   The	   sampling	   regime	  of	  each	   collaborator	   is	  
different	  and	   some	   locations	   received	   significantly	  more	  coverage	   than	  others,	   and	   some	   regions	  had	  
more	  sample	   locations	  than	  others.	  Region	  10	   in	  Eastern	  Mediterranean	  had	  many	  more	  samples	  and	  
locations	  than	  others.	  The	  x-­‐axis	  	  =	  regions,	  and	  the	  y-­‐axis	  =	  frequency	  of	  unique	  genotypes.	  
	  
Genetic	  Diversity	  Across	  Regions	  of	  B.	  hybridum	  
Much of the genetic diversity of B. hybridum across geography was low in diversity compared 
to a few locations natively: 1 and 10, while in the non-native sites region 19 near Adelaide 
Australia showed significant diversity. A large proportion of genotypes were found in non-
native regions, but could be from admixture outcrosses of two or more genetically wide 
individuals resulting in highly diverse offspring.  
	  
4.4 Discussion 
 
Current	  distribution	  and	  future	  collection	  locations	  
The regions currently collected from in public and private germplasms constitute much of the 
expected native range of the three Brachypodium species with the exception of North Africa, 
and regions near the central Mediterranean (Greece and Italy). With much of the distribution of 
B. distachyon at 40.48 latitude in our study, the central Mediterranean regions at this latitude are 
mostly water and land is scarce. The northern regions of the central mediterranean coastline are 
towards the upper latitude limit for much of B. distachyon and sightings of the species will be 
less probable. Even more so for B. stacei whose northernmost predicted locations are most 
limited of the three study species. B. stacei should be common across much of the eastern 
Mediterranean region and Northern Africa, near countries: Israel, Jordan, Syria, Lebanon, 
Egypt, Libya, Tunisia, Algeria, and Morocco. Regions of the western Himalaya were also 
predicted by models for both B. distachyon and B. hybridum, but so far no B. distachyon have 
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been found that far east. The output maps created in these models could optimise collection 
efforts in these regions to capture more B. distachyon in geographically unique regions like 
central Europe and the western Himalayan range. There were a few locations further north that 
could be investigated as well. Northern France near Paris and Nancy showed trace regions 
suitable for B. distachyon as well as parts of southern England and these regions were predicted 
to have suitable paleo-climates (Lopez-Alvarez, 2015). Areas near Macedonia, northern Serbia, 
southern Hungary, and Bulgaria also showed measurable suitability for B. distachyon. 
  
The native range of B. hybridum overlapped much of the suitable habitat of both B. stacei and 
B. distachyon. Simply adding the two distributions of the diploids does not perfectly predict the 
suitable area of B. hybridum. Meaning after the hybridisation event that created B. hybridum, 
some regions were no longer suitable to the tetraploid species, and new habitat was predicted as 
suitable beyond the distribution of the diploid species, and sample collections confirm the 
presence of B. hybridum beyond the areas that the tetraploid overlaps with diploids. 
  
Sensitive	  areas	  to	  invasion	  
By modelling each species the potential overlap was shown in the native range, but also the 
potential area outside the native range for genotypes and species. Numerous geographic 
locations were calculated as suitable; B. hybridum having the most global area found potentially 
habitable. Brachypodium distachyon had sporadic non-native locations qualify as potentially 
habitable, and B. stacei had few locations almost exclusively on the African continent. 
  
Global	  sensitive	  areas	  to	  invasion	  from	  B.	  distachyon	  
Regions of the United States showed possible suitability mainly in the Northwestern US in the 
state of Washington, near the south central part of the state and parts of the State of Oregon. 
Though this region showed suitability in modelling, these regions were inspected and no 
Brachypodium species of any kind were found. Other locations in the NW also modelled as 
suitable near the US Canada border near Vancouver British Columbia, which also showed mild 
suitability. In the southwest part of the U.S. near Los Angeles also modelled suitable climate 
and habitat in the San Gabriel Mountains. Also near San Diego Mountains near the Cleveland 
National Forest. Areas near the Rio Grande river delta in the US state of Texas and the Mexican 
province of Tamaulipas and city of Matamoros. A few patchy locations near Delaware and 
Maryland also showed mild suitability scores. China had moderate suitability scores in the 
North to Northeast provinces of East Shandong near Jining into the Shanxi and Shaanxi 
provinces near the Houhe and Huanglian Rivers. Further towards the Ghansu province also 
showed mild suitability towards the cities of Longnan and Tianshui. South central China also 
showed mild to moderate suitability in most regions of the province of Yunnan near the 
Yuangjiang river and into North Vietnam. In the far north of Vietnam showed mild suitability 
near the China-Vietnam border close to the Phang Xi Pang National Park. Argentina showed 
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little to no suitability but only in the southern regions of the Buenos Aires Provinces near Mar 
Del Plata to Santa Teresita coastal areas and parts of the coastal areas near the borders of 
provinces Rio Negro and Buenos Aires Provinces. Inland Argentina also showed mild 
suitability near where the Chubat and Rio Negro provinces both border with Chile. Very few 
areas of Australia showed suitability for B. distachyon only being in the State of Victoria near 
the Grampians to the coast west of Melbourne and a few mild patches near the Margret River in 
Western Australia. The only other location is the mountains near Hobart in the island state of 
Tasmania. The South Island of New Zealand showed very little suitability of B. distachyon 
consisting of a narrow stip of climate space from the town of Lumsden in the Southland 
Province to the Otago Province town of Cromwell. 
  
Global	  sensitive	  areas	  to	  invasion	  from	  B.	  hybridum	  
Nearly all of southern continent of Australia is sensitive to invasion of B. hybridum, with the 
only exception is the far southeast coastal areas of Victoria. Starting in Western Australia the 
Zuytdorp Nature Reserve and diagonal southeast to Jilbadji Nature Reserve are sensitive, over 
to Flinders and gammon Ranges in South Australia, and across the southern Hay Plain to 
Wagga Wagga in New South Wales and south to the city of Melbourne in the state of Victoria. 
Also the island state of Tasmania is sensitive near the city Hobart. Approximately one sixth to 
one eighth of the continent is sensitive to invasion. Few areas in the United States are sensitive 
to invasion of B. hybridum. The primary suitable space is in the state of California composing 
the majority of the San Fernando Valley from Sacramento to Bakersfield. The coastal areas of 
California are also sensitive from the cities of San Francisco to San Diego and into the Country 
Mexico. Mexico shows little suitability, primarily near the United States Mexico Border near 
Tijuana, patchy areas near Caborca in the Province of Sonora, and two isolated patches near 
Tuxpan in Nayarit province and Cabo San Lucas in the Baja California Sur Province. 
Brachypodium hybridum showed significant suitability in South Africa near Cape Town in the 
Western Province near the coastal regions. Some areas along the southern coastline in the 
Western and Eastern Provinces showed patchy suitability as well as small sporadic portions in 
the Province Limpopo from Pretoria to Zimbabwe. Very few areas in Mozambique and 
Zimbabwe showed any suitability only a few mild climate spaces showed habitat potentially 
suitable, but were in the Matabeleland South and Masvingo provinces and Mozambique 
province of Gaza. Regions near Santiago and Villarrica showed high suitability for B. hybridum 
in the provinces of Araucania and Los Rios provinces from coastal areas to the foothills of the 
Andes. Very similar to the predicted suitable habitat of B. distachyon in Argentina, B. hybridum 
showed mild to moderate suitability in the southern regions of the Buenos Aires Provinces near 
Mar Del Plata to Santa Teresita coastal areas and parts of the coastal areas near the borders of 
provinces RioNegro and Buenos Aires Provinces. Inland Argentina scored mild suitability south 
of the intersection of the Chubat and Rio Negro provinces and the Chilean Border. 
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Global	  sensitive	  areas	  to	  invasion	  from	  B.	  stacei	  
Brachypodium stacei habitat is the least common of the three species globally based on the 
input points available to model its potential planet wide distribution. Within Angola, only the 
coastal areas of the central west showed high suitability especially in the Quicama National 
Park in the Bengo Province and moderate suitability near the city Lobito in the Namibe 
province. The Cape Verde Islands are the only other location to show high suitability of B. 
stacei. The highest suitability came from the north western islands of Santo Antao and Ilha de 
Sao Vicente. However, this region could potentially be considered native habitat considering the 
proximal distance the Cape Verde islands have to native populations residing on the northern 
African continent. 
  
Genotype	  Specific	  Distributions	  of	  B.	  distachyon	  in	  Turkey	  
The genotype diversity modelling in figure 4.14 moderately follows the trends seen in figure 
4.7, but slightly over predicts the diversity in some areas and leaving others under predicted. 
This is because the genotype diversity modelling was composed of eight genotype models. 
Thus, the maximum output value would be eight genotypes. If more genotypes were available in 
enough abundance, then the diversity modelling would likely be more accurate. Furthermore, 
the amount of physical diversity that is sampled physically and made it to this study is also a 
limiting factor to consider. Had more samples been taken at each location then more diversity is 
more likely to be captured. As genotype models continue via the author’s anticipated future 
work and maybe others, it could be possible to compute probable genetic diversity per regions 
of a study areas based on mixing distribution models and find areas of high genetic diversity. 
Coupling this form of predicting genetic diversity analysis with mapping climate gradients 
could also improve sampling regimes and optimise landscape analysis. 
  
*Note: During the course of this program, I have been working on mapping climate gradients 
within species distribution models to reveal climate boundaries and diversity across geographic 
space. These models are not a required part of this dissertation, but I anticipate furthering this 
concept to create a much-needed tool in climate analysis of landscapes. The argument being that 
one species may have different sensitivities to suits of climate variables to another species, these 
models would show the climate gradients in general, but also per a specified species 
sensitivities to particular climate types. These models can also work at a genotype level. Lastly, 
these climate gradient models would also be helpful for designing transects and optimise 
sampling efforts by capturing samples from multiple locations of climate types. Ideally this will 
eventually become a research tool written as an R package and likely python as I code well with 
these two languages. Here is a link to the software I'm developing: 
https://sites.google.com/site/climtools/ 
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B.	  hybridum	  genotypes	  In	  Global	  Areas	  
It is yet to be seen how well a genotype level model can actually predict the true habitat of a 
genotype versus a species. However, designing a system to create several hundred to a thousand 
potential area predictions at random compared to several of a specific genotype should prove 
that there is a difference in potential area that at random. It should also maybe considered that a 
genotype that is believed to be wide-spread might be more plastic in growth and development 
and lower suitability scores are part of what make it more successful. Simulation data might be 
the key to investigating widespread species trends by testing multiple hypothetical scenarios as 
is done in genomic modelling and landscapes. It should also be noted that actual experiments 
such simulated climates and phenotype data as well as true plant density across gradients can 
more accurately predict the fundamental niche of a genotype.  
 
B.	  hybridum	  Genotypes	  Models	  of	  NRD-­‐1 
The fact that there were so many genotypes in non-native regions does help determine the 
possible fundamental niche of the common genotype NRD-1 as found in Chapter III. However, 
the level to call genotype in this study may not be accurate enough to truly determine the 
climate breadth of a genotype, because the cut height of the dendrogram is not based on percent 
difference of markers, but on the highest branch of two individuals of a set of technical replicate 
individuals. Thus, the genotype could be more like a lineage or subfamily. It could be reasoned 
that a study could be performed that checks if the fundamental niche expands or contracts as the 
number of genotypes called is lowered causing more individuals to be members of sub-lineages, 
families, family groups, and eventually major branches. The more inputs MaxEnt has the more 
accurately it can predict the true range. As discussed above, the more surface area that is not 
predicted further causes the true negative to bias the false positive and false negative rate 
(Warren, 2010; Elith, 2011). This would cause an over-prediction of the total surface area of 
that would be suitable for NRD-1. Chapter V will investigate this further in the context of 
climate and the breadth of climate variables of common genotypes. For now the hypothesis of 
B. hybridum being having a larger global fundamental niche is accepted by having the most 
modelled vulnerable habitat. The hypothesis that NRD-1 does have a larger climate breadth than 
B. hybridum as a whole is accepted, but it's actual climate breadth as opposed to its modelled 
breadth is compared and discussed in Chapter V. 
  
4.5	  Data	  Sets	  and	  Script	  Links	  
 
https://github.com/jstreich/GIS_And_LandScapes	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Chapter	  V:	  Climate	  Analysis	  and	  Genotype	  Climate	  Windows	  
	  
Abstract	  
Climate factors of temperature and precipitation are the primary abiotic stress acting on 
organisms. Understanding the variation in climate tolerance at a species level and even a 
genotype level can aid our understanding of adaptation. The breadth of annual temperature, 
annual precipitation, and temperature seasonality are the three shared climate variables that 
contributed highly to each species MaxEnt models in their native range and were used to 
contrast climate envelopes between each Brachypodium distachyon complex member. B. stacei 
was found in warmer drier environments with the smallest amount of seasonal change in 
temperature. B. distachyon was found in the wettest environments, but had similar annual and 
seasonal temperature values to B. hybridum. B. hybridum had the largest annual mean 
temperature range to all species in this study. Multi-linear regression models and Partial multi-
linear regression models tests were performed on B. hybridum and B. distachyon for association 
to BioClim variables. BioClim4, seasonal temperature, explained 3.96% of the genetic variation 
in B. distachyon in a partial multi-linear regression models test when geography was included in 
the association model. BioClim4 explained the most genetic variation in B. hybridum as well, 
but R2 values using all genetic markers yielded 0.33% of genetic variation is explained by 
BioClim4. A method was developed to create species-specific climate classes. Within collection 
locations, variation in climate was calculated where each location’s climate variables were 
clustered into groups to reveal what locations had similar climate despite geographic distance. 
The breadth of each common genotype was permutation tested across geographic locations 
where the breadth of climate types was measured across sites. Genotype NRD-1, which was 
previously shown to be geographically wide, also was present in the most climate classes and 
had the largest climate breadth, p<0.01.  
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5.1 Introduction 
 
Climate is one of the primary selector pressures of a species or even a genotype’s geographic 
distribution (Phillips, 2005; Wisz, 2008; Elith 2011; Warren 2011; Brown, 2016). Studying the 
environmental requirements and tolerances of a species requires extensive local measurements; 
examples include soil type, mycorrhizal associates, herbivory, and many others. Such 
exhaustive studies can be expensive, complex, and require lots of on-site measurements, 
experimentation, and analysis. This is especially true for global studies where multiple 
continental sample efforts are required. Climate, precipitation and temperature, is the current 
best data type to understand species distribution and data sets are available on a global scale at 
resolutions as small as 1km (Phillips, 2004; Hijmans, 2005; Phillips, 2005; Elith, 2011). 
 
Climate	  association	  studies	  in	  Brachypodium	  species	  
Previous studies have examined the effects of climate on the Brachypodium distachyon species 
complex. Different cytotypes of B. distachyon, now different species, were associated with 
different climate patterns where polyploids had a larger breadth across the mediterranean and 
were found in warmer regions of the Iberian Peninsula (Manzaneda, 2011). Within that study 
grain size and phenotypic variation was greater in polyploid samples and associated with 
climate variation in precipitation and environmental effects in soil moisture. Post species 
reclassification in 2012, the environmental niche modelling of B. stacei and B. distachyon 
diploids were statistically distinct with some overlap, B. distachyon is common in cooler 
regions, while B. stacei is found in drier and warmer regions (Catalan, 2012; Lopez-Alvarez, 
2015; Catalan, 2015). The polyploid B. hybridum overlapped significantly with both diploid 
species, but also had an expanded ecological range and is consistent with other studies 
(Manzaneda, 2011; Lopez-Alvarez, 2015; Catalan, 2015). A study in Turkey found 15 possible 
climate associated loci by scanning 82 wild collected individuals across nine climate unique 
locations calculated by the Ecocrop function in the program DIVA-GIS on an east-west 
longitudinal gradient to capture both climate and geographic isolation in a sampling transect 
using Bd21 as a control as well as four inbred lines (Dell’Acqua, 2014). As mentioned in a book 
chapter regarding Brachypodium species research, very little about life history strategies and 
variation in ecological variation is currently published (Des Marais, 2015). 
 
About	  the	  BioClim	  Climate	  Variables	  
Nineteen different global climate data sets composed of precipitation and temperature at annual, 
seasonal, and monthly intervals are readily available for most all global land surface locations at 
1+ km square resolution and are frequently used in species to climate studies. Data can be 
mined for each sample collection location from the 19 biologically relevant global raster layers 
from BioClim (http://www.worldclim.org/bioclim) layers via software like QGIS, R, Atlas of 
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Living Australia website (ala.org.au) and others. Specific descriptions of each BioClim layer 
can be found at the website and in the appendix section of this thesis. 
 
Associating	  Climate	  to	  Species	  and	  Genotype	  
Landscape genomics assumes that natural processes have already conducted the experiment of 
natural selection by environment and seeks to find causative genetic variation of adaptive 
phenotypes. Association studies relating coding regions to climate have found loci responsible 
for adaptive changes in model and non-model organisms. Notably in Arabidopsis thaliana 
several studies revealed adaptive traits caused by variation in coding regions. An early stop 
codon in CMT2, a methylation transferase, enabled a larger climate tolerance in A. thaliana 
(Shen, 2014). In another study, the environmental variation across sample locations could 
predict patterns of polymorphisms across the whole genome, as well as variation in GO terms 
per environment; some polymorphisms were also predicted based on genomic structure and 
composition; that environmentally relevant factors contribute to population divergence across 
populations and locally adapted genotypes (Mitchell-Olds, 2012). A similar study showed a 
pattern across geographic space where suites of inherited genomic markers were present across 
specific landscape gradients (Hancock, 2011). Some locations overlapped geographically and 
levels of polymorphisms present per location would be predictive of fitness at one location. 
Thirty different biological processes were found ecologically relevant across numerous 
environmental factors with significant p-values. Another study found that non-synonymous 
variants in climate associations were more common than synonymous variants, which proves 
that polymorphisms are more likely to change protein coding regions within genes of adaptive 
alleles (Lasky, 2012). 
 
Significant ecological variation occurs across the native range of P. taeda and several studies 
have published on climate to genotype interactions within the species. A total of 1,730 genomic 
markers were derived from 682 individuals sampled across 54 locations to investigate the 
ecological genetics of P. taeda, which revealed strong correlations between geography and 
climate (Eckart, 20101). In this study, numerous variants were correlated with elevation or 
climate data and annotation reveals possible pathways that are associated with local adaptation 
most via abiotic stress, which would indicate some sort of environment based selection 
pressure. A separate study found five variants associated with aridity with significance to both 
biotic and abiotic stress response, 24 other variants were associated with strong Fst and 
physiological processes (Eckert, 20102). 
 
Serotiny, the effect of a trigger response to induce seed dispersal from the maternal plant is a 
trait common in gymnosperms (Johnson, 1993; Bond, 2005). The measure of the serotinious 
phenotypes was conducted in P. taeda in three different ecologically and genetically distinct 
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populations to investigate serotiny as an adaptive phenotype resulting in 11 loci that explain 
≈50% of the phenotypic variation (Parchman, 2012). 
 
The	  Origins	  of	  Climate	  classification	  
The classification of climates dates back to the ancient Greeks as five climate types, more 
recently described by De Candolle and a French plant scientist in 1906 (De Candolle, 1906; 
Sanderson, 1999). Around the same time as De Candolle, Wladimir Koeppen, a plant 
physiologist, was compiling the first climate classification system by 1884 (Sanderson, 1999; 
Koeppen, 1936). Koeppen later built off of both De Candolle’s work and Greek philosophers to 
create at that time the most accurate description of global climate variation by 1936. The five 
climate classes originally were centered around the general physiological properties of the flora 
in any given habitat. Koeppen’s first groups were: A- torrid zones, B- dry zones, C- temperate 
zones, D and E were varying levels of arctic or frigid zones, the snow zone, and the polar zone 
(Koeppen, 1936; Kottek, 2010). Koeppen’s classification method was eventually expanded by 
Rudolf Geiger in collaboration with Koeppen and was published in 1954 (Geiger, 1954). Later 
in 1966 and updated in 1980 the Trewartha Climate Classification system was developed to 
better describe the variation in equatorial climates as the previous Koeppen-Geiger system was 
considered too broad in these zones (Peel, 2007). The current and most popular version of 
climate classification is a Koeppen Geiger classification system using 31 different climate 
classes (Halenka, 2013). 
 
Per	  Species	  Climate	  classification 
Climate classes are a broad approach to determine climate type based on groups of plant species 
in a local habitat. A classification system can be very descriptive of climate breadth when 
comparing multiple species or other branches of science like Climate Change. However, a 
single plant species can theoretically have broad or narrow breadth in a climate classification 
system like Koeppen-Geiger, occupying many or few classes. Thus the climate limits of a 
particular species may not easily be described by climate classification. The breadth of a species 
theoretically could be smaller than the window defining the classification it inhabits, or between 
the upper limits of one class and the lower limits of another and would not occupy both classes 
completely. For a single species study, the climate limits must be measured to more accurately 
describe the climate variation across individuals and genotypes. The use of BioClim variables of 
each collection location can be clustered into groups and used to design species-specific climate 
classes that more accurately reflect the climate diversity within that species. 
 
The use of region identities in Chapter III showed the amount of genotypes per region- groups 
of local collection locations. The same was performed here, but instead of genotypes, climate 
classes were used to show what regions had the most climate diversity. Theoretically, if a region 
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is climate diverse, having many diverse climate-types in close proximity, local individuals 
would have to disperse smaller distances to encounter a new set of abiotic climate stresses. Thus 
have more chances to test locally derived mutations against previously uninhabitable 
environments. One aspect of this chapter is to see if climate diversity is associated with genetic 
hotspots in the local and non-local ranges.  
 
Calculations using BioClim variables can reveal climate preference and tolerance of a study 
group. Climate being a significant part of environment, can aid our description of the climate 
niche breadth of a species. Further, the use of genetic analysis to find not only what species is 
more widespread, but also what genotypes. For species that rarely outcross, spread widely, or 
have low genetic diversity even when crossing, this chapter aims to find what groups of each 
species have wide and narrow climate breadth, and also compare regions of genetic diversity to 
regions of climate diversity. 
 
Chapter	  Question,	  Hypothesis,	  and	  Aim	  
Question:	  What	  are	  the	  climate	  tolerance	  limits	  and	  variation	  of	  Brachypodium	  
distachyon	  species	  using	  comparable	  bioclimatic	  variables	  and	  can	  certain	  whole	  
genome	  genotypes	  be	  classified	  as	  specialists	  or	  generalists?	  
 
Hypothesis:	  I	  hypothesize	  that	  since	  B.	  hybridum	  is	  a	  polyploid	  with	  larger	  predicted	  
suitable	  surface	  area,	  it	  will	  have	  larger	  climate	  tolerance	  limits.	  In	  addition,	  some	  
genotypes	  of	  B.	  hybridum	  will	  occur	  in	  more	  climate	  classes	  than	  chance	  and	  thus	  are	  
climate	  generalists,	  while	  others	  will	  be	  specialists	  with	  restricted	  climate	  breath.	  
 
Aim:	  Calculate	  the	  climate	  limits	  of	  each	  species	  using	  comparable	  climate	  variables	  
and	  the	  occurrence	  of	  genotypes	  of	  each	  species	  across	  geography	  and	  species-­‐specific	  
climate	  classes.	  Then	  test	  the	  presence	  of	  genotypes	  across	  climate	  classes	  to	  see	  if	  
some	  have	  wider	  climate	  windows	  than	  others.	  
 
5.2	  Methods	  
 
Climate-­‐Envelopes	  Per	  Species	  
Climate envelopes per species were contrasted using BioClim variables found significant by 
MaxEnt models in Chapter IV and previous publication (Lopez-Alvarez, 2015). All study 
species had three overlapping climate variables that contributed significant information for 
distribution modelling: BioClim1 Annual Mean Temperature, BioClim4 Temperature 
Seasonality (standard deviation of temperature range compared to the annual mean), and 
BioClim12 Annual Precipitation. The three variables each species shares are the ideal variables 
for quantifying precipitation and temperature annually, plus temperature seasonality. Each 
species has a different number of observation locations, B. distachyon n=115, B. stacei n=90, B. 
hybridum n=303. 
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Multi-­‐linear	  regression	  models	  and	  Partial	  Multi-­‐linear	  regression	  models	  Tests	  
Association between data matrices of geography and climate to genomic data was performed via 
the multi-linear regression models test function MRM in the R package 'ecodist' to report p-
values, R2 values, and F-test values (Lichstein, 2007). The attempt was to search for climate 
variables and geographic distance measures that explain genetic variation. Association scans 
were performed genetically per all markers cumulative. Scans were also performed in multi-
linear regression models and partial multi-linear regression models tests against geographic 
distance and all BioClim variables. B. distachyon samples were found to have some genetic 
variation explained byBioClim4. At 50% percent shared markers 3.96% of the genome was 
explained byBioClim4. Allopolyploid B. hybridum genomic data was filtered down to just 
chromosome specific markers. When using a pairwise genetic distance matrix of all markers 
cumulatively, no BioClim variables explained more than 0.33% (BioClim4) of the genetic 
variation in partial multi-linear regression models tests in B. hybridum. As noted earlier, there 
are instances where over fitting occurs in mantel tests (Guillot, 2013).  
  
Climate	  Data	  Collection	  
Climate data was sampled per collection location a few different ways. The quickest method 
was to use the website Atlas of Living Australia. Using their spatial portal page .csv files were 
uploaded with geospatial collection location points in latitude longitude digital format. Once 
geographic coordinates are uploaded the user can sample and download BioClim values specific 
for each location as well as elevation and other environmental data. Atlas of Living Australia 
has global BioClim data for nearly the entire Earth. The data can be downloaded to a 
spreadsheet and modified to be an R readable .txt file. A metadata table for all 817 sample 
locations was created to perform analysis of BioClim and spatial data to genomic data. On some 
occasions climate data was extracted from BioClim layers using R. 
 
Classifying	  Climate	  Data	  Methods	  
Climate classification was performed using all 19 BioClim variables and clustered using the R 
package 'Mclust' (Fraley, 2006). Mclust also assigns probability values of data points belonging 
to other cluster centers as well as center locations. This analysis was done per each species, and 
using all species. The regions of each species described in Chapter IV also had their climate 
variables clustered to search for climate variation per region. 
	  
Overview	  of	  Climate	  Analysis	  
The similarity of precipitation and temperature values associated with each collection location 
was assessed with pairwise distance measures to show climate relatedness. Each collection 
location was analysed in two ways, one using all the 19 BioClim variables with equal 
weighting, and secondly with weighted values for each BioClim variable. The equal weighting 
of all BioClim variables analysis will decipher the similarity of climate per each location 
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independent of what the species growing requirements are. The weighted analysis shows the 
similarity of climate per location by factors deemed selective on the species as a whole by 
MaxEnt’s output. 
 
Multidimensional	  Scaling,	  Hierarchical	  Clustering,	  and	  Climate	  
Climate classification was performed by using clustering algorithms via the R package ‘Mclust’ 
using all 19 BioClim variables sampled at each location, because Mclust provides cluster center 
measures (Fraley, 2006). Each location was assigned a numerical value based on its cluster 
identity to show what climate types were present at locations and regions as seen in Chapter IV. 
Climate groups were often found to overlap or have close cluster centers to each other despite 
the number of cluster centers called or designated by computer or user settings. B. hybridum 
locations clustered at 51 unique climate types, but the centers of each were often close together, 
complex, and difficult to distinguish visually. To simplify climate classification the climate data 
for each location was forced to smaller clusters, 14 for B. hybridum and 11 for B. distachyon 
and specific clusters are proprietary to each species. The goal of climate classification is to see 
which genotypes or lineages are found in more climate types than others. By forcing the 
clustering to distinct centers, the range of climate types becomes more visually describable by 
colour and value designation, this clustering of climate type for each sample location could be 
biased by possible oversampling of some genotypes and sampling locations. However, despite 
the resolution of this data set and the genotypes contained some B. hybridum and B. distachyon 
were found in more climate clusters than others. 
 
5.3	  Results	  
 
Climate	  Breadth	  by	  Significant	  BioClim	  Variables	  
Each species was analysed by their shared BioClim climate variables that were found 
significant by MaxEnt in B. hybridum, B. distachyon, and B. stacei. Each species had more than 
three BioClim variables deemed significant in describing the overall species distribution, but 
three were shared, BioClim1 mean annual temperature, BioClim4 the percent standard deviation 
to the annual mean temperature, and BioClim 12 the mean annual precipitation. Their climate 
distributions were plotted in histograms and t-tests were performed to find significant 
differences in climate breadth per species (See figures 5.1-6). BioClim1 was statistically 
different between B. distachyon and B. stacei with a p-value <0.01. Likewise, the difference of 
mean in B. stacei and B. hybridum was also statistically significant with a p-value < 0.01. B. 
hybridum and B. distachyon did have a statistical significance in differences in mean annual 
temperature, but the likelihood that these are physiologically significant is not likely and should 
be experimentally tested as they differ be less than half a degree (See Figure 5.1 and Table 5.2). 
Temperature seasonality (BioClim4) was found significant between B.hybridum and both 
diploids, but should also be experimentally tested (See Figure 5.3 and Table 5.4). B. distachyon 
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appears to be bi-modal in BioClim4 and there are two main flowering types in B. distachyon, 
however the bi-modal nature does not seem to correlate with flowering time based on published 
literature, but could be experimentally tested (Woods, 2013; Ream, 2014). There was a non-
significant difference in temperature seasonality between B. distachyon and B. stacei. Lastly, 
there was a statistical significant difference in BioClim12 between each combination of species 
all having a t-test p-value < 0.05, and two having a p-value < 0.01 (See Figure 5.5 and Table 
5.6). The number of collection sites of B. hybridum could be influencing the significance of 
these results having 303 locations compared to 90 B. stacei sites and 115 in B. distachyon.  
 
Figure	   5.1.	   B.	   distachyon	   and	   B.	   hybridum	   both	   had	   similar	   yearly	   average	   temperature,	   but	   B.	   hybridum	   was	  
slightly	   warmer	   and	   one	   standard	   deviation	   was	   found	   to	   be	   higher.	   B.	   stacei	   was	   the	   warmest	   and	   it’s	   mean	  
temperature	  was	  more	  than	  two	  standard	  deviations	  from	  B.	  distachyon.	  Both	  B.	  stacei	  and	  B.	  hybridum	  had	  similar	  
maximum	  annual	  temperature	  extremes.	  B.	  hybridum	  had	  the	  largest	  difference	  between	  maximum	  and	  minimum	  
annual	  mean	  temperature.	  See	  Table	  5.2	  for	  a	  description	  of	  these	  histograms	  in	  a	  t-­‐test	  output	  and	  coefficient	  of	  
variation.	  
 
B.	  distachyon 
mean 
B.	  stacei 
mean 
B.	  hybridum 
mean 
t df	   p-­‐value 95%	  conf.	  
interval 
95%	  conf.	  
interval 
CV% 
 
15.09 18.69 -­‐ -­‐13.34 112.49 <2.2e-­‐16 -­‐4.137 -­‐3.067 9.33 
15.09 -­‐ 15.44 -­‐2.38 1471.75 0.02 -­‐0.636 -­‐0.061 9.20 
-­‐ 18.69 15.44 -­‐11.70 126.50 2.2e-­‐16 -­‐3.804 -­‐0.061 38.02 
Table	  5.2.	  BioClim1	  t-­‐test	  and	  percent	  coefficient	  of	  variation:	  BioClim1	  Average	  mean	  temperature	  is	  significantly	  
different	   per	   each	   species	   in	   different	   attributes.	   B.	   distachyon	   and	   B.	   hybridum	   have	   similar	   average	   mean	  
temperature,	  but	  B.	  hybridum	  has	  a	  larger	  standard	  deviation	  and	  coefficient	  of	  variation	  to	  the	  mean	  indicating	  a	  
larger	  breadth	  in	  yearly	  mean	  temperature	  than	  B.	  distachyon	  and	  B.	  stacei.	  The	  highest	  mean	  annual	  temperature	  
was	  B.	  stacei	  at	  18.81	  degrees	  Cº. 
 
 
Figure	   5.3.	   B.	   stacei	   had	   the	   smallest	   variation	   in	   Temperature	   seasonality	  with	  most	   samples	   in	   +/-­‐	   1	   standard	  
deviation	  and	  few	  outliers.	  B.	  hybridum	  and	  B.	  distachyon	  nearly	  have	  the	  same	  temperature	  seasonality	  value	  and	  
standard	  deviation.	  B.	  distachyon	  was	  found	  to	  have	  the	  most	  temperature	  extremes,	  but	  both	  B.	  distachyon	  and	  B.	  
hybridum	   can	  be	   found	   in	   very	  neutral	   to	   very	  extreme	   temperature	   shifts	   across	   a	   year.	  B.	  hybridum	   had	   three	  
peaks	  indicating	  a	  level	  of	  tri-­‐modality	  but	  one	  peak	  was	  significantly	  larger.	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B.	  distachyon	  
mean	  
B.	  stacei	  
mean	  
B.	  hybridum	  
mean	  
t	   df	   p-­‐value	   95%	  conf.	  
interval	  
95%	  conf.	  
interval	  
CV%	  
5.05 5.22 -­‐ -­‐1.60 183.31 0.112 -­‐0.398 0.042 189.61 
5.05 -­‐ 5.94 -­‐1.04 891.04 <2.2e-­‐16 -­‐1.040 -­‐0.744 114.15 
-­‐ 5.22 5.94 7.09 125.94 8.34e-­‐11 0.514 0.912 160.31 
Table	   5.4.	   BioClim4	   t-­‐test	   and	   percent	   coefficient	   of	   variation:	   BioClim4	   temperature	   seasonality	   is	  
relatively	  narrow	  for	  B.	  stacei	  and	  B.	  distachyon	  with	  few	  exceptions,	  while	  B.	  hybridum	  has	  more	  broad	  
breadth	   in	   variation	   in	   annual	   mean	   temperature,	   tolerating	   large	   differences	   in	   annual	   mean	  
temperature	  indicating	  it	  can	  survive	  in	  more	  extreme	  temperature	  regimes	  than	  the	  other	  two	  species.	   
	  	  
 
Figure	  5.5.	  B.	  distachyon	  was	  found	  to	  be	  in	  the	  wettest	  environments,	  while	  B.	  stacei	  was	  found	  in	  the	  
driest	   then	   B.	   hybridum.	   One	   positive	   standard	   deviation	   of	   B.	   stacei	   overlaps	   with	   one	   negative	  
standard	  deviation	  of	  B.	  distachyon,	  so	  approximately	  50%	  of	  samples	  from	  each	  species	  could	  overlap	  
in	   total	   annual	   precipitation.	  While	   the	   breadths	   of	   each	   species	   between	   maximum	   and	   minimum	  
values	  are	  nearly	  identical,	  B.	  distachyon	  appears	  to	  tolerate	  the	  widest	  breadth	  of	  annual	  precipitation	  
in	   total.	   B.	   stacei	   has	   largest	   coefficient	   of	   variation	   to	   the	   mean	   indicating	   that	   per	   the	   amount	  
precipitation	  it	  has	  the	  most	  variability,	  but	  could	  be	  due	  to	  outlier	  sample	  locations. 
	  
	  
B.	  distachyon 
mean 
B.	  stacei 
mean 
B.	  hybridum 
mean 
t df	   p-­‐value 95%	  conf.	  
interval 
95%	  conf.	  
interval 
%CV 
 
612.22 477.40 -­‐ 6.40 126.77 2.76e-­‐9 93.136 176.48 20.18 
612.22 -­‐ 523.14 8.99 778.52 <2.2e-­‐16 69.622 108.547 26.70 
-­‐ 477.40 523.14 2.31 99.26 0.02 6.500 84.961 19.99 
Table	  5.6.	  Bio12	  t-­‐test	  and	  percent	  coefficient	  of	  variation:	  B.	  distachyon	  occurs	  on	  average	  in	  locations	  
with	  higher	  rainfall	  per	  year.	  B.	  hybridum	  has	  the	   largest	  breadth	  of	  rainfall	  experienced	  per	  year,	  but	  
with	   few	  rare	  outliers.	  B.	  stacei	  has	  the	  smallest	  amount	  of	  average	  annual	   rainfall	  per	  year	  across	   its	  
populations	  and	  the	  largest	  coefficient	  of	  variation	  at	  26.70%.	  However,	  the	  distribution	  of	  B.	  stacei	  with	  
B.	  hybridum	  overlaps	  heavily	  with	  B.	  hybridum	  averaging	  approximately	  46.54mm	  more	  precipitation. 
 
Species-­‐Specific	  Climate	  Classification	  	  
Classification of climate classes was performed for B. distachyon and B. hybridum. B. stacei 
was rare in collections with few sites and was not used in tests. Since B. hybridum is much more 
geographically broad than B. distachyon having hundreds of samples and locations globally, 
climate classes were mostly utilised in B. hybridum. However, the number of genotypes in B. 
distachyon were still tabled to regions and compared to climate diversity also within those 
regions as seen in Chapter IV. B. distachyon climate data was split into 11 climate classes  
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regions near the Pyrenees had the highest climate diversity, which also harboured the most 
genetically diverse regions (See Appendix Supplemental figures S5.8 for B. hybridum and S5.9 
for B. distachyon climate class clustering in dendrogram format).  
 
Figure	  5.7.	  Climate	  diversity	  per	  region	  of	  B.	  distachyon.	  Regions	  near	  they	  Pyrenees	  in	  Iberia	  and	  
Southeastern	  Mediterranean	  had	  the	  highest	  climate	  diversity.	  See	  corresponding	  figures	  2.6	  or	  4.15	  
 
 
Figure	  5.8.	  Climate	  diversity	  per	  region	  of	  B.	  distachyon.	  Regions	  near	  they	  Pyrenees	  in	  Iberia	  and	  
Southeastern	  Mediterranean	  had	  the	  highest	  climate	  diversity.	  See	  corresponding	  figures	  2.7	  or	  4.17.	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Genotypes	  with	  wide	  and	  narrow	  climate	  breadth	  
Permutation tests were used to determine breadth of climate from climate classes. Each 
genotype was tested independently across 1,000 iterations. In each iteration, a random number 
generator seed was set to a new number to insure the same sampling combinations were not 
reused. To qualify as testable groups, genotypes that were present in only one climate class were 
removed from the data set. The same 303 locations that B. hybridum was found in were used for 
B. hybridum tests, sites that didn't contain B. hybridum were not used. For each iteration, a 
random set of locations was drawn at the same rate each genotype was found, NRD-1 was 
found in 51 locations, thus 51 random locations were drawn per iteration. Each time a genotype 
is present in a location, the climate class it was found in is counted once and totaled. The total 
number of unique climate classes a genotype was found in was compared to the average number 
of classes from all genotypes. The genotype NRD-1 averaged 12.1 climate classes per 1,000 
iterations as compared to the average of 2.3. 
 
 
Figure	   5.9.	   Permutation	   test	  of	   common	  genotypes	  and	   their	   individual	   climate	  breadth	   compared	   to	  
the	  species	  as	  a	  whole	  and	  +/-­‐1	  standard	  deviation.	  	  NRD-­‐1	  was	  most	  present	  across	  climate	  breadth	  of	  
the	  species.	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Figure	  5.10.	  P-­‐values	  of	  permutation	  tests	  calculated	  by	  presence	  of	  a	  genotype	  compared	  to	  random	  
sampling.	  NRD-­‐1	  was	  the	  only	  genotype	  that	  had	  a	  p-­‐value	  lower	  than	  0.05	  significance	  and	  geographic	  
abundance.	  
 
Figure	   5.11.	   Density	   plots	   of	   the	   11	   most	   common	   genotypes	   and	   their	   permutation	   test	   average.	  
Genotype	   NRD-­‐1	   had	   the	   largest	   number	   of	   climate	   presence	   across	   groups	   averaging	   >12	   climate	  
classes.	  
 
Genotypes	  of	  Geographic	  Diversity	  and	  Climate	  Diversity	  
Permutation tests are used to show the variance of a sample set and the variation of samples 
within a data set. As calculated in Chapter III, BRA-278 and NRD-1 had larger than normal 
geographic presence, and NRD-1 was the only genotype common across broad regions. 
Genotype NRD-1 was the only genotype to have significant geographic distribution by total 
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regions rather than just collection sites. To properly gauge the geographic abundance and the 
climate abundance of common genotypes, they can be plotted by their probability values of 
having presence across regions on a scale of 0-1 and also for their climate diversity on a scale of 
0-1. These two scales can be used orthogonally to show what genotypes are more likely to be 
widespread and are plotted below (See figure 5.12). NRD-1 is in the upper right corner having 
both high geographic and climate diversity. Abundant individuals across geography always had 
higher climate diversity indicating that having a larger climate breadth is a sign of a group that 
could become widespread. However, there are genotypes that are climate abundant but were not 
found across broad geography indicating that dispersal ability is also a factor in becoming a 
dominant or "invasive"-like genotype. 
 
Figure	  5.12.	  Regional	  Occurrence	  by	  Climate	  presence	  from	  permutation	  tests.	  The	  x-­‐axis	  is	  probability	  
value	  of	  presence	  in	  collection	  locations.	  The	  y-­‐axis	  is	  the	  probability	  of	  presence	  across	  climate	  classes.	  
Each	  axis	   is	  scaled	  from	  zero	  to	  one	  by	  their	  probability	  scores	  compared	  to	  average	  within	  each	  test.	  
Genotype	  NRD-­‐1	  was	  both	  the	  most	  abundant	  across	  regions	  and	  had	  the	  largest	  climate	  breadth.	  
 
Genotypes	  with	  Significant	  p-­‐values	  for	  Climate	  Class	  Diversity	  
Three genotypes of B.hybridum tested as having significantly larger climate breadth than 
average. Genotypes NRD-1, GSN-2 and Fls1-1 all had a p-value < 0.01. Though GSN-2 and 
Fls1-1 have significant climate windows, neither had particularly broad geographic test results 
in regional diversity as calculated in Chapter IV. Leaving only NRD-1 with significant 
abundance across sites, regions, and climate classes.  
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Comparison	  of	  Mean	  and	  Standard	  Deviation	  in	  NRD-­‐1	  and	  all	  other	  B.	  hybridum	  
Tests of identicalness of mean, and standard deviation between NRD-1 and all other B. 
hybridum climate variables known to be significant to B. hybridum. If the data is assumed in a 
normal distribution, a t-test shows that all means of the climate variables are within significant 
limits to consider them identical. Assuming the data to be non-normally distributed, using a 
Wilcox test calculates that Bio1 is not significantly different between all other B. hybridum and 
NRD-1. The standard deviation between NRD-1 and all other B. hybridum in an F-test shows no 
significant difference between NRD-1 and all other B. hybridum. (See table 5.14). These tests 
show that NRD-1 mean and standard deviation are not that different than the species as a whole. 
However, it does show that NRD-1 is present across the species whole climate breadth of 
significantly important climate variables. 
 
	   p-­‐value	   Test	  	   NRD-­‐1	   B.	  hybridum	   other	   Significant	  
T-­‐test	   p	  =	   T	  =	   Mean/95%	  conf	   Mean/95%	  conf	   df	   Significant	  
Bio1	  	   0.039	   -­‐2.087	   16.52	  /	  -­‐1.20	   17.14	  /	  -­‐0.03	  	   142.13	   F	  
Bio4	  	   0.045	   -­‐2.020	   5.22	  /	  -­‐0.568	   5.51	  /	  -­‐0.01	   146.41	   F	  
Bio12	  	   0.322	   0.993	   533.45	  /	  -­‐14.92	   518.36	  /	  45.10	  	   163.89	   F	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
Wilcox	   p	  =	   W	  =	   -­‐-­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐-­‐	   Significant	  
Bio1	  	   <	  0.001	   45468	   -­‐-­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐-­‐	   F	  
Bio4	  	   0.460	   54322	   -­‐-­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐-­‐	   F	  
Bio12	   0.503	   58744	   -­‐-­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐-­‐	   F	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
F-­‐test	   p	  =	   F	  =	   Variance	   Variance	   Ratio	  Variance	   Significant	  
Bio1	   0.001	   0.598	   0.451	   0.771	   0.598	   F	  
Bio4	   0.011	   0.543	   0.543	   0.928	   0.720	   F	  
Bio12	   0.192	   1.206	   0.910	   1.555	   1.206	   F	  
Table	   5.13.	   Tests	   of	   identicalness	   of	   mean,	   and	   standard	   deviation	   between	   NRD-­‐1	   and	   all	   other	   B.	  
hybridum	   climate	  variables	   known	   to	  be	   significant	   to	  B.	  hybridum.	   T-­‐test	   results	   show	   if	   a	   significant	  
difference	  exists	  in	  normally	  distributed	  data.	  The	  significance	  of	  identicalness	  between	  two	  data	  sets	  of	  
non-­‐normally	   distributed	   data	   can	   be	   tested	   through	   a	   Wilcox	   test.	   The	   identicalness	   of	   standard	  
deviation	  can	  be	  calculated	  by	  the	  F-­‐test.	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Figure	  5.14.	  Comparison	  of	  Bio1,	  Bio4,	  and	  Bio12	  between	  NRD-­‐1	  and	  all	  remaining	  B.	  hybridum	  as	  
histograms	  with	  density	  curves.	  There	  are	  subtle	  differences	  in	  means	  and	  standard	  deviations,	  but	  
cumulatively	  speaking	  there	  are	  insignificant	  differences	  in	  mean	  and	  standard	  deviation	  of	  all	  B.	  
hybridum	  and	  NRD-­‐1.	  
 
Does	  Regional	  Climate	  Variation	  Explain	  Genetic	  Variation	  
For B. hybridum, regions with high climate diversity often had more genotypes. To test if 
regions with high genetic diversity are associated with climate diversity an R2 test was 
performed on two distance matrices of regions. The 303 B. hybridum collection sites are 
grouped into 35 regions and individuals were reduced to a diversity set of 80 genotypes, and it's 
collection locations by climate were grouped into 14 climate classes. Thus, distance matrix A 
used genotypes per regions, and distance matrix B used climate types per regions. An R^2 test 
of these distance matrices with a p-value=0.06 showed a 4.07% explanation of climate diversity 
per region to genotype. Thus, climate diversity doesn't explain genetic diversity in B. hybridum. 
 
5.4 Discussion 
 
Climate	  variable	  contrast	  of	  Species	  
Each species climate was compared based on BioClim variables that showed significant 
importance in species modelling individually in MaxEnt. By chance these climate layer 
variables are reasonably useful for describing the general climate trends for contrasting their 
breadth in precipitation and temperature annually.  Three-way t-tests on the climate breadth of 
each species show where they overlap and differ. B. stacei was found in the warmest locations 
and averaged nearly 3ºC warmer than B. distachyon and B. hybridum. However, B. hybridum 
had the largest breadth in annual temperature mean, spanning from 4ºC to over 22ºC average. 
This breadth in temperature exceeds the upper and lower limits of both diploids combined. 
 
Larger	  climate	  breadth	  of	  B.	  hybridum	  
The larger global surface area calculated for B. hybridum is reflected in its presence globally. 
Nearly seven million square km are deemed suitable climate, meaning that the larger breadth of 
possible climate opens more land space for colonisation. B. distachyon also had a high surface 
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area as suitable climate approximately 6.5 million km2, but the breadth of climate that B. 
distachyon is likely what limits the global models. The fact that B. distachyon habitat is so high 
in the native range, means that the climate types it prefers happen to be common in the 
Mediterranean region given that over five million km2 are deemed suitable. It should be 
acknowledged that phenotypic traits are potential selection factors for “invasiveness” and that B. 
hybridum species phenotypes are what aids its breadth advantage of B. distachyon to survive in 
more diverse climates. If field trials in non-native regions were performed, the true climate 
breadth for B. distachyon could be further investigated. The climate breadth seen in B. stacei 
reflects the habitat difference between B. stacei and B. distachyon. B. stacei is common in 
warmer locations with lower precipitation, which are usually lower latitude and closer to the 30º 
+/- mark globally as seen in Koppen-Geiger Climate Classifications (Peel, 2007). The 
hypothesis that B. hybridum has larger climate breadth is accepted by statistical analysis of 
relevant climate variables. 
 
Multi-­‐linear	  regression	  models	  on	  Climate	  Variables	  
Both B. distachyon and B. hybridum were tested for association to all climate variables BioClim 
1-19. The highest value that B. hybridum scored in partial multi-linear regression models is 
0.33% to BioClim4 which does not conclude much genetic diversity is explained by this climate 
variable. B. stacei was found four times with intensive sampling in some places so association 
tests were not performed. B. stacei will need more sampling from across it’s range to find 
adaptive alleles associating with a particular climate variable. B. distachyon was tested for 
association to climate with BioClim4 being the strongest partial multi-linear regression models 
test signal, the next closest was BioClim7 at 2.63%. A rotation of geographic coordinates 
against climate data was tested to see if climate variation was influenced by isolation by 
distance, however more tests are needed to truly claim BioClim4 explains genetic diversity in B. 
distachyon (See supplemental figure S5.9). Associated loci to specific climate variables will 
likely require whole genome sequencing to properly derive the causative variants, as GBS data 
is relatively sparse. Mapping of specific loci in association to BioClim variables was trialed and 
no significant regions had high association. However other studies have shown association to 
specific climate variables and listed loci and candidate genes (Dell'Acqua, 2014; Wilson, 
Streich, and Murray, 2017).  
 
Association	  of	  Bio4	  and	  B.	  distachyon	  
BioClim 4, or Temperature Seasonality, is the degree of temperature variation annually 
quantified by standard deviation of monthly average temperature. Essentially, the coefficient of 
variation by taking the mean temperature and dividing it by the standard deviation of monthly 
mean temperatures across a year in degrees Kelvin. In the natural world this would be 
analogous to how temperate areas have more mean temperature variation from month to month 
across the year than areas closer to the equator where temperature mean changes little from 
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month to month. Temperate regions can sometimes get nearly as warm as more equatorial 
climates but often for shorter durations and mean temperature will follow seasonal changes. It 
should be noted that deserts often have large daily temperature range/seasonality, being very 
warm in the day and cold in the evenings so temperature fluctuation monthly could require the 
same physiology for daily life year round in arid areas. However, in B. distachyon an 
association was found where 3.96% of genetic variation was explained by the percentage the 
standard deviation of monthly temperatures annually is as to the mean temperature. The exact 
cause of this association is still unknown at this time and is being further investigated beyond 
this body of work. This was also tested using a mantel and partial mantel test to account for 
geography and the mantel test has been proven to provide false positive results and other 
methods should be used to properly test climate association like Bayesian statistical methods 
(Guillot, 2013). 
 
Geography	  and	  Climate	  Diversity	  
The overall diversity of both B. distachyon and B. hybridum helps elucidate why B. hybridum is 
more widespread than B. distachyon even though in Chapter IV B. distachyon was found to 
have a larger native potential area. Being that B. hybridum has a larger climate breadth than the 
other two species it makes sense that it would be more widespread and as in Catalan 2012 
reports B. hybridum has a larger physical stature (Catalan, 2012). One potential reason for the 
larger climate diversity is the fact that B. hybridum is a polyploid of two species with different 
climate preferences with some overlap to encounter each other. When they hybridized much of 
the native range of either diploid was also habitable by B. hybridum. The fact that B. hybridum 
also showed significant genetic diversity in areas with climate diversity also seems logical. The 
more climate types a species can encounter within a small space, the more likely it would be to 
adapt to rapidly changing climate gradients in a short distance. This logic holds mostly true with 
B. distachyon as well in regions 10 and 11 where substantial genetic diversity was found in 
regions with climate diversity. The above-mentioned areas of high genetic diversity could make 
excellent field study regions for their respective species. 
 
Climate	  Classes	  and	  Genetic	  Diversity	  
Permutation tests were able to reveal statistical significance that some genotypes had broad and 
narrow geographic breadth in Chapter IV. B. hybridum was the only species to have large 
presence across continents with hundreds of locations to use as test data, thus B. distachyon, 
with only two foreign locations, was not included in permutation test. The genotype NRD-1 is a 
geographically widespread lineage both in number of sites and in regions. A similar test was 
applied to see if NRD-1 or other genotypes were also present across broad climate breadth of 
the species B. hybridum. Climate data was obtained for each geographic location of B. hybridum 
and clustered into 14 groups, thus spanning the climate breadth of all collection locations in this 
study. Through 1,000 iterations, the random sampling of locations for the presence of a 
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genotype and the number of climate types revealed that climate classes specific to a species 
does determine the climate breadth of a sub-lineage. It should also be noted that regions with 
high genetic diversity were strongly associated with regions with high climate diversity. This 
could be a new recognised phenomenon in landscape genomics to see how correlated a species 
is with local climate variation within distribution limits. The B. hybridum genotype NRD-1 was 
found in more climate classes than random, therefore the hypothesis that some genotypes are 
more climate diverse than change is accepted. 
 
Defining the genetic subgroup is an area of some subjectivity. The use of population structure 
for ancestral lineages could be one method of analysing climate diversity, however ancestral 
groups tend to be within K2-K13 groups and lower numbers may not be that intuitive in studies 
with large numbers of individuals (Pritchard, 2000; Janes, 2017). Also, some ancestral groups 
could be significantly more abundant and bias the results of testing abundance and climate 
breadth simply because they are older lineages, which could also harbour more allelic diversity. 
However, the use of population structure should be used to scan for adaptive variants associated 
with wide-dispersal or broad climate tolerance. In this study near clonal groups were used as 
common genotypes; the genetic variation between near clonal groups could distort the statistical 
ability to detect causative variants. For instance, the level of resolution to call genotype in this 
study was considerably high from using highest branch length of technical replicates. It is 
possible that the cut height in this study was too high. The height used to cut a dendrogram 
would classify near-clonal lineages as the same genotype, but is still too broad to declare a 
group as having wide climate-breadth, or wide geographic breadth. Using whole genome data 
would remedy the resolution to compartmentalise individuals into genetic groups and possibly 
more coverage across the genome.   
 
5.5	  Data	  Sets	  and	  Script	  Links	  
	  
Repository	  
	  -­‐	  https://github.com/borevitzlab/GBSFilteR.	  	  
	  
Per	  Species	  
B.	  distachyon	  script	  and	  data	  https://github.com/borevitzlab/GBSFilteR/blob/master/Streichj_PhD_ANU_BorevitzLab_Genotyping_Bdistachyon.R	  https://github.com/borevitzlab/GBSFilteR/blob/master/kmeansDistachyon.txt.zip	  
	  
B.	  stacei	  script	  and	  data	  https://github.com/borevitzlab/GBSFilteR/blob/master/Streichj_PhD_ANU_BorevitzLab_Genotyping_Bstacei.R	  https://github.com/borevitzlab/GBSFilteR/blob/master/streichj_Stacei_hapmap.txt	  
	  
B.	  hybridum	  script	  and	  data	  https://github.com/borevitzlab/GBSFilteR/blob/master/Streichj_PhD_ANU_BorevitzLab_Genotyping_Bhybridum.R	  https://github.com/borevitzlab/GBSFilteR/blob/master/kmeansHybridumH.txt.zip	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6.1	  Introduction	  
 
Review	  of	  concepts	  of	  Literature	  in	  Relation	  to	  This	  Thesis 
Scans of genetic diversity can provide insight into the biological diversity of a species. Using 
genetic information from multiple locations can reveal patterns of genetic diversity across 
climate and geographic space, even across oceans and continents. This is especially true with 
studies of long-distance dispersal events of introduced species. Each scenario is unique with 
some studies finding clonal or near clonal diversity in non-native habitats and others unveiling 
more genetic diversity than expected. Saint Patterson’s curse (Eichium plantagineum and 
Eichium vulgare) is an example of a low diversity introduction event where just a few 
introduced plants turned into an invasive pest (Konarzewski, 2012). A study of Actotheca 
populifolia and Petrorhagia nanteuilii also showed that introduced plants don’t have to carry 
significant genetic diversity to be potential invasive species (Rollins, 2013). However, having 
low or high genetic diversity can have different consequences to a species ability to adapt. The 
degree of heterozygosity of introduced individuals, the genetic groups they hail from, and the 
number of introduction events, will ultimately define the introduced species level of plasticity. 
Even epigenetic factors could play a role in plasticity of adaptive traits, but many epigenetic 
marks have been found to be associated with genetic polymorphisms in the genome (Rollins, 
2013; Eichten 2013; Eichten, 2016). Brachypodium distachyon showed significantly more 
potential area in the native range and genetic diversity than Brachypodium hybridum, yet B. 
hybridum had more climate breadth than B. distachyon. What phenotypes cause B. hybridum to 
be a more successful coloniser than the two other species was not investigated in this study, but 
B. hybridum is clearly more wide-spread than the other species based on herbarium records in 
GBIF and ALA (GBIF, 2016; ALA, 2016). The likely reason is that B. hybridum is a polyploid 
of two species that have relatively different climate preferences with little overlap in the native 
range, but are similar enough in genomes that their function as an allotetraploid genome is 
highly efficient. For B. hybridum, its success could both be a fixed heterosis state that 
allopolyploids have, on top of two genomes with an optimal amount of heterozygous-like effect 
of orthologous alleles between subgenomes. Studies have shown that B. hybridum has a larger 
stature and seed yield than B. distachyon and usually more stature and seed yield than B. stacei 
(Catalan, 2012; Catalan, 2016). Seed yield and physical size could be the functional difference 
between B. distachyon and B. hybridum given that B. hybridum has a larger climate breadth as 
seen in this study and others (Lopez et. al., 2015). The climates that B. stacei prefers has been 
found to be rare in the Mediterranean area, but the areas that were modelled in Chapter IV of 
this thesis and in Lopez et.al. 2014 are not well sampled from. In fact, much of the sampling 
efforts in previous studies have largely missed the B. stacei range. The under representation of 
B. stacei makes its assessment of climate preferences and geographic diversity unresolved. 
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Genetic	  Scans	  for	  Species	  Identity	  and	  Genetic	  Diversity	  
By using two reference genomes to identify species, the maximum amount of diversity was 
captured in each group, including the polyploid B. hybridum. Having a reference genome and 
samples from all three species genetic components make the Brachypodium distachyon species 
complex ideal for studying polyploid genetics, especially for grasses where the Brachypoideae 
is closely related to many agricultural species and the diverse climate and geographic space they 
occupy (Mur 2011; Draper, 2001). The two diploids also have annotation and small well-
mapped genomes at 240mb and 266mb, leaving the tetraploid with a genome size ≈512mb 
(Vogel, 2010). Once species were identified genetically, their genetic data was re-mapped to the 
species-specific genome and genetic relatedness was called. In B. distachyon 125 genotypes 
were found from 479 individuals, eight genotypes were found in 50 individuals of B. stacei, and 
80 genotypes were found in 1,015 individuals of B. hybridum.  
 
Australia	  and	  North	  America	  Introduction	  Events 
There are always new angles and perspectives to take to interrogate information collected in a 
study. What is considered to be a single species might be three species, possibly more and 
genetic testing with multiple genomes can give the dimensions needed to interrogate species 
diversity and identifying cryptic species as seen in Chapter II. If Brachypodium distachyon had 
not become a model species, its genome sequenced and cytology experiments to count 
chromosomes, those trying to curb its destruction in the United States would have less 
information about what it is and where it can and can’t spread, what pathogens it might be 
susceptible to, and so forth. If an introduced species requires management and risk assessment, 
then a genetic analysis could be useful to understand the level of diversity a species carries in 
local areas. As a proposed example, if a species carries phenotypes that are localised in a 
specific geographic region that make its management more challenging, like herbicide 
resistance, then knowing where that genetic group is distributed would be helpful for land 
managers. Knowing where that groups geographic range overlaps with other groups of the same 
species could make for a more advanced and efficient management system to combat herbicide 
resistant weeds by preventing the gene flow of herbicide resistant alleles through different 
genetic groups with different climate preferences. To combat introduced species we must 
understand more of their genomic diversity, how and when they migrate, where they come from 
specifically, and their climate and geographic breadth. 
 
As seen in a previous study, multiple introduced B. hybridum groups were found in the state of 
California in the United States (Bakker, 2008). The total number of genotypes in this study was 
not reported, but the structure value was at K=4, indicating a significant amount of genetic 
diversity (Bakker, 2008). The Bradford lab and the Borevitz lab further investigated the genetic 
diversity of California B. hybridum. In total from 26 locations and 187 individuals, we found 25 
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genotypes in North America. In Australia, the Borevitz lab surveyed 83 locations and found 38 
genotypes in the SE region of the continent. Genotype NRD-1 was collected in both Australia 
and North America and is traceable to the Greater Mediterranean area, mostly near the eastern 
coastlines of the Mediterranean. Population structure was calculated for B. hybridum per 
subgenome and is shown in the Appendix section, as not being a core part of this thesis. The 
ancestral history of each species was not a focus of investigation, because the origins of B. 
hybridum are not as important as the current standing genetic diversity. An ancestral K could 
bare little significance about a current invasive lineage. The combination of ancestral groups 
could show the admixture of specific lineages in native ranges, however the predominant 
ancestral groups didn't show much significance in admixture as a causative effect of widespread 
lineages. The much discussed genotype NRD-1's subgenomes are predominantly composed of a 
single K each with little admixture between groups (See figures S3.13-S3.17 in the Appendix). 
 
Species	  and	  Genotype	  Biogeography 
The search for new potential habitat in the native and non-native range yielded many locations 
that could harbour the study species. While these locations are speculative and subject to how 
informative species distribution models are, they do show what areas ideal for searching for 
more diversity. Distribution modelling at the level of genotype is especially speculative because 
there are little resources available to test a genotype's preferred climate without reciprocal 
transplant methods or use of modified growth chamber to simulate climate. The comparison of 
different genotype models to the expected distribution of a species as a whole using all 
observation locations could better inform researchers about how much of a species total 
distribution is represented by a few genotypes that are more widespread. It should be noted that 
the actual climate breadth of B. hybridum as calculated in Chapter V was just as wide as 
genotype NRD-1. This is especially important to note, because the outer climate limits of B. 
hybridum were not defined by NRD-1, and NRD-1 was not wider than average. So in the 
context of genotype modelling in Chapter IV, the larger predicted suitable geography, 
fundamental niche, of NRD-1 was only from having a smaller set of sample points in the model 
(NRD-1 had 51 observation locations, and B. hybridum as a whole had 303). What can be 
concluded is that NRD-1 has as wide of a climate breadth as the species as a whole, and that 
other genotypes through permutation tests had smaller climate breadth and were not as widely 
distributed.  
 
Climate	  analysis	  of	  the	  Brachypodium	  distachyon	  Species	  Complex 
The overall diversity in comparable BioClim variables showed that B. hybridum tolerated a 
wider range of annual precipitation, annual mean temperature, and the amount of variation in 
annual temperature compared to the mean. When searching for genetic variation associated with 
climatic variables only BioClim4 showed effect on B. distachyon. B. stacei is under represented 
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in this study to test alleles associating with BioClim variables and B. hybridum showed almost 
no association between BioClim data and genetic variation. However, after sorting sample 
locations into geographic regions, some of those regions harboured more climate diversity than 
others. Regions with climate diversity tended to have more genetic diversity as seen in Chapter 
IV and V. Specific genotypes had broader climate breadth as tested through permutation shown 
in Chapter V, but only NRD-1 had both broad geographic and climatic diversity with p-values < 
0.01 in both tests. 
 
6.2	  Discussion	  of	  Genetic	  Analysis	  
 
Species	  Identification 
The identification of a species by genomic markers was complicated using only one reference 
genome and previous attempts to species identify all samples correctly were mildly accurate. 
The confounding of species identification by genetic analysis was not initially straightforward 
due to high amounts of structured diversity in each species and some samples aligning like 
polyploids that were usually B. distachyon B groups as seen in Chapter II polyploid 
subgenotype detection. With a small quantity of individuals representing each species, their 
identification by genetic analysis was relatively simple via principal components analysis and 
clustering methods. However, with many hundreds of samples and the addition of many 
genotypes, species identity was confounded by shared alleles in each species. Initially using 
principal component clustering system yields a distinction between B. distachyon and other 
species, but even some B. distachyon samples would cluster with other species. The methods I 
used were not written about in this thesis but was trialed many times. Once the B. stacei 
reference genome became available separation of the three species was simplified and 
measureable. Identification of species by using multiple reference genomes is becoming normal 
for metagenomics, such as the program FR-HIT that can align reads against multiple reference 
genomes (Nu, 2011).  
 
Genetic	  Diversity	  Brachypodium	  distachyon	  Species	  Complex 
B.	  distachyon	  
Due to the strong structure between lineages, it’s likely that B. distachyon is gathering genetic 
diversity by mutation accumulation with rare occasions of outcrossing. A total of 125 diverse 
genotypes are suitable to start for association studies, however more would be helpful and 
targeted collection efforts in diverse areas predicted by modelling should provide insight into 
the total genetic diversity of the species. Also, the use of whole genome sequencing rather than 
GBS would provide better resolution to find causative loci, being that this study's marker 
density averages about 18,426 bases per loci. As shown in the Appendix (Figures S3.19 and 
S3.20) section LD was calculated to decay to 0.10 via R2 at ≈320kb using seven different sized 
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sliding windows averaged together with a mean length of 200kb (125kb-275kb). This leaves 
few markers within long LD blocks to calculate associations to climate or phenotype via GBS. 
Also, many of the lines used are previously developed homozygous lines that are eight-plus 
generations selfed and will have little reflection of true heterozygosity or true representatives of 
local diversity.  
 
The regions near the Eastern Pyrenees Mountains in Spain and Southern France could be a great 
location for studying landscape genomics and sampling more diverse locations. Likewise, 
central Turkey north of Merçin also showed lots of diversity and should be re-sampled. The fact 
that two different accessions of B. distachyon were found in Australia is also significant with 
one having close relatives in Spain, and the other having close relatives in Turkey. There were 
56 genotypes only found once and could be due to low coverage in these regions. In addition, 
re-sequencing these genotypes could reduce the number of actual genotypes called in this study, 
but would improve the resolution of known diversity of this species.  
 
I will personally say that I believe one accession, PYR6-2, is likely from an internal error during 
harvesting or DNA/library prep. When I collected samples in this region and examined the 
maternal plant, none had any of the features common in B. distachyon, such short stature, or 
pubescent flowers, which are not definitively B. distachyon characteristics, but are common in 
the species. PYR6-2 did have small stature compared to any B. hybridum. It was even smaller 
than most diploids when grown in a glass house at ANU, and in my opinion, had similar growth 
features to the UKR lines that are known B. distachyon lines from the USDA and grow 
extremely slowly with very small leaves. However, an accession in that same library prep 
known to be a Pyrenees accession, ABR7, came up polyploid in species identification. Thus, I 
suspect these two lines were likely switched somehow. The accessions WLE1-1 and WLE1-2 
both had the correct proportion of reads and physical traits (pubescent flowers) to qualify as B. 
distachyon physically and genetically. Due to the ambiguousness of PYR2-6, I would normally 
recommend it be re-sequenced. However, the S1 generation that was sequenced had an Ergot-
like fungus on the seed and the plant was destroyed. The maternal collected plant from the 
location site is still at the Borevitz lab at ANU and can have more seed drawn to be planted and 
re-sequenced. Also, the location is documented and can be resampled from as well. 
 
B.	  stacei	  
The small amount of samples of B. stacei makes it hard to assess its true diversity. Having only 
50 identifiable samples that pass filtering thresholds by sequencing from three areas also 
decreases the likelihood that this study composes a snapshot of the genetic diversity of the 
species. Ten more samples could be sequenced at higher coverage to improve our understanding 
of the genetic diversity from our current germplasm, as these samples failed genotype filtering, 
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but had enough sequence depth to obtain B. stacei candidature. At the start of this dissertation 
little was known about the 2n=2x=20 cytotype now known as Brachypodium stacei. After the 
species distribution modelling in Chapter IV, and the modelling in Lopez, 2015, the ranges of 
this species is better described and more collection efforts can be focused on where it resides. 
The collection from the Ezrati lab proved to be fruitful as it contained many B. stacei samples 
and reasonable diversity. More collection efforts can greatly improve the scientific community's 
understanding of B. stacei, plus the hybridisation event that created the allotetraploid B. 
hybridum.  
 
B.	  hybridum	  
Multiple genotypes were found of B. hybridum and collecting this species was the most simple 
in the native and non-native range. The fact that there are only 80 genotypes captured by 1,105 
samples indicates it probably doesn’t have much diversity compared to other Brachypodium 
species. This is probably because the species is expected to be about one million years old 
(personal comment, John Vogel). The true age of the species and if multiple hybridizations have 
occurred has yet to be shown. However, aligning to the Triticum aestivum mitochondrial 
genome revealed 26 GBS markers that showed strong evidence that the hybridization between a 
B. distachyon and B. stacei-like plants did occur more than once. As seen in other publications, 
many known B. hybridum samples aligned near diploid (Mur, 2011) In that study some B. 
distachyon and B. hybridum lines mapped similarly. Population Structure was also calculated in 
B. hybridum, however the focus of this thesis is about the standing genetic diversity rather than 
the ancestral origins. As mentioned above the population structure analysis is featured in the 
Appendix section of this thesis (See figures S3.14-S3.17). Linkage disequilibrium was also 
attempted on B. hybridum and was calculated to ≈50kb across all samples for both subgenomes. 
The overall results for LD in B. hybridum subgenomes were difficult to calculated and 50kb is a 
very loose approximation. The SNP density of B. hybridum averages at 27,638 bases and LD 
dropped within one window motion using seven averaged windows of 200kb (125kb, 150kb, 
175kb, 200kb, 225kb, 250kb, and 275). The quick decay, but low genetic diversity of B. 
hybridum hits an interesting sweet spot between few alleles per LD block, yet high enough 
outcrossing to show quicker LD decay than B. distachyon by an order of magnitude. Whole 
genome sequencing of a genetically diverse subset of individuals would be ideal to resolve LD 
decay and the true bases per variant across the B. hybridum subgenomes. 
 
Genotype	  Resolution	  Achieved 
The use of genotyping by sequencing to capture sporadic genetic markers across the genome 
provided the necessary resolution to describe the genetic diversity of our study groups. Various 
levels of multiplexing and different sequencers were used as well across species, which required 
strict filtering regimes to keep samples comparable. Starting with many tens of thousands of 
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markers and reducing to 20-40% post filtering of the original marker count yielded 4,744 
markers in B. stacei, 14,436 markers in B. distachyon, and 18,525 markers in B. hybridum. For 
genotyping purposes and relatedness calculations, this was more than enough and the Tassel 
pipeline proved to be adequate. As with any diversity study, and this study is no exception, the 
tracking of samples from start to finish can be a challenge for any researcher. Mistakes were 
likely made in small number per each step of the genotyping process. Since this study spans the 
efforts of collecting and sharing samples from nine labs, it's possible human errors were made. 
Up to 2,722 samples were collected in total, of which 1,818 samples were used and 1,573 
accrued enough sequence depth and genome marker proportions to qualify for species 
candidature. Across all these lines and movement of material, it’s no doubt that errors occurred, 
either by samples in the wrong packet, samples planted in the wrong pot, samples were 
harvested in the wrong well, samples possibly mixed up at sensitive moments of library 
dilution. Many individual samples of previously sequenced or cytological analysed accessions 
ended up in the wrong classification were flagged and removed. These samples should be 
sequenced again to properly determine their true relation to the collective growing germplasm 
of the Brachypodium distachyon species complex. 
 
I currently am working on an R package that would greatly improve the ability to call genotype. 
The package would consist of a series of functions that would filter SNPs by their presence 
across samples, and also filter out low coverage samples. There will be many other features in 
this R package and some have already been developed in script format to test output and 
processing time. The key function to genotype samples will first order all individuals between 
the two most diametrically opposite individuals (least related two individuals). Then it will 
iteratively scan through each individual from top to bottom. During each scan two individuals 
will be compared for relatedness only be the markers shared between those two samples, any 
marker missing in an individual will be removed. This is a particularly ideal examination of 
relatedness because it accurately examines two samples with vastly different sequence depths. If 
all samples have a minimum of 10k variants then reducing already closely related samples to 
their shared markers will only reduce the amount of used markers to a very small extent. The 
percent difference in alleles across shared and covered loci will easily be examined and can be 
set by a user, ideally 1.5-2%. If two samples shared marker/alleles are under this threshold they 
would be classified as the same genotype. This process would continue as less and less related 
sample pairs are compared until the threshold is exceeded and then the samples that didn't break 
the threshold are: removed from analysis, listed in a matrix, and labeled a specific genotype ID. 
This method has been trialed on this data set and calls 399 genotypes of B. distachyon and 125 
genotypes of B. hybridum. Since this is for discussion purposes the data output from these 
scripts is not listed here or in the Appendix section, but I have a website for the R package 
'FilteRVCF' I am developing: https://sites.google.com/site/filtervcf/ 
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Multiple	  introductions 
When a species is introduced, they may or may not be known to survive locally and is 
dependent a priori knowledge about their native range climate dynamics. One study found that 
multiple introduction are quite rare and many cases have been found where introductions single 
events and still cause prolific damage to ecosystems and agriculture, example St. Patterson’s 
Curse which was a single event and was traced to a garden in Victoria Australia (Konarzewski, 
2012; Rollins, 2013). This could also be partially true since most introduced species are from 
the horticultural trade (Reichard, 2001; Drew, 2010). When a species is introduced, and 
possibly more than once, it’s more likely to have genetic diversity per each introduction event 
and example is Ambrosia artemisifolia in Genton 2005, and Brachypodium sylvaticum in the 
U.S. states or California, Oregon, and Washington (Genton, 2005; Rosenthal, 2008). Both of 
these studies found significant genetic diversity of introduced populations of their respective 
species. These outcomes might not immediately be apparent nor any negative impacts 
manifested. When a species like B. distachyon (B. hybridum) is introduced to the new world as 
early as the 1780s in Australia and initially classified as native, then later reclassified as 
introduced near ≈1950, then multiple introductions likely have occurred and should be 
investigated genetic diversity (ALA, 2016). 
 
Isolation	  by	  Distance	  and	  Long-­‐Distance	  Dispersal	  
Brachypodium species, particularly B. hybridum and B. distachyon appear to have little isolation 
by distance across their native range as seen in Chapter III. This could in part be due to 
anthropocentric and paleo-anthropocentric distribution of seeds (Opanowicz, 2008). There is 
some account of seeds of Brachypodium species being used as a food source in ancient human 
habitation sites and could explain part of why these species are so widely dispersed in the 
circum Mediterranean area (Draper, 2001). It should also be noted that B. hybridum has 
successfully colonised many parts of the globe in regions where wheat is commonly grown, 
likely being a contaminant of seed stock in the last few centuries during the colonisation of the 
new worlds (GBIF, 2016). B. distachyon does have some lineages that are isolated to specific 
areas, but they are still close relatives of trans-mediterranean groups. B. hybridum genotypes are 
even more widespread in their native range indicating larger dispersal. 
 
Origins	  of	  Long	  Distance	  Distribution 
Australian B. hybridum are easily traceable to both east and west Mediterranean, mostly eastern, 
and to some extent Spain. If PYR6-2 is truly in Australia, there must be at least two introduction 
events, given that we found B. distachyon two times. The accessions PYR6-2 and WLE2-2 have 
easily traceable origins: one from Turkey WLE2-2, the other from Spain PYR6-2, and neither of 
these genotypes are found on both sides of the greater Mediterranean area. They likely came to 
Australia independently via two different ports and probably from two different events. To 
insure that these two B. distachyon lines are truly in Australia and not a chance mistake in the 
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first round of analysis, it would be ideal to sample these locations a second time to confirm their 
existence. Given the amount of genetic diversity in Australia in Brachypodium species, there 
likely have been many introduction events. The same goes for the state of California in the 
United States. We found several genotypes in California, however most of the California 
genotypes are traceable to the eastern Mediterranean regions with only a few lineages tracing to 
the whole Mediterranean, which were some of the most widespread genotypes globally. We 
also observed that the most widespread genotypes in the native range were common in 
introduced locations, example NRD-1 was found in 51 locations on four continents and 13 
climate types.  
 
6.3	  Genomic	  Biogeography	  
 
Species	  Native	  and	  Global	  Potential	  Areas 
The modeling of species over the last two decades is becoming more and more of an exact 
science, but improvements can be made. Reducing the size of a species model to the local study 
area greatly increases the likelihood of predicting the true range of the species (Elith, 2011). 
Global models can be very informative, but increasing the amount of surface area the model 
covers introduces more climate variation in non-predicted areas resulting in a biased model 
(Elith, 2011; Phillips, 2005; 2006; Phillips 2008). The larger the surface area the more points 
are needed, however too many points can make the model over-fit the designated surface area. 
This study was modelled after the parameters and study size of the Lopez, 2015 study 
specifically about these species. The study area was chosen to reflect the accepted limits of all 
three species distributions with the exception of extending the range further east. Based on 
GBIF records, there are more records of B. distachyon complex members further east than 
currently in the public germplasm and publications (GBIF, 2016). The GBIF repository doesn’t 
distinguish the three species and states the species only as B. distachyon. Given that these 
locations listed in the repository for all locations only use the name B. distachyon, even those 
known to only have B. hybridum, it should be considered that any one of these species should 
be tested for potential suitability in these regions. The GBIF repository shows over 17k records 
of B. distachyon globally and many of these locations were observed in global models for B. 
hybridum. Thus, most of the GBIF locations are likely B. hybridum.  
 
To properly expand and correct species distribution models, other methods can be proposed. 
The distribution modelling of each ancestral group individually and add them together, like in 
Chapter IV with each species, can better show the climate breadth and limits of each sub-group. 
Tools like ENMTools will try to un-bias a model based on diverse geographic locations. If the 
geographic locations are a minimum distance apart, the output from MaxEnt should have more 
climate diversity in the model. However, as demonstrated in this study, not all genotypes have 
the same climate breadth. While the exact climate breadth for each tested genotype is likely 
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larger than what was detected in this study, some individuals had little climate diversity. Thus 
some sort of genetic subset would better reflect the sub-groups and the species distribution as a 
whole. Another option is to examine the whole species, but only use the most climate diverse 
sites with equal weighting. Two locations could be less than a kilometer apart, but have 
radically different climates, examples being rapid elevation change, or proximity to oceans. 
Thus locations should be used based on their climate variables. In this study climate classes 
were assigned to each collection site, thus a minimum of 10 sites from each class could be used 
to model a species distribution and would bypass the need for genetic sequencing, though that 
may also be of interest. 
 
B.	  distachyon 
The native potential area for B. distachyon has mostly been sampled in the east and west 
Mediterranean. Since much of the central Mediterranean regions are sea, there are few locations 
where B. distachyon will be found. North Africa in Algeria, Morocco, and Tunisia all model as 
suitable habitats for B. distachyon in this study and in Lopez, 2015. Sampling from these 
regions could reveal more genetic diversity and unique lineages that are not yet in the public 
germplasm. It could also be possible that the Northern regions of the African continent were 
refuge for B. distachyon as glacial maximums would have pushed the species further south out 
of Europe and Asia (Mitchell-olds, 2001; Beck, 2008). These regions could be harbouring 
individuals or rare lineages that didn’t migrate back to northern suitable space. Southern France 
and Northern Italy also showed potential habitat and would be interesting sample locations 
given their distance to the Iberian Peninsula. Accession ABR2 was found near Montpellier in 
southern France so the species is confirmed in these regions as well as ABR8 found in Tuscany 
Italy near Siena. Parts of Macedonia, Bulgaria and mainland Greece showed high suitability for 
B. distachyon and could help close the east-central gaps of the collected range of B. distachyon. 
Since ABR9 was collected in Slovenia and is further from Turkey than this region, it’s likely 
that these countries could harbour B. distachyon as well. Many islands also showed suitability 
scores high enough to potentially contain B. distachyon, particularly islands of Greece, Cyprus, 
and islands of Italy and France: Corsica, Sicily, and Sardinia. These locations often modelled 
better for other species so their investigation could be merited for multi-species collections.  
 
The potential global distribution of B. distachyon could be higher than expected. In my own 
experience many people made personal comments that only B. hybridum would be found 
outside of Europe and Asia based on it being found already numerous times in the past outside 
of it’s native environment. Finding true B. distachyon on two independent occasions in 
Australia shows potential global areas that are modelled as suitable should be investigated. 
Areas of the United States in the state of Washington were investigated extensively by the 
Borevitz Lab, but not to a full extent and could be searched further. Areas of China and the 
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Himalayas modelled as suitable space and being native to parts of Eurasia, these easterly 
locations could harbour distant lineages both geographically and genetically. 
	  
B.	  stacei 
The small amount of sample locations (four locations with 50 samples) of B. stacei available for 
species modelling make its predicted potential native area have less confidence. The habitat of 
B. stacei compared to B. distachyon show they overlap very little in their native range. Only in 
select parts of the eastern and western Mediterranean do these species ranges overlap: Israel, 
Libya, Morocco, Spain, Greece, and Cyprus. Many parts of southern Spain and much of 
Morocco show high suitability for B. stacei as well as the Canary Islands in the Atlantic. The 
presence of B. stacei in North Africa in Lopez, 2015, and climate analysis shows that B. stacei 
prefers drier warmer habitat at lower elevations that B. distachyon and is also reflected in 
Chapters IV and V in this thesis. Much of Greece and southwest Turkey show high suitability as 
well for B. stacei.  
 
In central West Africa, Angola showed high suitability of B. stacei. There are other 
Brachypodium species known to inhabit the southern parts of the African continent like B. 
flexim. It could be that B. flexim is a close relative of B. stacei and inhabits this region because 
of similarity of preferred habitat. In the a previous study, B. flexum and B. mexicanum both 
aligned as close relatives of B. stacei (Catalan, 2015). It could be worth the effort to collect 
from the native range of each of these species to investigate how certain Brachypodium species 
tolerate high temperatures and little annual rainfall. This is especially true since they are all 
found in dry warm areas and are close relatives to B. stacei, but found on different continents: 
B. stacei in North Africa, Asia, and Europe, B. flexum in south and central Africa, and B. 
mexicanum in North and South America. Regardless, the coastal areas of Angola south of Luana 
are the only highly suitable habitats found for B. stacei outside its native range. A few other 
locations showed mild suitability on the South American continent in Chile near the city 
Santiago, and the Australian continent near the city Perth on the southwestern coastline. The 
only other location that modelled mild suitability is near the city Los Angeles in North America 
in the state California in the United States. 
 
B.	  hybridum 
As a species, B. hybridum was modelled to have less potential area in the native range than B. 
distachyon. However, global models showed significant more potential area than B. distachyon. 
With the above-mentioned discussion about GBIF records in their species repository, it’s likely 
that nearly all the observed non-native individuals are not B. distachyon, but B. hybridum. Given 
that true B. distachyon were observed in Australia and some non-native regions were also 
modelled as suitable climates, it would be worthwhile investigating the species composition in 
these locations. In Australia, the locations that harboured B. distachyon also contained B. 
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hybridum and much of their native range models in Chapter IV and Lopez et al 2015 show these 
species overlap significantly, and Chapter V shows their overlap in climate breadth. Native 
models also showed a significant amount of the Eastern Himalayas being potential habitat in 
Nepal and India which matches the GBIF repository observations that were not included in the 
model for B. hybridum native and global predictions. 
 
Geographically	  Diverse	  Genotypes 
Eleven B. hybridum genotypes were found across five continents and found more than a 
hundred times cumulatively. One genotype, NRD-1 in particular, was represented by 121 
samples and found in 51 locations on four continents. Other more rare genotypes were found in 
non-native locations and could be in areas currently unexamined. Based on the resolution of the 
data set in this study it is clear that some genotypes are much more common globally than 
others, but that doesn’t mean that other locations that have not been examined don’t harbour 
what are currently deemed less common genotypes. In fact, it could be the opposite. As with B. 
stacei we are only just starting to understand where it grows as seen in this study and again in 
Lopez, 2015. Once the climate breadth of a species is better understood the breadth of a species 
can be described. A few genotypes in B. distachyon transcend the east west divide of the 
Mediterranean. To truly say these samples represent one cumulative genotype could be 
stretching the description used to call genotype. Nevertheless, these samples are very closely 
related and this lineage is spanning large distances. The resolution to call genotype in this study 
is subject to the comparable-ness of loci GBS captured, and as discussed next, could be 
improved with whole genome sequencing. 
 
Testing	  distribution	  of	  genotypes 
Genotype level modelling of potential area is no doubt controversial, and methods will need 
serious testing to conclude what is truly the “genotype distribution” compared to the species 
distribution. One proposed method is to create a permutation system to see if surface area is 
predicted differently than by chance. MaxEnt models, especially global models, generate 
enormous amounts of data that can quickly fill a computer hard drive. By designing a custom 
pipeline through shell scripting it could be possible to generate a random list of input points 
from a list of coordinates of species observations. These random subsets of observation points 
will be a set length about the same as the number of observations of a genotype. By permuting 
MaxEnt sessions and purging excess MaxEnt data and calling a custom R script to calculate 
surface area statistics and save them in a data matrix, one could hypothetically test if a genotype 
distribution is different than the species with measureable differences and also plot these 
differences. This method was in development during the end of this study and will be developed 
further in the near future. This form of metric could also show the differences in biodiversity 
with more accuracy than the method employed in Figure 4.18 in Chapter IV. The idea of sub-
setting models isn’t necessarily unheard of. A similar concept was found in a paper from the 
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Purugganan lab in Banta et al. (Banta, 2012). However, the sampling methods employed by our 
collaborators across the Turkish landscape were thorough enough to show that genotypes were 
found multiple times in different geographic areas and in enough abundance to create 
distribution maps of each genotype.  Update: I have started building this method, however 
calling MaxEnt from bash-shell command scripts appears to be more challenging on our local 
cluster computer and fails to launch MaxEnt. I've had to re-configure how to launch MaxEnt 
from an shell script. I have easily been able to get this functioning on a personal computer, but 
are too slow to proceed with 1,000 models, completing about 2-3 model iterations per day and 
would take too long. Therefor, efforts to make this technique functional have not been pursued, 
but a modified version can likely get nearly the same result, but changing the parameters of 
MaxEnt. This technique is still ongoing in development. 
 
Like genotype modelling performed in this study, other studies have analysed the overlap of 
species. The Moritz lab is known for their aggressive progress in detecting hybridisation zones 
and species overlap modelling (Carnival, 2016; Rosaur, 2015). Without describing the genetic 
diversity of a study group, running a MaxEnt analysis or species distribution model could be 
biased based on the input of the samples by relatedness. One or two widespread genotypes can’t 
represent the whole of a species distribution, but as was seen in Brachypodium distachyon it 
was actually found to be three species after investigation. On top of being three species, each of 
these species had different ranges, climate tolerances, and some of the genetic groups within 
true B. distachyon and B. hybridum were more widespread than others, which would bias the 
average species range. Another point to make is that one genetic group could be under sampled, 
thus certain genetic components of that species are also biased against in species distribution 
modelling. It could also be proposed to jackknife test a species model by removing observation 
points of genotype groups to measure their contribution to the final distribution model. This 
could better show the importance that climate variables have per genotype and the species 
cumulative model. 
 
6.4	  Climate	  to	  Genetic	  and	  Geographic	  Data	  
 
Associating	  Climate	  to	  Genotype	  Data 
Different genetic lineages may occupy different geographic ranges and corresponding climate 
envelopes such as what was seen in Setaria species in Huang et. al, (Huang, 2014).  These can 
highlight potential adaptive differences however alleles providing the advantage of large climate 
envelopes may be fixed within each lineage. Hybrid zones between groups or long range 
dispersal followed by admixture could provide the opportunity to uncouple adaptive alleles 
from their genomic background and using genotype level modelling could help detect those 
regions. Digital herbarium records are a great place to start describing the climate range of a 
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species utilizing existing collections. Records often have metadata about microclimate, some 
phenotype data including whether the plant was flowering, in addition to when and where the 
plant was collected. This can aid a researcher’s decision about when and where to travel for 
collecting, what trait(s) to look for, and what locations they occupy. With collection points, 
researchers can also travel back to the same location or similar locations based on model 
predictions like those created in computer programs to predict niche breadth using climate 
envelopes and species distribution modelling software like MaxEnt (Phillips, 2006; Joost, 2007; 
Banta, 2012). 
 
Species	  to	  Climate	  via	  Partial	  Mantel	  Tests 
No significant amount of genetic variation in tetraploid B. hybridum was explained by climate 
with onlyBioClim4, temperature seasonality, at 0.33%. It might be better to test each sub-
genome independently since each sub-genome was once a diploid species that faced its own 
selection regime before hybridisation. Suites of subgenome alleles found in a tetraploid like B. 
hybridum could correspond more with some diploid genotype distributions than using both 
subgenomes cumulatively. It has already been seen that B. distachyon and B. stacei have 
different and rarely overlapping distributions, it could be that specific genetic groups with their 
own proprietary climate preferences participated in the polyploidisation event and some of those 
markers are remain present in the genome. Their effect could be diluted and non-significant in 
their current polyploid state, but at one time could have been adaptive. If enough surviving relic 
close relative diploids of a polyploid subgenome were captured, their current location’s climate 
data could be used to investigate potential paleo origins.  
 
Scanning	  for	  Adaptive	  Genetic	  loci	  controlling	  survival	  of	  fitness 
Fitness is the result of selection at many different life stages and often differs across 
environments and involves many loci and possibly intensive surveys in native landscapes or 
modified growth chambers. An indirect way is to use the presence of a plant in a location as an 
observation that a particular combination of alleles can survive there. When a large collection of 
plants spanning a suitable range of climate variables is sequenced, one can use environment data 
as a fitness phenotype to test if certain alleles are associated. A genome wide association study 
scan can then be performed with climate data to identify adaptive loci or if genetic variation is 
explained by a climate variable. Though an association was found with Brachypodium 
distachyon with a climate variable. There was not enough time in the project to investigate that 
here. However example landscape studies and reviews do discuss in detail the ability to capture 
alleles associated with adaptive traits examples are Weigel, 2015 and Kesari, 2012. 
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At	  What	  Point	  Do	  Climate	  Envelopes	  Apply	  
When thinking about climate, the concept of a species is a lot like the concept of a genotype. A 
species can be thought as having a certain potential and realised distribution across habitable 
space - there are the places it can and cannot grow. A genotype would have equal or smaller 
climate breadth than the limit of that species as a whole. A good example of this is the B. 
hybridum genotype NRD-1, which was found many times on multiple continents and in many 
climate types. NRD-1 was found in so many locations and in many climate types it had just a 
wide of climate breadth than the species B. hybridum as a whole. NRD-1 could have a 
significant role in defining the fundamental niche of B. hybridum as compared to other 
genotypes. 
 
Some alleles or genes can be adaptive in some locations or they can be neutral or maladaptive in 
other locations or scenarios (Smith, 2008). This makes testing the effect a gene has difficult in a 
species like those of the Brachypodium distachyon complex with long LD and rare outcrossing 
events (Tyler, 2016). Adaptive alleles are likely inherited with neutral alleles and with rare 
outcrossing events many loci will appear adaptive, the whole genome may even statistically 
prove to be adaptive by not outcrossing enough for accurate detection of genetic loci causing a 
phenotype. The best way to test for adaptive alleles in B. distachyon would be a high resolution 
landscape study with multiple transects leading across a significant environmental gradient 
where two plus genotypes are found on both sides of the gradient. The country of Turkey would 
be ideal due to the significant topographical variation in geography and genetic variation. Figure 
4.17 in Chapter IV shows a map of the region of Turkey and the likely locations to find high 
and low genetic diversity. By sampling across and between locations in that model could 
provide ideal sampling locations to test adaptive alleles. The same sort of study would be true 
for B. stacei and B. hybridum in Israel given the amount of genetic diversity and climate 
diversity found across the country.  
 
6.5	  Final	  Discussion	  
 
Future	  work 
The science of landscape genomics has made tremendous strides in the last few decades with 
sequencing techniques becoming more tangible and amenable to more research interests. 
Beyond sequencing being affordable, the computational tools have increased as well. The 
statistics program R now has many packages and functions for population genetics, landscape 
analysis, GIS studies, and more. The same goes for python and other languages. The days of 
whole genome analysis are basically here and the existing tools for analysing genomic data are 
improving. Thus the previous tools like MaxEnt and other landscape/GIS analysis software 
should be improved to accommodate more accurate descriptions of species. Though the use of 
GBS data has performed well to analyse the three study species for relatedness and association 
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to climate variables in B. distachyon with BioClim4, the investigation of causative variants is at 
a standstill. Some attempts to map to specific loci were made, but were not included in 
requirements of this dissertation and removed. The investigation continues beyond this body of 
work as mentioned before. 
 
Future	  Collections	  
Extensive public collections of Brachypodium exist with over 1,060 accessions published and at 
least 181 accessions available from the USDA National Plant Germplasm System, including 
141 B. distachyon (ars-grin.gov/npgs/) (Catalan, 2012; Dell’Acqua, 2014; Draper, 2001; Filiz, 
2009; Hammami, 2014; Mur, 2011; Vogel, 2006a). At least a further 3,000 accessions are 
estimated to be present in private collections and available by request or through collaborations. 
However, many geographic regions remain unrepresented or under-sampled. Having those 
spaces filled would be beneficial for the whole Brachypodium community. As mentioned, above 
there is a strong division in the current public collection between Eastern and Western European 
accessions. Hence, it would be advantageous to have collections across the Middle East and 
North Africa as it is highly possible that B. distachyon complex species were pushed south 
during the last ice age and extant lineages could be sources of new maternal lines for research as 
seen in other species like Arabidopsis thaliana (Lee, 2017). Central Southern Europe might 
provide a source of admixture populations between the Eastern and Western genotypes or 
completely new genotype groups. There are records of B. distachyon complex species occurring 
in northern latitudes in the UK, Belgium, Germany, and France and also warrant investigation 
and collection. Non-native locations that could benefit from collection are South America in 
Argentina near the wine growing regions in the Pampas, the wheat and wine growing regions of 
Chile, and the lower elevations of the Andes from Peru to Colombia. Also, western Australia 
has many locations known to harbour Brachypodium species as well as coastal South Africa 
(ALA, 2016; GBIF, 2016). 
 
With genotype data, we can focus further collections on hybrid zones and polymorphic sites to 
increase the number of recombinant genotypes, as seen in Chapter III and IV in this thesis, 
regions have been identified of high genetic and climate diversity and more sampling and smart 
transects could provide better insight in local adaptation in Brachypodium distachyon complex 
species. The species as model provides natural genetic mapping resources to dissect complex 
adaptive traits. Admixed populations also inform about the evolutionary history of 
Brachypodium and provide an opportunity to test natural selection on segregating variation. To 
study the natural variation of stress tolerance in Brachypodium distachyon complex species, it 
would be good to have further collections from more extreme environments. This would include 
higher altitude/latitude environments such as Northern Europe and more arid environments in 
the Middle East and North Africa. Areas with multiple, recent introductions are also of interest 
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as they may provide examples of strong selection on standing variation as well as insights to 
climate breadth of lineages as introduced sites are likely not the exact same climate as where the 
introduced groups are from. 
	  
NRD-­‐1,	  The	  Most	  Geographically	  and	  Climate	  Diverse	  Genotype	  
The investigation of why genotype NRD-1 is so extensive and climate diverse should be 
dissected to find the causative reasons of its colonisation success. Being that this genotype is so 
widespread, locations where it was found could be remote surveyed on location to follow and 
quantify its expressed phenotypes in the field (Brown, 2016). Another more replicable analysis 
could be using modified climate chambers the Borevitz lab has been developing to recreate the 
natural environment in a controlled growth facility. Using a few chambers and a diverse set of 
genotype lines, a study can be implemented to measure fitness across different climate 
thresholds replicated from real world locations (Borevitz Lab, 2016). Other possibilities would 
be creating crosses and RILs to find causative loci associated with phenotypes or phenotypic 
plasticity. 
 
The	  Brachypodium	  Future 
Previously, one of the drawbacks of Brachypodium research was the lack of collections and low 
geographic diversity of samples in the public germplasm. Early in the development of B. 
distachyon as a model there were only a handful researchers developing it. Now through our 
efforts and the efforts of our collaborators, there is ample genetic material for the Brachypodium 
distachyon species complex, but there are many locations that require more attention 
highlighted above. With diversity of the species more understood, the development of a large 
set of naturally diverse lines could create an ideal GWAS set to interrogate phenotypes across 
landscapes or search for causative orthologs between species. The Vogel lab, Ezrati lab, Mur 
Lab, Hazen Lab, Mockler lab, Garvin lab, Borevitz lab, and Catalan lab are just a few of the 
many research groups bringing the Brachypodium genus into the model species mainstream.  
 
Collaborations 
This thesis is built upon the collaborative efforts of nine research groups sharing research 
material. Some of the collections are still private in most regards, but our collaborators are eager 
to push their Brachypodium germplasms into new collaborations. The cumulative efforts of 
many people make this thesis possible, from technicians, to field collectors, even people now 
deceased. Without their dedication and assembly of germplasms this project wouldn’t be 
possible. The motivation to their efforts goes beyond this work, but their contributions and 
accuracy of information provided is substantial.  
 
Final	  Discussion 
The region currently known as Palestine/Israel was heavily sampled. Despite its heavy coverage 
in our data set, the region is very climate diverse and harbours lots of genetic diversity of B. 
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hybridum. This is logical because the area is a coastal maritime climate that quickly raises to 
high elevation in a very seasonal climate, then become very dry and greatly reduces to negative 
altitude approaching the Dead Sea. This is an ideal location to find climate diverse lineages 
because within a short distance many climate types can be found and a species living in one 
region has to travel very little distance to experience and test a new climate type. Though 
biodiversity is the most common in Mediterranean like climates, areas with rapid changes in 
elevation or proximity to coastlines will further extend the possibility of finding genetic 
diversity. The other locations in the native range that had climate diversity are the Western 
Himalayas and the NE areas of Turkey.  
 
In the non-native range significant genetic diversity is also found in the San Francisco Bay area 
of the US of North America and the metropolitan area of Adelaide on the Australian continent. 
Both of these areas served as introduction events and harboured multiple genotypes. Like Israel, 
these locations likely have diverse climate gradients between coastal areas and quickly raising 
to mountainous regions and/or deserts. Once a species is introduced to a climate diverse region, 
there are many climate options in a small geographic space. If an introduced species lands in 
one of these climate diverse regions they may only need to survive one or two generation in a 
non-ideal climate until they disperse the short distance to find their ideal location across a 
climate gradient.  
 
Furthermore, the genetic and climate diversity of B. hybridum found in the SE Mediterranean 
could be the result of having so much climate diversity in a small space. New alleles under 
selection are rapidly tested at a population's climate boundaries. Having a short dispersal 
distance to test new alleles against novel climates would likely accelerate the selection of new 
mutations. Therefore it could be suggested that native areas of a known invasive species that 
have significant climate diversity probably have the most invasive lines. Given the evidence 
presented here in this work, and the amount of geographic space that the B. hybridum genotype 
NRD-1 is found in and common across the SE Mediterranean, a landscape analysis of B. 
hybridum in this area could provide some insight to the evolution of invasive species in their 
native range. 
 
The degree of genetic diversity found in non-native habitats is astonishing. The possible reasons 
for B. hybridum to have travelled so well could be it’s anonymous appearance as a weedy grass 
species. Since it is a grass, it is difficult to identify without flowers, limiting the amount of time 
available annually to identify it. It is also an annual plant that rarely vegetatively overwinters, so 
it is physically present as a small anonymous seed for a large part of the year. Also, its overlap 
in climate breadth and regions it is introduced in overlaps with other agricultural species. 
Though any literature pertaining to the actual dispersal of Brachypodium species to the new 
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worlds is next to non-existent, the records of its appearance in Australia do overlap with the 
introduction of humans and agriculture, suggesting a strong correlation. Regardless, the amount 
of diversity of introduced locations was higher than expected.  
 
The distribution of a species or series of species in new environments is no trivial matter. The 
movement of species to novel habitats is known to potentially cause damage, but it seems 
logical that the eradication of an unwanted species is more difficult if multiple introductions do 
occur and more genetic diversity is introduced to a non-native gene pool. The use of 
Brachypodium distachyon complex species has been fruitful because of the availability of 
resources made possible by previous projects and collection efforts. The within and between 
species diversity was easy to map genetic loci, and having samples of both extant diploid 
partners in the polyploid species was of benefit. The geographic and climate diversity was also 
helpful in searching for genotypes that span large geographic and climate space. The scanning 
for genetic, geographic and climate diversity of native and non-native habitats provided a 
glimpse into the potential diversity of other introduced species. 
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  Materials	  
Chapter	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Chapter	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Glossary	  
	  
Climate:	  The	  abiotic	  factors	  contributing	  to	  the	  overall	  environment	  type,	  usually	  precipitation,	  
temperature,	  sometimes	  elevation	  and	  solar	  radiation. 
 
Climate	  type:	  The	  climate	  cluster	  designation	  given	  by	  clustering	  locations	  by	  their	  climate	  
variables	  using	  Mclust	  to	  find	  cluster	  centers. 
 
Environment:	  The	  surroundings	  quantifiable	  conditions	  affecting	  an	  individual	  in	  an	  specific	  
location. 
 
Genotype:	  A	  unique	  set	  of	  genetic	  variants	  occurring	  within	  one	  or	  more	  individual’s	  genome	  
that	  indicate	  they	  share	  the	  same	  genetic	  material	  within	  the	  bounds	  of	  statistical	  error	  to	  call	  
variants. 
 
Phenotype:	  A	  quantifiable	  expressed	  trait	  that	  can	  be	  measured. 
 
BioClim	  1:	  Annual	  Mean	  Temperature:	  The	  combined	  average	  of	  all	  months	  of	  the	  year 
 
BioClim	  2:	  Mean	  Diurnal	  Range:	  The	  mean	  range	  between	  the	  average	  monthly	  maximum	  
minimum	  average	  minimum	  temperature. 
 
BioClim	  3:	  Isothermality:	  Isothermality	  is	  the	  mean	  diurnal	  range	  divided	  by	  the	  temperature	  
average	  range.	  Some	  call	  it	  the	  “evenness	  of	  temperature”	  across	  a	  year.	  Another	  way	  to	  think	  
of	  it	  is	  the	  day:night	  temperature	  oscillate	  compared	  to	  the	  summer:winter	  oscillations. 
 
BioClim	  4:	  Temperature	  Seasonality:	  The	  degree	  of	  temperature	  variation	  annually	  quantified	  
by	  standard	  deviation	  of	  monthly	  average	  temperature	  as	  compared	  to	  the	  mean	  annual	  
temperature. 
 
BioClim	  5:	  Maximum	  Temperature	  of	  Warmest	  Month:	  The	  monthly	  max	  temperature	  over	  a	  
yearly	  period. 
 
BioClim	  6:	  Minimum	  Temperature	  of	  Coldest	  Month:	  The	  minimum	  temperature	  of	  a	  month	  
across	  one	  a	  year	  period. 
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BioClim	  7:	  Temperature	  Annual	  Range:	  The	  amount	  of	  temperature	  range	  between	  maximum	  
warmest	  monthly	  temperature	  and	  minimum	  coldest	  monthly	  temperature	  across	  a	  one-­‐year	  
period. 
 
BioClim	  8:	  Mean	  Temperature	  of	  Wettest	  Quarter:	  A	  measure	  of	  an	  annual	  period’s	  wettest	  
seasonal	  temperature. 
 
BioClim	  9:	  Mean	  Temperature	  of	  Driest	  Quarter:	  The	  average	  temperature	  across	  a	  yearly	  
period’s	  driest	  season. 
 
BioClim	  10:	  Mean	  Temperature	  Warmest	  Quarter:	  An	  approximate	  mean	  of	  temperatures	  
within	  the	  warmest	  season	  of	  a	  year. 
 
BioClim	  11:	  Mean	  Temperature	  of	  Coldest	  Quarter:	  The	  mean	  temperature	  of	  the	  coldest	  
season	  of	  a	  year. 
 
BioClim	  12:	  Annual	  Precipitation:	  The	  total	  of	  all	  monthly	  precipitation	  measurements	  across	  
one	  year. 
 
BioClim	  13:	  Precipitation	  of	  Wettest	  Month:	  The	  total	  precipitation	  occurring	  in	  the	  wettest	  
month	  of	  a	  year. 
 
BioClim	  14:	  Precipitation	  of	  Driest	  Month:	  The	  total	  precipitation	  of	  the	  driest	  month	  across	  a	  
year	  period. 
 
BioClim	  15:	  Precipitation	  Seasonality:	  This	  is	  the	  variation	  in	  monthly	  precipitation	  totals	  over	  
a	  year.	  A	  ratio	  of	  the	  standard	  deviation	  of	  monthly	  total	  precipitation	  and	  the	  mean	  monthly	  
precipitation	  expressed	  as	  a	  percentage.	  Sometimes	  described	  as	  the	  coefficient	  of	  variation	  in	  
precipitation. 
 
BioClim	  16:	  Precipitation	  of	  Wettest	  Quarter:	  The	  measure	  of	  total	  precipitation	  of	  the	  wettest	  
season	  per	  a	  year	  interval. 
 
BioClim	  17:	  Precipitation	  of	  Driest	  Quarter:	  A	  seasonal	  index	  of	  approximate	  precipitation	  that	  
prevails	  at	  the	  driest	  season	  of	  a	  year 
 
BioClim	  18:	  Precipitation	  of	  Warmest	  Quarter:	  The	  total	  precipitation	  of	  a	  season	  with	  the	  
warmest	  mean	  temperature	  of	  a	  year. 
 
BioClim	  19:	  Precipitation	  of	  Coldest	  Quarter:	  The	  total	  precipitation	  of	  a	  season	  with	  the	  
coldest	  mean	  temperature	  per	  a	  year	  period. 
 
SNP:	  Single	  nucleotide	  polymorphism.	  A	  mutational	  change	  of	  base	  at	  a	  specific	  loci. 
 
Variant:	  A	  genetic	  polymorphism	  at	  a	  specific	  loci,	  that	  might	  possibly	  be	  orthologous	  to	  a	  loci	  
shared	  between	  one	  plus	  genomes	  of	  multiple	  species. 
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Climate	  Type:	  A	  distinct	  partition	  of	  a	  climate	  gradient	  that	  collection	  locations	  would	  be	  
catagorised	  under. 
 
Collection	  Location:	  An	  area	  sampled	  for	  specimens.	  Distinct	  sizes	  for	  location	  area	  are	  specific	  
to	  each	  collaborative	  research	  group. 
 
Genotype:	  A	  genetically	  distinct	  individual	  comprised	  of	  identical	  to	  near	  identical	  single	  
nucleotide	  polymorphisms	  that	  falls	  within	  the	  resolution	  of	  the	  employed	  genotyping	  
platform. 
 
Potential	  Area:	  The	  cumulative	  area	  in	  square	  kilometers	  derived	  from	  MaxEnt	  modelling.	  The	  
minimum	  presence	  probability	  threshold	  used	  was	  set	  at	  where	  training	  specificity	  equals	  
sensitivity.	  All	  area	  calculation	  in	  this	  work	  was	  corrected	  for	  earth	  curvature.	   
 
Sampling	  Region:	  A	  cluster	  of	  collection	  locations	  that	  fall	  within	  specified	  confidence	  intervals	  
of	  pairwise	  geographic	  distance	  from	  each	  other	  compared	  to	  other	  locations. 
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GBS:	  Genotyping	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Chapter	  II	  Supplementary	  Material	  
	  
	  
	  
S2.1	   Vogel	   lab	   collection	   sites.	   Global	   locations	   across	   the	   Mediterranean,	   Europe,	  
West	  Asia,	  Middle	  East,	  Iberia,	  Africa,	  South	  America,	  and	  Australia	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S2.2	   Bradford	   lab	   collection,	   locations	   across	   North	   America	   in	   the	   United	   States,	  
California	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S2.3.	  Ezrati	  lab	  Collection.	  Collection	  sites	  across	  modern	  day	  Israel/Palestine,	  Greece,	  
and	  Armenia	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S2.4	   Garvin	   Lab	   Collection/USDA	   Bulk	   Collections.	   Collection	   Sites	   across	  West	   Asia,	  
Modern	  day	  Germany,	  Africa,	  South	  America,	  and	  Australia.	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S2.5	  Mur	  Lab	  Collection.	  Collection	  Sites	  from	  across	  Modern	  day	  Spain	  on	  the	  Iberian	  
Peninsula.	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S2.6	  Budak	  lab.	  Collection	  Locations	  across	  Eastern	  modern	  day	  Turkey	  
	  
	  
S2.7	  Catalan	  Lab	  Collection.	  Locations	  across	  North-­‐eastern	  Iberian	  Peninsula.	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S2.8	  Pie	  charts	  on	  maps	  of	  species	  identification	  across	  the	  NE	  Mediterranean.	  
Red	  =	  B.	  distacyon,	  Purple	  =	  B.	  hybridum	  
	  
	  
S2.9	  Pie	  charts	  on	  maps	  of	  species	  identification	  across	  the	  SE	  Australian	  Continent.	  
Red	  =	  B.	  distacyon,	  Purple	  =	  B.	  hybridum	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Figure	  S2.10	  Pie	  charts	  on	  maps	  of	  species	  identification	  across	  the	  southern	  Iberian	  Peninsula.	  Red	  =	  B.	  
distachyon,	  Purple	  =	  B.	  hybridum	  
	  
 
Figure	  S2.11.	  Raw	  Data	  Matrix	  of	  B.	  distachyon	  Sequence	  Data,	  Stacei	  genome,	  then	  Distachyon,	  X	  is	  
varaints,	  Y	  is	  samples.	  White	  is	  absence	  of	  data,	  red	  is	  presence	  of	  an	  allele. 
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Chapter	  III	  Supplementary	  Material	  
	  
 
 
Figure	  S3.1.	  Raw	  Data	  Matrix	  of	  B.	  distachyon	  Sequence	  Data,	  Stacei	  genome,	  then	  Distachyon,	  X	  is	  
varaints,	  Y	  is	  samples: 
 
Clustering and Relatedness of B. hybridum and sub-genomes: 
 D Subgenome S Subgenome Cumulative 
Samples 1,201 1,201 1,201 
Raw Marker Count 54,223 43,726 97,949 
Valid Samples with Marker 
Count > 21,803 
1,015 1,015 1,015 
Valid Markers called in > n 
Samples  
545 531 1,076 
Average Markers Per Sample 30,338 26,258 56,596 
Minimum Variants 11,803 10,000 21,803 
High Quality Variants 9,273 9,252 18,525 
Genotypes --- --- 80 
Table	  S3.2	  B.	  hybridum	  Genome	  and	  Subgenomes	  Analysis	  Properties 
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Figure S3.3. Dendrogram of the D subgenome of B. hybridum 
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Figure S3.4. Dendrogram of the S subgenome of B. hybridum 
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Figure	  S3.5,	  Final	  Genotype	  Names	  and	  Genotyping	  Cluster	  Identities	  for	  B.	  distachyon: 
 
Figure	  S3.5,	  Final	  Genotype	  Names	  and	  Genotyping	  Cluster	  Identities	  for	  B.	  distachyon: 
A	   list	   of	   final	   genotype	   assignment	   of	   B.	   distachyon	   from	   479	   samples	   condensed	   to	   129	   unique	  
samples,	  and	  125	  genotypes,	  some	  of	  which	  are	  crosses	  and	  were	  removed	  from	  this	  list.	  Note:	  This	  list	  
is	   only	   as	   accurate	   as	   this	   study,	   which	   used	   genotyping	   by	   sequencing,	   which	   is	   a	   reduced	  
representation	  approach	  to	  calculating	  relatedness. 
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Figure	  S3.6,	  Final	  Genotype	  Names	  and	  Genotyping	  Cluster	  Identities	  for	  B.	  hybridum: 
 
Figure	  S3.6.	  Final	  Genotype	  Names	  and	  Genotyping	  Cluster	  Identities	  for	  B.	  hybridum: 
A	  list	  of	  final	  genotype	  assignment	  of	  B.	  hybridum	  from	  1,015	  samples	  condensed	  to	  80	  unique	  
genotypes,	  Note:	  This	  list	  is	  only	  as	  accurate	  as	  this	  study	  which	  used	  genotyping	  by	  sequencing,	  which	  
is	  a	  reduced	  representation	  approach	  to	  calculating	  relatedness. 
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Figure	   S3.7.	   Dendrogram	   of	   1,573	   species	   tested	   samples	   with	   valid	   markers	   above	   each	   species	  
thresholds	   for	   genotyping.	   26	   Variants	   called	   against	   the	   Triticum	   aestivum	   mitochondrial	   genome	  
reveals	  likely	  patterns	  of	  maternal	  species	  and	  multiple	  hybridisations.	  
	  
	  
Figure	  S3.8.	  Marker	  Density	  of	  B.	  distachyon	  chromosome	  1.	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Figure	  S3.9.	  Marker	  Density	  of	  B.	  distachyon	  chromosome	  2.	  
	  
	  
Figure	  S3.10.	  Marker	  Density	  of	  B.	  distachyon	  chromosome	  3	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Figure	  S3.11.	  Marker	  Density	  of	  B.	  distachyon	  chromosome	  4	  
	  
	  
Figure	  S3.12.	  Marker	  Density	  of	  B.	  distachyon	  chromosome	  5	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Figure	  S3.13.	  Population	  structure	  of	  B.	  hybridum	  subgenomes	  using	  1,008	  individuals.	  The	  D	  genome	  
calculated	  as	  K=3	  (brown,	  red,	  and	  yellow)	  and	  the	  S	  genome	  calculated	  as	  K=2	  (cyan	  and	  blue)	  using	  
Evanno's	  delta	  K	  method.	  The	  difference	  in	  delta	  K	  indicates	  that	  there	  could	  be	  three	  or	  more	  
hybridisation	  events.	  Structure	  was	  run	  in	  16	  replicates	  of	  100k	  burnin	  and	  100k	  iterations	  for	  K1-­‐13	  on	  
each	  subgenome.	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Figure	  S3.14.	  Population	  structure	  of	  B.	  hybridum	  subgenomes	  using	  1,008	  individuals	  to	  show	  likely	  
hybridisation	  pattern.	  
	  
Figure	  S3.14.	  Population	  structure	  of	  B.	  hybridum	  subgenomes	  using	  1,008	  individuals	  across	  the	  
Eastern	  Mediterranean.	  Pie	  charts	  on	  maps	  indicate	  both	  subgenomes	  with	  one	  pie	  laid	  over	  another	  
larger	  pie	  chart.	  	  Red-­‐Yellow	  hues	  are	  the	  B.	  distachyon-­‐like	  D	  subgenome,	  and	  the	  Blue	  hues	  are	  the	  B	  .	  
stacei-­‐like	  subgenome.	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Figure	  S3.15.	  Population	  structure	  of	  B.	  hybridum	  subgenomes	  using	  1,008	  individuals	  across	  the	  
Western	  Mediterranean.	  Pie	  charts	  on	  maps	  indicate	  both	  subgenomes	  with	  one	  pie	  laid	  over	  another	  
larger	  pie	  chart.	  	  Red-­‐Yellow	  hues	  are	  the	  B.	  distachyon-­‐like	  D	  subgenome,	  and	  the	  Blue	  hues	  are	  the	  B	  .	  
stacei-­‐like	  subgenome.	  
	  
	  
Figure	  S3.16.	  Population	  structure	  of	  B.	  hybridum	  subgenomes	  using	  1,008	  individuals	  across	  the	  South	  
Eastern	  Australian	  Continent.	  Pie	  charts	  on	  maps	  indicate	  both	  subgenomes	  with	  one	  pie	  laid	  over	  
another	  larger	  pie	  chart.	  	  Red-­‐Yellow	  hues	  are	  the	  B.	  distachyon-­‐like	  D	  subgenome,	  and	  the	  Blue	  hues	  
are	  the	  B	  .	  stacei-­‐like	  subgenome.	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Figure	  S3.17.	  Population	  structure	  of	  B.	  hybridum	  subgenomes	  using	  1,008	  individuals	  across	  the	  United	  	  
States,	  California	  in	  North	  America.	  Pie	  charts	  on	  maps	  indicate	  both	  subgenomes	  with	  one	  pie	  laid	  over	  
another	  larger	  pie	  chart.	  	  Red-­‐Yellow	  hues	  are	  the	  B.	  distachyon-­‐like	  D	  subgenome,	  and	  the	  Blue	  hues	  
are	  the	  B	  .	  stacei-­‐like	  subgenome.	  
	  
	  
	  
Figure	  S3.18.	  Population	  structure	  of	  B.	  distachyon	  using	  479	  individuals.	  Pie	  charts	  on	  maps	  indicate	  
the	  precent	  composition	  of	  that	  location's	  ancestral	  groups.	  Top	  barplot	  is	  sorted	  by	  precent	  K,	  bottom	  
barplot	  is	  sorted	  from	  west	  to	  east.	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Figure	  S3.19.	  Linkage	  disequilibrium	  in	  all	  B.	  distachyon	  using	  seven	  different	  sliding	  window	  sizes	  
measured	  in	  base	  pairs:	  125k,	  150k,	  175k,	  200k,	  225k,	  250k,	  and	  275k.	  LD	  reached	  a	  R2	  score	  of	  0.1	  at	  
≈317k	  bases	  averaged	  across	  all	  windows.	  
	  
	  
Figure	  S3.20.	  Linkage	  disequilibrium	  in	  all	  B.	  distachyon	  using	  seven	  different	  sliding	  window	  sizes	  
averaged	  together	  measured	  in	  base	  pairs:	  125k,	  150k,	  175k,	  200k,	  225k,	  250k,	  and	  275k.	  LD	  reached	  a	  
R2	  score	  of	  0.1	  at	  ≈317k	  bases	  averaged	  across	  all	  windows.	  Average	  in	  black	  and	  +/-­‐	  1	  standard	  
deviation	  in	  blue.	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Chapter	  IV	  Supplementary	  Material	  
	  
Chapter	  4,	  Supplemental	  Figures	  and	  Tables	  
	  
	  
Figure	  S4.1.	  The	  Average	  Omission	  and	  predicted	  area	  for	  B.	  distachyon	  native	  range	  model.	  
	  
	  
Figure	  S4.2	  The	  Average	  Sensitivity	  vs.	  1	  Minus	  the	  Specificity	  for	  B.	  distachyon	  Native.	  
	  
	  
Figure	  S4.3.	  Climate	  Variable	  Contribution	  and	  Permutation	  importance	  in	  the	  B.	  distachyon	  local	  
potential	  area	  model.	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Figure	  S4.4,	  The	  Average	  Omission	  and	  Predicted	  Area	  for	  B.	  stacei.	  
	  
	  
Figure	  S4.5	  Average	  Sensitivity	  vs.	  One	  Minus	  Specificity	  for	  B.	  stacei	  in	  the	  native	  range.	  
	  
	  
Figure	  S4.6.	  Climate	  Variable	  Contribution	  and	  Permutation	  importance	  in	  the	  B.	  stacei	  local	  potential	  
area	  model.	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Figure	  S4.7.	  The	  Average	  Omission	  and	  predicted	  area	  for	  native	  potential	  area	  of	  B.	  hybridum.	  
	  
	  
Figure	  S4.8.	  Average	  Sensitivity	  and	  One	  Minus	  Specificity	  of	  B.	  hybridum.	  
	  
	  
Figure	  S4.9.	  Average	  Omission	  and	  predicted	  area	  for	  B.	  distachyon	  Global	  Model.	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Figure	  4.10.	  Average	  Sensitivity	  and	  One	  Minus	  Specificity	  of	  B.	  distachyon.	  
	  
	  
Figure	  S4.11.	  B.	  stacei	  Global	  model,	  Average	  Omission	  and	  predicted	  area.	  
	  
	  
Figure	  S4.12.	  Global	  model,	  Average	  Sensitivity	  and	  One	  Minus	  Specificity	  of	  B.	  stacei.	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Figure	  S4.13.	  B.	  hybridum	  Global	  model,	  Table	  of	  variable	  contribution	  to	  Global	  Modelling.	  
	  
	  
Figure	  S4.14.	  B.	  hybridum	  B.	  hybridum	  Global	  model,	  Average	  Omission	  and	  predicted	  area.	  
	  
	  
Figure	  S4.15.	  B.	  hybridum	  Global	  model,	  	  Average	  Sensitivity	  and	  One	  Minus	  Specificity.	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Maximum Entropy Predictions per Genotype 
B.	  distachyon	  Genotypes,	  Turkey 
 
 
Figure	  S4.16.	  BdTR1-­‐2	  Potential	  Area. 
 
 
Figure	  S4.17.	  BdTR3	  Potential	  Area.	  
 
 
Figure	  S4.18.	  BdTR5	  Potential	  Area. 
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Figure	  S4.19.	  BdTR8	  Potential	  Area.	  
 
 
Figure	  S4.20.	  BdTR9	  Potential	  Area.	  
 
 
Figure	  S4.21.	  BdTR10	  Potential	  Area. 
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Figure	  S4.22.	  BdTR11	  Potential	  Area. 
 
 
Figure	  S4.23	  BdTR13	  Potential	  Area. 
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Chapter	  V	  Supplementary	  Materials	  
	  
B.	  hybridum 
 
Figure	   S5.1.	   Barplots	   of	   genotypes	   to	   climate	   types	   ordered:	   A	   barplot	   of	   B.	   hybridum	   genotypes	  
ordered	  by	   their	  number	  of	  occupied	   climates.	  Genotype	  one,	  or	  NRD-­‐1	   the	   far	   left,	  was	   found	   in	  13	  
different	  climates	  and	  sampled	  121	  times	  across	  many	  locations.	  
 
Figure	   S5.2.	  Brachypodium	  hybridum	   dendrogram	  of	  Climate	  Variables:	   	  A	   climate	  diagram	  describing	  
the	   relatedness	   of	   sample	   locations	   of	   B.	   hybridum	   where	   each	   leaf	   is	   an	   individual.	   B.	   hybridum	  
locations	  were	  classified	   into	  14	  groups.	  By	  keeping	  each	  sample	  as	  a	  replicate	  of	  each	  climate	  group,	  
the	  amount	  of	  representation	  each	  cluster	  has	  in	  the	  dendrogram	  is	  preserved	  and	  climate	  groups	  can	  
be	  visualised	  by	  their	  number	  of	  representative	  locations.	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Figure	   S5.3	   Brachypodium	   distachyon	   dendrogram	   of	   Climate	   Variables:	   	   A	   non-­‐genetic	   diagram	  
composed	   of	   climate	   data	   from	   each	   sample	   location.	   By	   clustering	   the	   19	   BioClim	   variables	   of	   each	  
sample’s	   location	   into	   eleven	   groups,	   the	   climate	   diversity	   of	   each	   genotype	   can	   be	   quantified,	  
especially	  for	  widespread	  genotypes	  that	  occupy	  more	  than	  one	  cluster.	  Each	  of	  the	  476	  leaves	  in	  this	  
dendrogram	  represents	  an	  individual. 
 
 
-­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐ Value p-­‐value 
Integer	   55.769925097 0.065 
BioClim1	  distance -­‐0.089455354 0.001 
Geological	  distance	  R2 0.001252523	   0.001 
BioClim1	  R2 0.01666654 0.001 
F-­‐test 949.9756 0.001 
Table	  S5.4.	  B.	  distachyon	  BioClim1	  and	  Geographic	  Distance	  Partial	  multi-­‐linear	  regression	  models	  Test:	  
BioCLim1	  annual	  mean	   temperature	  was	   tested	  as	  a	   variable	   for	  genetic	  association	  due	   to	   its	   strong	  
correlation	  to	  explaining	  the	  distribution	  of	  B.	  distachyon	  in	  literature	  and	  MaxEnt	  modelling	  in	  chapter	  
4.	  BioClim1	  was	  not	  found	  to	  explain	  significant	  genetic	  variation.	  
	  
 
-­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐ Value p-­‐value 
Integer	   55.725624276 0.003 
BioClim4	  distance -­‐0.005135141 0.001 
Geological	  distance	  R2 0.003634472 0.001 
BioClim4	  R2 0.03963121 0.001 
F-­‐test 2312.955 0.001 
Table	  S5.5.	  BioClim4	  and	  Geographic	  Distance	  Partial	  multi-­‐linear	  regression	  models	  Test:	  BioClim4	  the	  
percent	  standard	  deviation	  of	  monthly	  annual	  temperatures	  compared	  to	  the	  annual	  mean	  was	  found	  
to	  explain	  nearly	  4%	  of	  genetic	  variation	  in	  B.	  distachyon.	  The	  explanation	  of	  this	  is	  not	  known	  yet	  in	  this	  
study. 
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-­‐	  -­‐	  -­‐ Value p-­‐value 
Integer	   5.138934e+01 1.00 
BioClim12	  distance 1.460350e-­‐02	   0.001 
Geological	  distance	  R2 6.098444e-­‐04 0.008 
BioClim12	  R2 0.01420049 0.001 
F-­‐test 807.3883 0.001 
Table	   5.6.	   BioClim12	   and	   Geographic	   Distance	   Partial	   multi-­‐linear	   regression	  models	   Test:	   BioClim12	  
annual	  mean	  precipitation	  was	  tested	  as	  a	  climate	  variable	  testing	  genetic	  association	  due	  to	  its	  strong	  
correlation	  in	  species	  distribution	  modelling	  in	   literature	  and	  this	  study’s	  MaxEnt	  modelling	  in	  Chapter	  
IV.	  BioClim	  12	  wasn’t	  found	  to	  explain	  significant	  genetic	  variation	  in	  B.	  distachyon.	  
	  
	  
	  
 
Figure	  S5.7.	  Larger	  image	  of	  permutation	  test	  for	  climate	  diversity.	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Figure	  S5.8	  Dendrogram	  of	  1,015	  individuals	  from	  303	  collection	  sites	  and	  their	  19	  BioClim	  variables	  as	  
vectors	   that	   were	   used	   to	   cluster	   into	   14	   climate	   classes.	   Some	   classes	   are	   rare	   and	   others	   more	  
common.	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Figure	   S5.8	  Dendrogram	  of	  479	   individuals	   from	  115	  collection	  sites	  and	   their	  19	  BioClim	  variables	  as	  
vectors	   that	   were	   used	   to	   cluster	   into	   14	   climate	   classes.	   Some	   classes	   are	   rare	   and	   others	   more	  
common.	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Figure	  S5.9	  Multi-­‐linear	  regression	  test	  of	  geographic	  distance	  to	  climate	   in	  green	  to	  original	  data	  set,	  
and	  multi-­‐linear	   regression	  on	   climate	  data	   to	  genetic	  data.	  By	   rotating	  each	   sample	  at	  each	  position	  
against	  the	  original	  data	  set,	  true	  associations	  will	  occur	  when	  both	  the	  original	  climate	  data	  set	  and	  the	  
genetic	  data	  set	  are	  associated	  at	  the	  same	  time	  as	  the	  original	  indicated	  by	  both	  colours	  spiking	  at	  the	  
same	   time	  as	   seen	  at	   the	   far	   right	   of	   the	   figure.	   This	   should	   indicate	   that	   some	   true	   climate	   variable	  
association	  is	  not	  because	  of	  geographic	  distance.	  
	  
